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IN DEDICATION TO THE MEMORY OF
ING. AGR. ERNESTO FLORENCIO GODOY

Ing. Agra Ernesto F. Godoy passed away on Saturday, May 28, 1983, in the city of
Marcos Juarez (Cordoba). He had filled a very important position for the
Argentine Department of Agriculture as director of the Cordobes-Puntano Regional
Center and for the National Institute of Agronomic Technology (INTA) as director

of the Regional Experiment Station of Marcos Juarez. He was also responsible

for coordinating the National Wheat Program of INTA.

Ing. Godoy passed away after completion of an intense day of work. He was
dedicated to his job - a profession that he chose in his youth and to which h
dedicated his life.

During 1933, Ing. Godoy began his career by working for the General Director of
Plant Protection, which is a part of the Argentine Agriculture Department. He
became coordinator of the Laboratory of Jose Paz in 1 937 , and in 1938 moved to
Salta to fill the leadership position of the Plant Pathology Laboratory.

In 1941, Ing. Godoy accepted an academic position as Coordinator of Laboratory
Activities with the Plant Pathology Group in the School of Agronomy at the
University of La Plata.

INTA was created in 1958 and Ing. Godoy was appointed as research assistant of

the Pampeano Regional Center with the headquarters at Pergamino (Buenos Aires).

Ing. Godoy was appointed as director of the newly formed Puntano-Cordobes
Regional Center with headquarters in Marcos Juarez and director of the
Experimental Station of Marcos Juarez in 1962. Some of his contributions in
this position were the development of different working groups, serving as an
advisor to young research scientists and helping promote the national and
international stature of the Experimental Station at Marcos Juarez. He served
in this position until 1973.

After relinquishing the direction of the Experimental Station of Marcos Juarez,
Ing. Godoy continued as director of the National INTA Wheat and Barley Program
which involves seven experimental stations: the job that he held until he Passed
away. As coordinator, he was a continuous supporter of wheat research projects.
Such efforts assisted in the release of new varieties by INTA which had great
impact on the national production. The record yield of harvested wheat,
achieved in 1982-83, is the best evidence of this fact.

Because of his beneficial contributions to cereal research, the National Academy
of Agronomy and Veterinary had appointed him as "Academic() Correspondiente". He
was scheduled to receive this honor on June 8, 1984.



During his long career, Ing. Godoy had the op portunity to visit several
countries as a participant at technical meetings. Some of these included the

following:

1. The Third International Wheat Conference, Mexico. 1965.

2. The Fourth Latin American Meeting of Plant Breeding, Santiago, Chile. 1968.

3. The First Meeting of the Wheat Commission of the Regional Cooperative
Program of Agriculture Research, Santiago, Chile. 1969.

4. The Wheat Production Meeting organized by CIMMYT in Mexico . 1971.

On July 26, 1979, Ing. Godoy was recognized for his contributions to the cereal

industry by receiving the distinguished award entitled "Bolsa de Cereales de
Buenos Aires 1979".

Ing. Godoy had published many papers; his last contribution was "El Cultivo de
Trigg , ed. INTA, 1981". His publications are highly regarded nationally and

internationally as references for cereal scientists.

This publication is dedicated to the memory of Ing. Agr. Ernesto Florencio Godoy
in recognition of his many contributions to cereal improvement.



FOREWORD

The United States Aid for International Development (USAID)-Oregon State
University (OSU)-International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT)
international wheat program has made provisions for regional and in-country
workshops to be held in major wheat-producing areas where winter or facultative

wheat cultivars are grown. This activity complements the other two major
efforts which are germplasm enhancement and graduate and non-degree training.

The, major objectives of regional workshops are 1) to strengthen areas of
cooperation among international, regional and national agencies for improvement

of cereal production, 2) to promote a coordinated effort of cooperation and

support among the different agencies, 3) to share research findings related to
breeding, extension and production activities of wheat in the region and the
international program, and 4) to encourage the selection and training of
qualified research and extension personnel.

The workshops are designed to provide for formal presentations on topics related
to wheat production, methods of.varietal improvement, major cereal diseases,
cultural practices of wheat, quality characteristics, extension and economic
aspects, marketing systems, cooperative exchange programs of germplasm and
information and training of future scientists. Such discussions are followed by

field tours designed to observe research, extension and production of wheat at

the major cereal locations within the region.

The desired results of the wheat workshops are 1) a better understanding of the
progress and problems of cereal-related activities within the region, 2) the
direct exchange of information, 3) planning the exchange of germplasm for

specific zones, 4) the development of closer personal ties for future
cooperation, and 5) interacting with potential students for future advanced

degrees at OSU.

There was an expressed interest between the Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia
Agropecuaria (INTA) in Argentina and the OSU-USAID-CIMMYT international wheat
program to hold a cereal review in the Southern Cone region during 1983. The
OSU program has been cooperating with fifteen locations in South America during
the past ten years. There are many similarities between Oregon and the Southern

Cone region in the major problems of diseases, soil pH, drought stress, late
frost damage, quality characteristics, etc. Many parental sources of wheat
contributing genes for resistance to diseases such as Septoria, leaf and stem
rust originated in the southern cone. Introductions provided to OSU from

Argentina have played a major role in providing promising new germplasm. Two
students from Argentina and one from Paraguay are presently pursuing-Ph.D.'
degrees in cereal breeding and genetics in the OSU Crop Science Department.

There have been several visitors to OSU from Argentina in recent years
representing public and private research agencies in addition to a group of

wheat producers.

This seminar and field tour in Argentina were organized in conjunction with Mr.

J. Nisi, acting director of Wheat Research at the National Institute of
Agriculture Research (INTA - Marcos Juarez). Dr. M. Kohli (CIMMYT Director for

the Southern Cone Region ) also assisted in coordinating the seminar and

conducting the tour. The seminar consisted of formal presentations in six
sessions over, two days. Specific topics and speakers are noted in the Contents.



Mr. Nisi and his colleagues at INTA, Marcos Juarez, are to be commended for the
excellent arrangements for the meetings.

There were approximately 100 participants at the seminar representing all public
and private cereal research, extension and production agencies from Argentina,
CIMMYT regional coordinators and staff from the headquarters in Mexico, members

of the OSU Wheat Team and colleagues from neighboring countries. The field
tours were scheduled to visit Marcos Juarez, Bordenave, Criadero Buck and
Balcarce during three days. Inclement weather prohibited visiting Balcarce.,
however, the tours at the other three locations were very informative and
provided time for discussions between participants. Appreciation is expressed
to the hosts at each experimental site for their generosity. Those
participating in the tour also express appreciation to the Central INTA office
and the pilots for, the three airplanes and safe travel during the tour.

The final session for summary and conclusions of the cereal seminar and field
tours was held in the INTA Department of Genetics at Castelar near Buenos Aires.
The summary and conclusions are included in the proceedings.

Manuscripts of all presentations are included in Spanish and English. The
proceedings consist of two distinct sections, the Spanish appearing first on
white paper and the English second on blue paper.

This is the third workshop held as a part of the OSU-USAID-CIMMYT wheat
improvement program. The first was held in Peru in 1982 followed by a workshop

in 1983 in Tunisia. Copies of proceedings of all workshops are available and
can be obtained by writing to Dr. W. McCuistion, Oregon State University, Crop
Science Department, Corvallis, Oregon, USA 97331.
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

L. Galletti

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

It is my privilege to initiate the International Wheat Seminar in Argentina.
The seminar was organized and conducted jointly by Oregon State University from

the United States of America, the International Center for the Improvement of

Corn and Wheat (CIMMYT) with its center in Mexico, and our organization, the

National Institute of Agricultural and Anima l Husbandry Technology.

We are honored by the distinction that this seminar brings to the Marcos Juarez
Experimental Station. We pay tribute to those responsible for its organization,
the high standard of the speakers who developed the different themes, and for

the quality of the topics presented. We are also pleased with the qualified
assembly of scientists of official and private institutions, which you
represent. It is my distinct pleasure to cordially welcome each participant to

the seminar.

I am sure that the content of the papers presented will be of interest to all of
you and will contribute to the exchange of information and new ideas.

Our wishes are that this International Wheat Seminar provide the opportunity for
representatives of the following institutions to communicate among themselves:
the Department of. Agriculture, universities, faculties of agronomy, research
centers, experimental stations, the private sector and the, milling and baking

industries.

We hope that the discussions will provide knowledge regarding principal
constraints of research, rural extension and wheat production in general.

Likewise, your presence here will permit you to become acquainted with the
infrastructure of this young Experimental Station; young because in just one

year, 1984, we will commemorate its 25th year of existence. This Station was
created in 1959 to address the needs of this important agricultural region, and
for participants at this international seminar, I would stress the importance of

wheat in this region of the country.

The area of influence of this Experimental Station includes the southeast of the
Province of Cordoba and the southwest of the Province of Sante Fe. One-half of
the 4,000,000 hectares is dedicated to agriculture and the other half to

livestock.

Wheat occupies the largest total cultivated area, followed by soybeans, corn and
sorghum. This explains the reason for the importance placed on genetic
improvement of wheat and sorghum. The improved production of the c rops already

mentioned and increased bovine and pig production benefits the respective rural
communities of the region. These communities are serviced by thirteen agencies
of agricultural and animal husbandry extension committed to the improvement of
the standard and quality of life of the rural family.



Ladies and Gentlemen, once again, welcome to this Station and congratulations to
the organizers, coordinators and conductors of this International Seminar, since
with such a distinguished gathering success is insured. Only one thing remains,
in the name of the National Management and Directive Council of the INTA: to

declare this international wheat seminar officially inaugurated.



WHEAT PRODUCTION IN ARGENTINA

Jorge E. Nisi

Introduction 

Wheat, considering the acreage under cultivation, has been the most important
crop in our country since the very beginning of our agriculture at the end of

the last century. Today wheat represents approximately one-third of the total
cultivated area. Among our agricultural exports, wheat continues to occupy a

leading role. Argentina exported more than ten million tons of wheat in 1982-

1983. A record crop of 15,130,000 tons was obtained in the last season, and
the internal consumption was 5,000,000 tons. Argentina's wheat exportation
increased in the last decade, as can be observed in Table 1. Such increase is
attributable to a great extent to grain imports by the Soviet Union, Chinese,
and other socialist countries. Argentina's participation in the world wheat
market has been relatively small, less than 5%, except in the 1982-83 season,
when it contributed 8.4% of the total. Table 2 shows the changes in the
structure of the exporting and importing countries.

Between 1961 and 1963, the ECC was an important wheat i mporter. In the 1981-83
triennium, the ECC was a net exporter. On the other hand, the USSR moved from
an exporter during 1961-63 to an importer in 1981-83.

Wheat-Growing Regions 

The Argentinian wheat-growing region involves mainly the provinces of Buenos
Aires, Sante Fe, Cordoba, La Pampa, and Entre Rios. It is geographically
located between parallels 31 and 40 degrees south latitude and between the
meridians 58 and 65 degrees west longitude from Greenwich (Figure 1). It
extends approximately 1,000 km from north to south and 600 km from east to west.

There are two well-defined areas within the wheat region: a) a humid
environment in the east with an annual average precipitation of 800 mm, and b) a
semiarid area to the west with 600 mm of annual precipitation. From the total
wheat average (annually seeded), 60 percent corresponds to the first region (a),
35 percent to the second region (b), and the remaining to the marginal zones.

Outside the mentioned region, wheat is produced in dry land and small irrigated
areas that are considered marginal. Thus, we find wheat in the provinces of
Chaco and Formosa in the Argentinian northeast (approximately 60,000 hectares)
and Santiago de Estero, Tucuman, Salta and Jujuy in the northwest (approximately

55,000 hectares). Wheat production from these marginal regions does not have a
significant influence on national production. It is only important as a factor
in agricultural diversification and the local supply.

Wheat is a dryland crop in Argentina. Consequently, the success of the crop is
more closely related to the distribution of the rainfall during the year and to
the efficient conservation of water in the soil rather than to total

Precipi tati on. In this wide region, wheat is planted from the beginnin g of fall
to the end of the winter and harvested between November and January, depending
on the latitude.



Because of the great extension of the aforementioned region and its diverse
environmental conditions, it has been necessary to divide the wheat-growing
region into five ecological subregions. Two of these, II and V. are also
subdivided into North and South. They are: Subregion I, Subregion II North,

Subregion II South, Subregion III, Subregion IV, Subregion V North, and
Subregion V South. These subregions were established to advise the farmers
about the most suitable varieties for each region through a network of
territorial trials in different localities of the wheat region. According to
Table 3, there is a negative tendency in the production of some wheat subregions
of the country, as in I, III, and V South. This situation is caused by low
realized yields due to the influence of diverse factors, such as irregularity of
precipitation within the year, between years, and nitrogen-deficient soils. In

addi tion, wheat is in rotation and second to legumes which provide feed for
livestock.

The wheat-growing regions II North, II South and IV make the greatest
contribution to the country's total production. They are the regions with the
highest reported yields.	 For example, subregion II North reported average
yields of approximately 2,000 kg/hectare in the last quintennium. These regions
represent agroecological conditions that are very favorable for the cultivation
of wheat and enjoy the best available technology.

Subregion IV grows durum wheat, in addition to bread wheat, 85,000 tons being
produced in 1981. The production of durum wheat is declining primarily because
of epidemics of Fusarium in 1976 and 1977 causing pronounced yield decreases,
and increasing the farmer's preference for bread wheat.

To analyze the wheat evolution in the country, we must consider the cultivated
area, yield, and production from the end of the last century to the present
time. In 1872, 73,000 hectares were cultivated. During the 1890s, the number
of hectares under cultivation rapidly increased from 3,250,000 in 1899 (Graph I)
to 6,250,000 in 1910. Several factors influenced the development of this crop,
especially the state's decision to favor immigration and establishment of
agricultural colonies, together with the construction of the railroad network
for the transportation of grain to consumer centers and ports.

In the first 30 years of the present century, the expansion of wheat continued
reaching, its maximum area of 9,219,000 hectares in 1928. The area then
decreased to 7,300,000 hectares in 1941, stabilized around 5,500,000 hectares
and later declined to 4,100,000 hectares in 1970. The average area under
cultivation during the period of 1973-82 was 5,754,980 hectares varying by an
increment of 215,647 hectares/year (Graph 2).

There have been three major periods in the evolution of wheat yields as they
relate to Argentinian wheat production. The first period, from initiation of
wheat production until 1935 (Graph 3), was characterized by the cultivation of
populations brought by the immigrants, introductions and cultivars developed
which had in their pedigrees such varieties'as Klein Favorito, 38 MA and
Limcalel M.A..

In 1912, the English specialist Guillermo Backhouse was hired, and using the
pedigree selection method made the first crosses, starting scientific breeding
in Argentina. Average yields during this period were approximately 700 Kg/ha
with an increase of 11.78 K g/Ha/Year (Graph 3). The second period, which lasted
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until 1973, began with Grain Law No. 12.253 which designated industrial quality
as a priority in the development of new varieties. The law establis hed disease
resistance and yield of varieties as second and third priorities, respectively.

The average yield in this period reached approximate ly 1,300 kg/hectare, an

increase of 13.14 kg/hectare/year (Graph 4). The varieties of greatest
diffusion were Sinvalocho M.A., Klein Cometa, Benvenuto INTA, Klein Rendidor and
Buck Atlantico.

During the recent period of 1973-1982, the average yield was 1.613 kg/hectare
and the increment increase of 29 kg/hectare/year (Graph 5). This significant
increment of increase is caused by the distribution of new varieties including

Mexican germpla sm , among which Marcos Juarez INTA, Leones INTA, Buck Nandu,
Klein Chamaco and Victoria INTA have excelled. The yields over years show a

sustained upward tendency, though the increases are far from those achieve d by

the countries of high technology, especially in the last decade (Table 4).

Nevertheless, the achieved increases, 11.81 kg/hectare/year, over the last 70
Years (Graph 6) are due, almost exclusively, to genetic improvement without the

parallel evolution of crop management.

Production followed a similar pattern to that of cultivated area'(Graph 7 ), but

with more accentuated oscillations. The highest national production was

obtained last year, 1982, with 15,130,000 tons.

Average production during the past decade 1973-1982, reached 9,211,000 tons with
an increment increase of 490,848 tons/year (Graph 8) . Even though area

influences production, large oscillations are primarily determined by climatic

conditions.

Yield levels could be expected to increase if there were increased use of
fertilizer in some regions with adequate distribution of precipitation.
Fertilizer use not only would permit a maximum potential yield of cultivars t
be reached, but also an improvement of the average quality level for the

country.
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: WHEAT - EVOLUTION OF THE WORLD AND ARGENTINIAN EXPORTATIONS

ARGENTINA

VOLUMES (MILLION TONS)

1961/63

1971/73

1981/83

TOTAL GROWTH (%)

1961/63 - 1971/73

1971/73 - 1981/83 

39,7

46,7

87,9

NOTE: FOR ARGENTINA IT IS ANNUAL DATA; FOR THE WORLD IT IS JULY-JUNE.

SOURCE: J.N.G. AND U.S.D.A.



TABLE 2 ARGENTINA - EVOLUTION OF THE DESTINATION OF THE EXPORTATIONS

OF BREAD WHEAT

COUNTRIES 1961/63 1971/73 1981/83 *

DEVELOPED CAPITALISTS 55 5 5,0 0 5

—	 EEC 52,1 2.3 0,5

-	 JAPAN 2,8

OTHERS 3,4 -

SOCIALISTS 4,0 78 2
USSR 59,4

-	 EASTERN EUROPE 0, 5 -

_	 PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 3 5 18,8
OF CHINA

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 40,5 95,0 21,3

LATIN AMERICA 40 5 71 8 8 9

-	 ARABIC COUNTRIES 11,8

-	 REST OF ASIA 12,1 0.5

REST OF AFRICA 0,1 0,1

TOTAL VOLUME (MILLION TONS) 1 ,85 1,37 5,72

*FOR 1983 ARE PROJECTED DATA	 SOURCE:	 J.N.O.
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TABLE 3: TENDENCY OF AREA PLANTED, HARVESTED, PRODUCTION AND YIELD

IN THE WHEAT ECOLOGICAL SUBREGIONS I, IIN, IIS, III, IV, VN, VS,
AND COUNTRY TOTAL IN THE PERIOD 1971-72 THROUGH 1981-82.

Sub- Harvested Area
Tendency

R	 (%)

Production
Tendency

2( ::

Yield
Tendency

9`,%,	 I

regions

Planted Area

Tendency R	 (	 ,

I
Y. 3 5 8 8 62,42-17562,56	 X 65,81 Y7,262421	 25-11513,98 X 40,60 Y.. 321108,00-7666,59	 X 7,27 Y: 1218,58.36,6000	 X 16,10	 ;

II North Y..:5 23356,54•25330,72	 X 81,94 Y. 537405,03.60429,64 X 84,81 Y= 10 9 6091,55.103315,66 X 51.61 Y. 1937,2363-5,1909 X 0,39 
II	 SouthY.452931,67•52315, 0 5 X 41,33 Y.40'9527,09	 48638,72 X 39,97 Y.61437 4,23.107427,58 X 48,91 Vr 1593,6000.30,2636 X 28,12

0,17-1

III V-210299,99-12036,36	 X 311,61 Y . 168865,45-13615,45	 X 24,90 8. 196667,27-9251	 36	 X 15,31 Y= 1241,8727-3,8727 X
IV	 Y=85 116 4 ,09.19126,09	 X

.1____ 21,32 Y. 811817,70.15730,74 X 18,16 Y. 1503 7 15,01+15526,11 X 4,25 Y. 1829,945410,354 5- X I ?,51
V  North Y,.20 1 9 8 7 ,52+13179,60	 X 21,67 Y. 149195,90+8934,31	 X 14,213 Y =205243,70.8320,47	 X 4,70 Y. 1174,4181.6,6727 X	 I	 U,62

XI	 9,34-1
V South V: 21 79 6 2 3,69-23220,60	 x 5,01 Y. 1099324,69-23699,73 X 4,95 v. 2 52 3829,20-64670,29 X 7,97 Y . 1342,2545-20,0727

Coun try 1V-4P114930,90,102932	 '	 X

Total
15,27 Y.,4 324398.18.85937,27 X 13,04 Frh 6201P1«14822,,27	 X 9,30 .1509,5636.5,89mq
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GRAPH 1: TENDENCY OF THE AREA PLANTED WITH WHEAT DURING THE PERIOD 1899-1900 THROUGH 1982-1983.
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GRAPH 2: TENDENCY OF THE AREA PLANTED WITH WHEAT DURING THE PERIOD 1973-74 THROUGH 1982-83-



GRAPH 3: TENDENCY OF THE WHEAT YIELD DURING THE PERIOD 1911-12 THROUGH 1934-35.



GRAPH 4: TENDENCY OF THE WHEAT YIELD DURING THE PERIOD 1934-35 THROUGH 1973-74.
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2000 GRAPH 5: TENDENCY OF THE WHEAT YIELD IN THE COUNTRY DURING THE PERIOD 1973-74 THROUGH 1982-8
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TAB LE 4

WHEAT YIELD IN THE MAJOR PRODUCER COUNTRIES
KILOGRAM PER HECTARE

COUNTRY

AVERAGE

1976-80

AVERAGE

1954-58

INCREMENT

KG/HA

RUSSIA. 1,637 1,010 627 62

U S, A, 2.152 1.442 710 49

CHINA. .1 751 1.055 696 56

INDIA. .1 456 724 732 101

CANADA,	 . 1 884 1 C36 578 44
FRANCE	 .	 .	 . 4 593 2 230 2 363 106
TURKEY	 , 1.816 986 830 84
AUSTRALIA	 . 1 271 1.132 139 12
PAKISTAN, 1 444 782 662 85
ITALY	 . 2,605 1.816 789 43
ARGENTINA, 1 627 1,324 303 23
WEST GERMANY . ,4 698 2 902 1.796 62

WORLD AVERAGE . 1.830 1,190 640 54



GRAPH 6: TENDENCY OF THE WHEAT YIELD IN THE COUNTRY DURING THE PERIOD 1899-1900 THROUGH 1982-83.
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GRAPH 8: TENDENCY. OF THE WHEAT PRODUCTION DURING THE PERIOD 1973-74 THROUGH 1982-83.
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THE PRODUCTION OF WHEAT IN OREGON

W. L . McCuistion

The state of Oregon and its neighboring states of Washington and Idaho are
referred to as the Pacific Northwest Region. This region is extremely
diverse in altitude, annual rainfall, maximum-minimum temperatures, etc.
Wheat is widely distributed across the state of Oregon and the Pacific
Northwest Region. The primary winter wheat—producing region of Oregon is
located in the northern one-third of the state. There are more than 170
agricultural commodities being produced within the state of Oregon, however
wheat has by far the highest total area, production and gross sales of all
edible crops. The area of harvested wheat, average yield, total production
And amount of gross sales for the state of Oregon and the Pacific Northwest
are reported in Table 1.

	

Table 1.	 Area, Production, and Gross Sales of Wheat in Oregon and the
Pacific Northwest - 1982

Area	 Total	 Gross

	

Harvested	 Yield	 Production	 Sales

	

Area
	

(ha) 	 (kg/ha)	 (tons) 	 (millions$) 

	

Oregon
	

486,000	 3629	 1,759 091	 $ 254.8

Pacific
Northwest	 2,243,700	 3600	 8,127,273	 $1,177.1

The extreme western states of the United States have historically produced
soft white wheats and Oregon, being north of 42 degrees N latitude,
produces predominantly winter wheat. The percentage of each market class
and total production in Oregon are presented in Table 2,

Table 2. Wheat Production in Oregon by Market Class 1982

—Wheat Classl % of Total
Total Production

(tons)

Common White-Winter 85 1,495,227
White Club - Winter 7 123,136
Hard Red - Winter 2 35,182
White & Red Spring 6 105,546

100 1,759,091

1 Classification of wheat quality in the U.S. system is based on textures o
the endosperm.



A small percentage of the soft white winter wheat area is devoted to

production of club wheats (Triticum compactum). This market class of
wheats has good 

adaptation to the low rainfall region where drought and
winter stresses are common. The cultivars that have been developed and
grown for many years in this region do not contain high yield potential,
however, they do have excellent soft white wheat quality. The end products
from these wheats are primarily pastries and some export for Japanese
noodles and sponge cakes. To meet the quality standards, the wheat must be
developed with low protein and gluten content, high flour yield, good

texture, viscosity, and acceptable cookie diameter. There are also small

percentages of hard red winter and spring wheats being grown primarily in
the lower rainfall regions. These classes must have high protein content,
good gluten strength, and balanced milling and baking properties.

Livestock are very prominent in Oregon agriculture thus requiring a large
volume of grain and fodder crops. An active breeding program for feed
grains, including wheat, barley and triticale, is designed to produce
highly palatable vegetation, high grain yield and a high level of protein
in the grain. All of the quality standards are closely monitored

throughout the varietal development program of the cereal project. Grain

Protein and hardness values are obtained in our laboratory using an
infrared analyzer. Complete quality analyses are provided for the program
from the regional quality laboratory.

There are five major types of cereal production regions within the state of
Oregon. These are based primarily upon the quantity and distribution of
available moisture during the crop season. The three rainfall zones are
classified as low, intermediate, and high having <400, 400 to 600 and
>600mm respectively. The three ranges of mountains traversing the state in
a northerly-southerly direction and the bordering Pacific Ocean are major
factors influencing these climatic zones.

There are several irrigated regions within the state either applying water
by surface, or sprinkler using mobile wheel lines or large central pivot
irrigation systems. The large Columbia River serving as the northern
boundary of Oregon provides an abundance of water for irrigated crops and
hydroelectric power.

Cropping Systems 

The cropping systems for each of the production regions are quite different
as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Cropping Systems in the Major Cereal-Producing Regions in Oregon

Production Region Crop Rotation

313

Low Rainfall <400mm
Intermediate Rainfall 400-600mm
High Rainfall >600mm
Circle Irrigation

I rrigated Valleys

Wheat - Fallow - Wheat
Wheat - Beans or Peas
Wheat - Grass or other seed crops

Alfalfa - Wheat - Potatoes
Sugar Beets - Wheat - Onions



The low rainfall region has a specific management system for conserving
moisture and cropping once each two years. This will be presented in
detail by a colleague in a later paper. The intermediate rainfall zone
follows an annual cropping system either rotating wheat with beans and peas

or wheat following wheat. The increased incidence of cereal diseases,

insects and weeds, especially Bromus tectorum, encourages the grower to
rotate crops, when possible. The high rainfall zone lying between the high
Cascade mountain range and the Pacific Ocean is ideal for production of
seed crops. Various types of grass, vegetable, and other seeds are
Produced in large quantities and exported throughout the USA and the world.
Wheat is rotated with these seed crops and some growers also produce wheat
after wheat for several years. There are large reductions in yield of
fields growing continuous wheat from take-all root rot (Gaeumannomyces 

graminis var. tritici Walker).

Large areas of previously uncropped sandy soils in the low rainfall zone of
central Oregon and Washington have been developed by installing pivot-
sprinkler irrigation systems with water provided from the Columbia river.
High yields of alfalfa, wheat, and potatoes can be obtained from these
areas, however thereare a number of complex problems of disease incidence
and balanced soil minerals that must be resolved to maintain the high yield

Potential. Several irrigated valleys throughout the state produce row
crops such as sugar beets and onions and wheat is grown in rotation. The
wheat varieties developed for the irrigated and high rainfall regions must
contain strong straw and semi-dwarf height to resist lodging.

Management Practices 

Management practices utilized for production of wheat throughout the state
vary according to total rainfall, topography, soil type and depth,
Prevalent diseases, and weed species. In the high rainfall region of
western Oregon, soil depth and drainage dictate yield potential ranging
from 9500 kg/ha in the deep, well drained soils to 4000 kg/ha on the
shallow hill and poorly drained soils. Seed bed preparation is extremely
important for good stand establishment, aeration, and water penetration.
If the wheat crop enters the winter with a well-developed root system and
good vegetative growth, it will provide better protection from excess water
erosion, competition for any weed development, and surviva l from cold

temperatures and diseases. Planting date is critical in this region. The
growers are encouraged to plant around October 15th with low risk of take-
all disease, earlier than this date if soil drainage is a problem and soils
are well drained. In addition to late planting, the severity of take-all
disease can be reduced by banding an ammonium nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur,
and chloride fertilizer at planting time. Any factor that stresses the

plant during the seedling stages of growth or during the winter months
increases the disease. Damage from standing water, especially 

in early

seedling growth and after spring growth begins Ican be severe. Soils in

this region have low pH levels and require appl i cations of lime every two

to four years. Liming is required for soils having <pH 5.8 level.

Soil testing is available at federal, state, and private institutions
throughout the state and farmers use these services regularly. Fertilizer

recommendations are based on soil test values obtained from laboratory

analyses. N itrogen is the plant nutrient most commonly restricting yield



in all wheat-growing regions. The OSU Extension Service provides
fertilizer guides for the grower to assist in choosing proper rates of
nitrogen , phosphorus, potassium and sulfur for application in the fall or
spring. The fertilizer recommendations are based on a) realistic estimates
of yield potential, b) a soil test evaluated before time of application,
and c) amount and distribution of fall and winter rainfall. An example of
normal recommendations of nitrogen fertilizer for wheat following various

crops in the high rainfall region can be observed in Table 4.

Table 4. Normal Recommendations for Fall and Spring Application of
Nitrogen in the High Rainfall Zone

Crop 
Nitrogen Rate

Fall	 Spring 

Wheat after wheat or grass seed 	 20-40	 120-140
Wheat after grain legumes or row crops	 None	 80-110
Wheat after perennial legumes	 None	 60-90

Recommendations for fertilizer use in the low rainfall zone will be
presented in a later paper. There is a large consumption of Nitrogen and
Phosphorus fertilizer by the wheat producers within the state of Oregon.

Cereal Research Activities 

There are a large number of agricultural research centers within the state
of Oregon; however, cereal research has been restricted to primarily eight
experimental stations representing the climatic zones referred to
previously. The major experimental sites are Sherman County (north central
Oregon 200mm rainfall), Pendleton (northeastern Oregon, 500mm rainfall) and
Corvallis (west central Oregon, 1000mm rainfall). There are also secondary
centers of cereal research representing pivot-sprinkler irrigation at
Hermiston (northeastern region), irrigated valleys at Ontario (extreme east
central Oregon), Madras (central Oregon) and Klamath Falls/Medford (extreme
south western Oregon).

Major research activities occurring within the public sector are funded by
the state of Oregon, Oregon Wheat Commission, USDA (United States
Department of Agriculture), USAID (United States Aid for International
Development), NSF (National Science Foundation), NIH (National Institutes of
Health), NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) and
competitive grants.

Plant protection activities in cereal research are very broad and
interdisciplinary in scope. Most of the major cereal diseases can be
observed within the cereal production areas of the state. There is also a
number of weed species that remain difficult to control. Insect pests
attack directly and are also interrelated with diseases on the wheat crop.

A majority of the research activity in plant protection of wheat involves
the wheat breeders, geneticists, soil scientists, cereal pathologists,
entomologists, agronomists, and weed control specialists. The goal of
breeders and agronomists is to obtain maximum control of crop pests through
development of resistant wheat varieties and effective management systems.



Occasionally pesticides are utilized for early developing Septoria species,
Cercosporella foot rot, and aphids serving as the vector for Barley Yellow
Dwarf Virus. A number of highly effective chemica l herbicides are
available and applications are commonly practiced as required during both

the fall and spring seasons.

Multiplication and Distribution of Seed 

Varietal development and multiplication have been maintained within the
Public sector for many years and there is very little competition by the
private sector in the state of Oregon. The wheat breeders are responsible
for the development of the initial head rows for breeders seed. There is a

Foundation Seed proj ect within the Crop Science Department that manages the

further increase from breeders to foundation seed under contract with
selected growers. The seed is then advanced to the Crop Improvement
Association, within the University, which maintains res ponsibility for

final increase of certified seed for sale to the farmer. Pressure of
diseases, especially stripe, rust, as they develop ability to attack
existing commercial varieties forces varietal change of wheat and barley on

an average of . 5 to 7 years. The wheat breeding program has been able to
release improved varieties to fulfill the needs of the grower. However,
there is a desire to combine additional plant characters to reduce the
risks possibly faced by the farmers.

Harvest, Storage, Transportation and Distribution 

The wheat crop being produced has accumulated considerable costs by the
arrival of harvest season. Thus, the harvest must be fast and efficient
and good storage facilities provided. The size of the growers wheat crop
may range from 100 to 1000 hectares requiring maximum mechanization of
harvest and transportation of the grain. A large percentage of the
harvested grain is stored on the farm or in large elevators located in the

major cereal regions. Approximately 85 percent of the wheat production in

Oregon is exported from the United States. Highly organized marketing
agencies have been developed for the transportation and distribution of
cereal grains within the United States and for foreign markets.

Extension Service 

A cereal extension specialist on staff in the Crop Science Department is
responsible for coordinating extension activities throughout the cereal
growing regions of the state. Extension agents are located within the
counties producing cereals and it is their responsibilit y to interact
directly with the producer to keep him informed of present recommendations

and new information resu l ti ng from research. Wheat growers within the

state are very active and strongly support cereal research and extension
activities.



IMPROVEMENT OF BREAD WHEAT IN ARGENTINA

Alfredo Calzolari and S . Garbini

INTA Program

Wheat production in Argentina extends over a widely diverse area having
different ecological conditions. It is geographically located between 31 and 40
degrees south latitude and 58 and 65 degrees west longitude of Greenwich. It
spans approximately 1,000 kilometers from north to south and 500 kilometers from
east to west. Annual precipitation ranges from 700 to 900 millimeters in the
humid pampean region to 400-700 millimeters in the semi-arid zone.

Within this extensive region, there are variations in weather and soil type that
influence the varietal characteristics and agricultural practices of the crop.
Because of these factors (size of the area and differences in climate and soil
type), the wheat pampean region is divided into seven ecological subregions as
follows:

Subregion I
Subregion II North
Subregion II South
Subregion III
Subregion IV
Subregion V North
Subregion V South

Outside the pampean region, wheat is cultivated in a limited area of
approximately 54,000 hectares in the northwest and 65,000 hectares in the
northeast. The breeding programs for the major species attempt to address the
deficiencies in the designated production areas. The major objective should be
to achieve stable and economic production of high yields and good quality for
the farmer and the consumer.

The breeding activity at the INTA experiment stations has a history dating back
to the beginning of the present century. During this 60-year period, the
scientists who dedicated their lives to this tremendous task have influenced the
process of genetic improvement in not only their own country but the entire
world.

Since initiation of wheat in the country, the basic problems being confronted
are: production, disease resistance and quality. The latter, quality, was
brought about by the demands of the consumer market. In searching for solutions
to these problems, the breeders worked first with exotic populations, then with
selections of progenies resulting from crosses among these populations. The
extensive use of these materials increased genetic variability in comparison to
the earlier varieties. Although this system of variability was restricted, the
selection of some progenitors brought an important and systematic advance in the
general improvement of milling and baking quality. There was also adequate
resistance to Puccinia recondita tritici. 	 However, there was little
variability for resistance to other pathogens (e.g. P. graminis tritici). There
was also minimal potential for increased yields in tfiis early breeding material
(Favret, 1967; Ernie, 1969).



The stagnancy of wheat production in this country was evaluated by INTA in 1961.
As a consequence of the discussions, and based on the experience of other
countries that had drastically increased yield levels 

using germplasm of Mexican

origin with high productivity characteristics and improved cultural practices,
the decision was made to include the official breeding material of Mexican
origin. This material was crossed with the best traditional cultivars.
Selection in segregating populations was conducted under the conditions of the
Argentinian wheat region. Subsequently, the Mexican germplasm was also utilized
by private wheat breeding programs. General use of the CIMMYT germplasm can be
noted in the number of registered cultivars containing parental materials of
that origin.

The varietal improvement program was initiated in 1962 and began to produce
results in 1971 with the release of the first varieties with high yield
potential into commercial production. The INTA Varietal Wheat Improvement
Programs are conducted at the following experiment stations throughout the

Argentinian wheat region:

E.E.R.A. Balcarce
Chacra Experiment Station of Barrow
E.E.A. Bordenave
E.E.R.A. Marcos Juarez (program's headquarters)
E.E.R.A. Parana
E.E.R.A. Pergamino
E.E.R.A. Saenz Pena

The Genetics Department of INTA Castelar has been conducting research for many
years, in wheat immunology and disease control of the new wheat cultivars from
private and official nurseries before and after their release to the farmers.

Each one of the experimental stations that participate in the breeding of
varieties is located in an ecological area with specific characteristics.
Breeding activities at each station include general objectives relating to the
specific problems within each zone.

General objectives of the wheat genetic improvement program of INTA are as
follows:

a) High yield potential.	 Newly developed and released varieties should have
the genetic ability to take advantage of high levels of fertility and stored
soil moisture. This genetic ability should be translated into significant yield
increase per unit area.

b) Good resistance to diseases and insects.

The development of wheat varieties with good levels of resistance to the
majority of diseases and insects is another important effort in the program of
INTA. The following diseases may cause damage with attacks varying in intensity
from year to year.

- Puccinia graminis tritici 
usarium graminearum

- Puccinia recondita 
- Septoria nordorum 



- Puccinia striiformis 

Other wheat diseases which may appear in
in production are the following:

- Tilletia spp.
- Usti sago
- rrYsiphe -j71-ETWTs tritici 

the country without causing major loss

Within the objectives for diseases, it should be mentioned that there is concern
among the staff for a better knowledge of the complex virus-plant losses that
have been affecting the wheat production in neighboring countries. There are
no reports of serious concern for viruses in Argentina at the present time.

c) Commercial and industrial quality. This objective for industrial and
commercial quality is to develop new varieties that can satisfy the demands of
the consumer markets (internal and external).

d) Agronomic characteristics: The outstanding agronomic characteristics which
a variety should display are: good tillering; good vegetative development;
resistance to lodging; good vigor; good number of spikes and other
characteristics that contribute to increased yields.

e) Adaptability: There is a desire to obtain varieties that have wide
adaptation. This means that a given cultivar does well over years and variable
locations.

At the present time , the above mentioned objectives are common to all wheat
improvement programs at the different experiment stations. Several specific or
regional objectives are as follows:

a) Intermediate vegetative cycle (EERA Marcos Juarez): Cultivars are needed
for early planting before the winter drought in Subregion I and north of the
Subregion II.

b) Late vegetative cycle, resistance to drought, cold, and late frost (EERA
Bordenave). This wide region (Subregion V South) has very peculiar ecological
characteristics and the vegetative cycle is critical in resisting or avoiding
damage from drought, freezing or late frost. The late vegetative cycle is also
an objective considered at the Chacra Experiment Station of Barrow.

c) Early vegetative cycle (EERA Pergamino). Early heading and maturing
cultivars are important in the area of EERA Pergamino. The cultivation of wheat
is an important part of the double annual wheat-soybean crop system

For better results with such rotation, it is necessary to have early (130-140
days from planting to maturity) lines. We will now consider three essential
aspects of conventional breeding methodology as regard self-pollinated varieties
of the INTA program. The program involves the production of genetic
variability, selection in segregating generations from self-pollination, and
evaluation of the advances lines obtained. We will mention certain outstanding
characteristics some of which will be common to other programs.

To increase the probability of isolating superior genotypes in a plan of genetic



improvement it is necessary to conveniently increase the genetic divergence of
the material to be utilized. It is necessary to consider progenitors of very
diverse origin, to study them adequately determining their positive and
vegetative characteristics. The best of these can be in a crossing program.
These are the basic guidelines followed by the breeders located at different

participating experiment stations.

The annual crossing program can be divided into two periods; the first is
carried out during the winter season at the respective experiment stations
according to their general regional objectives. The second period takes place
in the CIMMYT nurseries at CIANO, Sonora, Mexico, during March and April. A
group of selected parents of Argentine origin is planted in the same field as
the CIMMYT crossing blocks and crosses are made based on a program developed in
Argentina. The most promising CIMMYT germplasm is used to make simple crosses
which are the basis for the double and top crosses normally carried out in the
Argentinian winter. Some three and four way crosses are completed and, in this
way, it is possible in one year to obtain segregating materia l from the
combination of several progenitors.

To complete the discussion on developing genetic variability, data on the
progenitors are collected and stored. Seed is also increased and stored.

The second program area for discussion is the handling of the segregating
material at the experimental stations. The guidelines of the pedigree method
are followed at the majority of locations. However, some programs use a
combination of the pedigree and bulk methods. As regards breeding methods, it
would be interesting to exchange ideas with seminar participants about the
characteristics of the pedigree method. These characteristics measure the
genotype-environment interaction of different genotypes throughout different
years which evaluate the efficiency and the reliability of the method. There
many be experimental stations where the pedigree method is not the best suited.
The selection process is carried out in the field for the majority of the
traits. Industrial quality is evaluated in the laboratory of the EERA Marcos

Juarez in earl y (F seed test: Prldhrnkr) and in advanced generations (complete
analysis of commercial, industrial, and baking quality).

The selection process is accelerated by, a summer planting in EERA Balcarce which
allows two generations per year. It is necessary to analyze the pros and cons
of this off-season planting because of very, unfavorable environmental
conditions. The only advantages of this method are the advancement of
generations, the application of good selection pressure for resistance to P.
graminis tritici and perhaps a higher adaptability of the selected genotypes.

It has generally been concluded that generally the pedigree method alone or
combined with the bulk method, provides the best means of identifying genotypes
with the greatest number of desired traits while selecting toward homozygosity.
The third program area for discussion is related to the metho ds of evaluation of
the advanced segregating populations. These methods permit efficient evaluation
of the material. In a breeding program, it is essential to eliminate the
undesirable material as soon as possible, avoiding the expenditure of money and
resources in work that will not lead to positive results. This is very
important to a successful breeding program. Qualitative traits which are
influenced by few genes are selected in later generations prior to homozygosity.
However, the selection for quantitative traits should preferably be completed in



early generations (F4 and F5) and stabilized in

The majority of the experimental stations participating in the program conduct
two types of trials.

a) Preliminary tests: These trials are composed of lines from the breeding
program that have not yet been totally stabilized. Because of the low amount of
seed available, the trials are generally planted in only one location.

b) Regional tests: The entries in this trial have had outstanding performance
in the preliminary tests and are genetically stabilized. The trials are
conducted at locations throughout the Argentinian wheat region (this provides
information on adaptation).

Precoz Parana INTA, Marcos Juarez INTA, Leones INTA, Calden INTA, Surgentes
INTA, Diamante INTA, Balcarceno INTA, Chaqueno INTA, Saira INTA, Victoria INTA,
Labrador INTA, San Agustin INTA, Chasico INTA, La Paz INTA, and Las Rosas INTA.
Some of these varieties have had excellent acceptance among the farmers which is
confirmed by their wide distribution and their influence in production.

In conclusion, and to summarize the program, it may be appropriate to remember
how Ing. Godoy defined the program in his speech to the Stock Exchange of
Cereals in Buenos Aires in 1979 while receiving the Cereal Stock Exchange Prize.

On this occasion, Ing. Godoy said, "The INTA program is an organized and
integral way of approaching the investigation of the wheat crop that has had and
will continue to have much importance in the economy of the country."

In a practical sense, the program is interdisciplinary among groups of
investigators of the different experimental stations and institutions involving
close communication.

From a purely technical point of view, the INTA program consists of a group of
research projects addressing production problems that will hopefully be resolved
in accordance with planned objectives, considering the requirements of the
agriculture of the country as follows:

- "To obtain wheat varieties of high yield potential, good industrial baking
quality for direct use in fulfilling the demands of the internal and external
market, and adequate disease resistance to stability to production."

- "Regarding the technical support that the program must bring to wheat
production, the research effort should produce results that an extensionist can
transmit to the farmers as a part of the package of production practices to
increase yield/ha."



Location:

The "Buck" Nursery is situated Southeast of the province of Buenos Aires,
approximately 800km from Marcos Juarez, in La Dulce Partido of Necochea. The

location is 72 meters above sea level and 30km from the coast. Its latitude and
closeness to the sea provide a mild climate. Seasonall y , there is a long winter

and a short spring; summer has mild temperatures without marked fluctuations.

The soils are of Brunicen type with textural horizon B and they are placed over
"duripanes of Tosca" (carbonate lime in plates) that are found at variable and
discontinued depths. Our soils are rich in organic matter with mean values of 5
to 6%. The pH, is moderately acid. Another characteristic is the low phosphorus

content.

The environment conditions the entire process of selection, especially the
period of wheat maturation that progresses slowly, normally lasting more than 50
days from flowering. This type of maturity results in good grain fil l i ng but

the frequency of strong winds in Preharvest during some years causes a marked

shattering of the grain. The lines selected from this location normally carry
good resistance to this stress.

This climate presents a disadvantage in selection for cold resistance, since the
moderating effect of the sea hinders extreme low temperatures. We try to remedy
this inconvenience by testing our material in two localities more exposed to

lower freezing temperatures.

Average annual precipitation is 750 millimeters with a monthly maximum of 90
millimeters in March and a minimum of 48 millimeters in August. The fall season

is generally rainy with relatively dry winters and intermediate sprin g s and

summers.

Despite the mentioned disadvantages, the locality of La Dulce is a privileged
place from a wheat breeder's point of view. The cultivars selected there
normally have good adaptation to Subregions IV and V South where 3,000,000
hectares are normally cultivated with wheat--more than 40% of the total area o

the country

History 

The history of the "Buck" nursery, which has been involved in wheat breeding for
more than 50 years, can best be explained in three different stages based on the

cultivars that were obtained in each stage. However, during this entire period

of time, a work philosophy was maintained to progressively relate one stage with

the other, taking maximum advantage of the favorable characteristics that were
accumulated.

The first stage covers the period from foundation of the nursery until 1955.
The following three varieties had good acceptance by the farmers of the
southeast:



- Buck Quequen released in 1942.
- Buck Atlantico released in 1952

B. Quequen.
- Buck Pampero released in 1955.

Pedigree = Gral/Urquiza-Lin Calel.

. Pedi gree = Kanred-38MA X Lin Calel/

Pedigree = Sinvalocho-Cheg 3x9-10/33.

The first two varieties, which were cultivated for 20 years, both reached a wide
distribution throughout the wheat region. Buck Pampero was a variety of
"semihard" quality with very good adaptation for use as pasture. Its
distribution was limited to the subregions of the south of the country.

The second stage (1955-1970) coincides with the inputs into the program of Ing.
Carlos Buck, who assumed the technical direction, and the Ing. Kurt Heyle. From
this stage, the following cultivars stand out:

- Buck Manantial released in 1965.
- Buck Namuncura released in 1971.
- Buck Cimarron released in 1972.
- Buck Cencerro released in 1974.

Pedigree = Rafaele MAG-Buck Quenquen.
Pedigree = Rap-Bar.

Pedigree = Araf-Buck Relen.
Pedigree = Ebom-Araf.

The abbreviated lines in these pedigrees that gave rise to these varieties are
as follows:

- Rap: Rafaela MAG-Buck Pompero
- Bar: Baqe - General Roca
- Araf: Buck Araucan - Buck Quequen x Rafaele MAG
- Ebam: (Eureka-B. Quequen x B. Areucano/Buck Bolivar) Buck Manantial

All of these have the common parent Rafaela MAG and, with the exception of Buck
Naposta, all contain good resistance to Puccinia recondita. This consistent
Performance is due to the accumulation of resistance genes over years of
selection and the high heritability of these genes transmitted by the mentioned
parent (Rafaela MAG).

Buck Manantial, in our judgment, was a landmark among the cultivars of long
cycle because of its great yield potential. Even today, more than 18 years
after being released for production, it still is cultivated on more than 150,000
hectares in the south of the Province of Buenos Aires in the districts of
Villarino and Carmen de Patagones. Its distribution has decreased because of
susceptibility to heat.

The cultivar Buck Naposta, derived from traditional germplasm, continues to
maintain a wide distribution, especially in the subregion V South. During the
last three years, it has surpassed 40% of the cultivated area in the mentioned
subregion and 15% in subregion IV. This cultivar maintains high yields, even in

soils of very low organic matter content, such as those in the southwest of the
Province of Buenos Aires and La Pampa. It also excels because of great
elasticity, permitting planting over a long period without reduced yields.

The third stage, beginning in 1970 to date, has been the period since the
crosses with the material from CIMMYT were received on a large scale. Also, the
introductions of segregating material were initiated. The Buck Nandu cultivar
was selected from these first introductions. The material introduced from
Mexico had a large group of lines that excelled. However, the major strengths
of the material were very similar. In the first place, the major material that



excelled had resistance to shattering. Secondl y , the growth cycle of the

selected material could be considered as intermediate, not totall y indifferent

to photoperiod (daylight insensitive). Selection in our environment no doubt
conditioned the germplasm that demonstrated good characteristics, making a
difference between the lines of our nursery and those of the same origin
selected by other institutions.

In 1976, the variety Buck Nandu having the pedigree Inia/Son64 x Tzpp-Y54 (Cm
23451) was released. The acceptance of this cultivar, especially in the IV
subregion, was very quick, reaching 45% of the cultivated area by 1980. With
this cultivar, the farmers of the southeast achieved yields of more than 6000

k ilogram s per hectare for the first time . This wheat is only grown in the
southeastern region of Buenos Aires Province because of its susceptibility to
Puccinia recondita and a fairly specific growth cycle. It is an intermediate
wheat with certain requirements for in photo-and thermoperiod and susceptible
to low temperatures.

The crosses initiated in 1970 between traditional and CIMMYT germplasm resulted
in two new varieties: Buck Pangare having pedigree Buck Relen x Rafaela MAG
Buck Pampero/Robur in 1979, and Buck Pucara having pedigree Buck Cimarron
"S"/Cal Tob66 x BB-CC in 1980. Buck Pangare is a cultivar of intermediate to
short cycle. Its acceptance has been slow but continuous. It has to compete in
the southwest region with Buck Nandu, which has higher yield potential and more
resistance to shattering. In the regions of the north it is used for earlier
plantings than the classic variety Marcos Juarez INTA. Buck Pucara is a

cultivar of intermediate to long cycle very high yield potential, determined by
a good equilibrium between tillering and spike size. According to private
estimates, during this agricultural cycle, this variety reaches almost 900,000
cultivated hectares among the subregions IV and V south.

Work Methodology 

The breeding program is handled in two selection localities: La Dulce in
subregion IV and Hughes (Sante Fe Province) in the subregion II North. The main
program is located in La Dulce and supplies germplasm for the Hughes site.
During the selection process genetic materials are kept independent of each
other. In the subsequent evaluation stages, the material is tested at both
locations.

(a) Breeding program: The crosses are classified into four types as follows:

1. Conventional/Traditional: Ten to twelve lines, chosen from promising
material that has completed three years of yield trials, are crossed with all
lines completing the second year yield trials. This program has been carried
out in the nurseries for the last 30 years.

2. Crosses among early material: The parents selected for early crosses are
lines which have had at least some selection at the Hughes experimental site.
The major objective is to generate segregating material for the northern
program.

3. Top and double crosses: The simple crosses, containing one totally foreign
parent, are crossed with pure lines of traditional germplasm, or by other Fs in
which that same background predominates.



4. Backcro ssing : Three years ago, a plan of backcrossing was initiated using

varieties of wide distribution like Buck Neposte and Buck Nandu as recurrents.
Some of these backcrosses were planted this year in a greenhouse and infected
artificially with a mixture of Puccinia graminis races. The individuals that
demonstrated resistance were transplanted to the field to select plants
resistant to Puccinia recondita under natural condtions.

(b) Material selection: F 	 A part of the seed from the simple crosses is
sent to a summer planting, to advance one generation and also to indentify those
lines that are susceptible to Puccinia graminis. The summer season is the best
time for development of this parasite in our region. Those crosses very
susceptible are totally eliminated. This year we initiated a combining ability
test including a large number of parents that will be evaluated by analyzing the
F2 with estimates of genetic variance.

F2: Normally more than 600 of our own crosses of approximately 700 grams each
are planted. A plant selection is made from most of them. To have an
opportunity for better selection, the best F2 populations based on agronomic and
disease data are replanted the following cycle in a bulk population. Following
this procedure, a larger quantity of selected plants is obtained from the most
outstanding crosses, giving better selection pressure in two different years.
For several years, a set S x W F2 populations received from CIMMYT have been
planted. We have only been able to select plants from approximately 15% of
these F2 crosses. The majority of the material is very susceptible to diseases.

F3: As to the disease frequency, it is very low in La Dulce, even after
artificial inoculations, we decided not to select for diseases in the F2
generation. We believe we overcome this inconvenience by selecting a large
number of F2 plants, approximately 25,000, and subsequently planting a very
large F3 population and increasing the selection pressure. The selection
pressure is based on the yield data that we obtain from these small plots.
Selection continues in the following generations, F4, F5, F6, in 50% of the
plots of each preceding generation. The theoretical sequence would be the
following: F3-6000 plots; F4-3000 plots; F5-1500 plots and F6-750 plots. The F6
is reached with a wealth of 300 different families.

(c) Evaluation of the selection material:

Of the homogeneous selected material, 130 lines are of long cycle and the rest
of intermediate cycle. The selections are tested in three yield trials with six
replications from early planting and two yield trials of intermediate planting.
The same material is evaluated in a preliminary trial in another locality
approximately 150 kilometers to the west (Laprida). 	 The 200 lines are also
evaluated by a greenhouse test available from the CICA using different races of
Puccinia recondita and graminis.

The most advanced material totaling 40 lines are composed of 25 long cycle and
15 intermediate to short cycle. These lines are placed in three yield trials
and sown in three different planting times in La Dulce. The most outstanding are
placed in the tests of ETRE. This group of lines is placed in trials in six
locations from south to north, as follows: La Pampa (V South), Laprida and
Pieres in the IV, Pla in the II South, Hughes in the II North and Ombues of
Lavalle in the Republic of Uruguay. Observation rows are planted of F6, F7 in
those same locations and the rest of the advanced materials, a total of 440
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rows, to observe their resistance to different plant pathogens.

All of the breeding material is space planted. Starting from the F3 generation,

preliminary yield evaluation is used to support visual selection. This is the
reason why, in our material, the predominant yield component is tillering.
However, with the introduction of material from CIMMYT, we are trying to achieve
a greater equilibrium.

(d) Evaluation of other materials:

Since 1970, international trials nurseries from the CIMMYT program have been
evaluated. The IBWSN and IDSN have been continuously planted. Also the ISWYN
and IDYN have been planted in some years. We have obtained very good lines for
use as parents, but not to release from the beginning of this material. In
recent years, we have found that the S x W crosses are better adapted for our
environment. The Veery CM 33028 and Dover CM 38199 lines have yielded more than
5,000 Kg in several trials, but with very low gluten levels.

Also for the last three years, the IWSWSN from OSU has been evaluated. Some
lines from this nursery have demonstrated very good performance such as the
crosses: Bez//Cno-Gallo SWM 754493 and Rousalka/Cno-Gallo SWM 784082. The Cno-
Gallo line derived from the CIMMYT program has been used heavily in ourbreeding
programs because of its high potential and great adaptability. It was even
being multiplied with the idea of being released commercially but was not
because of its susceptiblity to Fusarium.

In closing, I want to emphasize that the responsibility of the program is shared
by Ag. Ing. Fidel Bracers, Lic. Hilde Buck, and Ag. Ing. Ariel Lorenzo who is
completing his post-graduate work at OSU in the U.S.A.



EVOLUTION OF THE WHEAT IMPROVEMENT. PROGRAM OF KLEIN NURSERY, INC.

Oscar Antonio Klein

The wheat nursery was established 64 years ago in 1919. From then to the
present time, 57 wheat cultivars were developed, the most recent one to be
commercially released next year.

During this extended period, there have been major changes in the germplasm used
in the breeding program, which may be divided into four stages:

First Stage: Cultivars were derived from selections among land races of the
River Plate region and from hybridizations among these selections. Good
agronomic characteristics and yield levels above those of the local varieties
were obtained with soft and semi-soft breadmaking qualities. The varieties
Klein Sin Rival and Klein Vencedor were derived from the cross between Barleta
7d x Americano 44d and were later widely used in breeding programs throughout
the country.

Second Stage: Germplasm from a
program. The foreign varieties
breadmaking quality; Apulia and
earliness and were derived from
and Standard F.C.S., which were
characteristics.

wide range of sources was incorporated into the
Marquis, Reliance and Hope had excellent
Ardito provided semi-dwarf growth habit and
Argentine varieties such as Lin Calel, 38 M.A.
sources of good agronomic and quality

Since this genetic base was added to that of the first stage, very important
cultivars were obtained that contributed to commercial quality and were
widespread. I will give some examples:

Klein 32 = Ardito-Record
Klein Acero = Ardito-Vencedor
Klein Otto Wulff = Vencedor-Marquis

Klein Cometa = 38 M.A.-Klein Acero
Klein 157 = Hope-Lin Calel

surpassed 13% of dissemination
reached 12% of dissemination
high quality; important because of

its descendants
reached 37% of dissemination
utilized as a dual purpose variety

Third Stage: Foreign and national material continued to be incorporated into
the program; however, because of causes that are difficult to explain, these
crosses did not give origin to any cultivar. The wheats obtained were generally
crosses between cultivars from the previous stage or previously unknown lines.
Thus, although it was not intended, from the 54 wheat cultivars, only 16
progenitors were common in the pedigrees. Big improvements in quality were
realized and the precision of selection that was made oriented to obtain high
corrective value. Manitoba type had complete success.

Outstanding cultivars in this stage were:

Klein Rendidor = Cometa "S"-Klein 33 "S" x Sinvalocho M.A.-Klein 33 "S".
Reached more than 9% of dissemination.

Klein Atlas = Klein Rendidor x Klein Lucero - Klein 157
Klein Impacto = Klein Lucero - Klein 157 x Klein 157 - Klein Orgullo
Klein Toledo = Klein Atlas "S" x Oitest K-209-45 - Klein Lucero



This third stage was sati s fac tory until the middle of the 1960s when new strains
of Puccinia such as Race 15 (63) of P. graminis tritici and Race 77 NS of P.

recondita appeared. With the reducer-genetic base that I mentioned earlier, the
majority of the lines, many of them in advanced trials for prerelease, were
found susceptible to the new races, and it was necessary to eliminate -a very
large percentage of the material in development. Consequently, the rhythm of

appearance of new cultivars slowed down noticeably.

Fourth Stage: After 1970, the introduction of germplasm from CIMMYT began,
first in a very small volume and later, after 1973, on a grand scale. These
materials came from the following CIMMYT nurseries:

(a) IBWSN
(b) ISEPTON
(c) F

2
 DRYLAND

(d) F S x W
(e) CFossing block B.W.
(f) Lines from F 9 to F directly selected

8
by us in CIANO

Crosses with Argentinian varieties, double crosses and top crosses, were
immediately initiated to increase the variability of the segregates. From the
lines incorporated in more advanced filial generations, some of the promising
characteristics were quickly isolated. In 1976, we considered the possibility
of soliciting the release of a line from the cross Ciano "5" x Nad 63 - Chr

"S" /Son 64 - Kl. Rend. x Bb. It was not subsequently registered because of
differences in the analysis.

In 1978, we obtained the release of the Klein Chamaco cultivar derived from a
selection in a population of FA plants received from CIANO and further selected
in Pla. The original cross wag carried out by the Ing. Carlos Buck in Mexico

using an unknown line from his nursery as the female progenitor and a line from
CIMMYT as the male progenitor:

Klein Chamaco = Relen x Bage - Petiso [Bb-8156(12300
x Massaux No. 5 - Gaboto/Jaral "S"]

This cultivar has demonstrated a high yield potential, high spike fertility,
good quality and an acceptable level of resistance to diseases, though with
increasing levels of infection of P. recondita. In the results of the last
triennium of the ROET, Klein Chamaco has been in first place in yield per
hectare among the materials of short cycle for all the subregions with the
exception of 5 North.

In 1982 and 1983, we distributed seed of the Klein cultivar Atalaya derived from
the cross of CIMMYT: No. 66 - Bb 4a x CC - We. As in the case of Klein
Chamaco, we obtained the material directly from an F population in CIANO and it
was selected in Pla until F 0 before achieving the re4uired homozygosity. Even
though this cultivar has beds released recently, we know it has a very high
yield potential and good resistance to diseases. It consistently displays
spotted glumes, apparently caused by brown-necrosis.

In the present year, the newly released cultivar Klein Cartucho, derived from
the CIMMYT cross of : Jul) 73/Pi 62 - WRT x Quality has been accepted. This
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material was received in the F generation and the entire process of selection
was completed in Pla. It has Very high resistance to P. recondita and to other
diseases. Based on the results of trials in the district of Alberti and the

district of Necochea, it appears to have a high production capacity despite its
rolled flagleaf after heading and lack of uniform height of spikes after
heading.

For the immediate future, the breeding program initiated after 1970 is very
promising. We have three lines of long cycle which will be presented for

release in 1984. Two of them have germplasm from CIMMYT and one is totally
traditional. There are a large number of promising lines in yield trials and a
good volume of segregating material. The lines of highest yield of last year's
trial have been from S x W crosses, for example, SWM 1431 = Kavkaz - Bb II 4

"S".	 This line has its weakest point in quality and we have made and continue
to make crosses with them to try to improve this aspect, preserving its high

yield.

To give an idea of the actual size of the program, I will point out that we
carry out some 600 annual crosses and the following numbers of plots are sown

for each generation:

132 lines in preliminary tests

88 in, advanced tests

To this must be added the crossing
nursery, several fertilization and
S x W, F Dryland, ISEPTON, IBWSN,2

block, cooperative trials with the Buck
micronutrient trials, durum wheat trials, F2

ROET trials, etc.

Our breeding program is conventional for self-pollinated crops with individual
plant selection. We develop the crosses principally within an annually prepared

block with some 80 entries considering resistance to diseases, yield, and
quality. In the F5 generation, the selected plots are harvested in bulk and
milled for quality analysis which includes gluten strength and alveogram. 	 The
remaining seed is used in the yield trials.

At the level of selection in F, the percentage of grain or relationship of

grain/straw or harvest index i g considered quite important. This has been a

long standing practice for individual plots. It is considered to be more
valuable data than grain yield, since it suffers less modification by
environmental conditions, soil fertility or lack of plot stand.

The harvested material in the E.C.R. is also subjected to industrial quality
tests. In addition to the analysis mentioned for the F the tests of
gasification, farinogram and baking are included for thdse materials. One of
the reasons for the success of our program may also be the geographical location
of the experimental site. We are located at 55 meters above sea level, 35
degrees south latitude, 60 degrees west longitude with an average annual

precipitation of 960 mm and without excessively prolonged droughts. There is



annual harvest since from 1967 to date we have not lostgood assurance for an
one nursery.

Since 1974, we have changed the alternate crop on the experimental wheat field
from corn (common practice for the majority of the commercial wheat fields in
the region) to soybeans. The average yield of the traditional cultivar Klein
Toledo without fertilization in the seven years following corn was 1900 kg/Ha
and has increased in the following eight years to 2834 kg/Ha following soybeans.
Since other techniques of soil preparation were also adjusted, it is difficult
to calculate how much of this 49% of yield increase and crop security is from
the soybean crop.

This good yield and crop security, added to the fact that for several years we
fertilized all of the segregating populations and the E.C.R., allow us to detect
the lines with high potential. On the other hand, the tests in Pla appear to be
fairly representative of the yield of a cultivar in almost all the wheat
subregions, with the exception of subregion IV. We generally identify those
varieties from other nurseries with wide adaptability during the first crop

year.

In our future program, we must address the following problems:

(a) low levels of quality and protein content associated with many lines of
high yield. We are attempting to overcome this problem by combinations

with high quality material.

(b) susceptibility to Septoria and Fusarium.

(c) resistance to shattering.	 This is a problem in the zone next to our

nursery and is a problem in other wheat areas of Argentina.



HYBRID WHEAT PROGRAM OF CARGILL IN ARGENTINA

Nestor Machado

Initiation - Available Means 

The initiation of a breeding program dedicated to wheat in the
Cargill/Argentina, was based on the knowledge of the technical feasibility of
"hybrid wheat". A decision was made in 1967 to begin breeding programs in the
USA and Argentina. Subsequently, a third program was initiated in France and
this year, 1983, a fourth program was added with a private company in Australia.
Sixteen years of investigation have resulted in the first commercial hybrid
lines in the USA and in two more years hybrid lines may possibly be a reality in
our country. Despite the discouraging situation for exporters of wheat
worldwide at the present time, the company maintained its interest, and
fortunately the corresponding budget for this investigation. There are three
breeders in the USA, three in Argentina, one in France, and one in Australia.

In 1970, the wheat experimental site was located in the ecological Subregion IV
near the city of Necochea. This location is complemented by the other two sites
located in Pergamino (ecologic subregion IIN) and on the 9 de Julio (ecologic
subregion IIs). With three experimental sites, each one with its own

installation, it was possible to establish a net of trials that encompass the
most important production zones of our country.

From the beginning of the program, the mechanization of the research activities
was considered and the following equipment was purchased: three experimental
planters with OYJORD distributors; two Hege harvesters, and one planter with
cones of occlusive design were available. The installation of a greenhouse was
necessary to accelerate the backcrossing to obtain sterility.

The milling and baking quality, which is very important for any breeding program
in our country, is evaluated in our own laboratory using the determinations of
Milling, Ash content, Gluten, Alveograph, Farinograph, and Baking.

To advance some populations of selected material from Pergamino, a planting is
made out-of-season during December in Necochea. Irrigation equipment is
available to help obtain viable grain by April. The material susceptible to P.
graminis is then discarded.

General Organization 

As we mentioned, the program is orientated toward obtaining hybrid wheat and it
is divided into three main work areas as follows:

- obtaining B lines. Conversion to A
- obtaining R lines.
- Production and evaluation of hybrids.

The Company's production sections are in charge of the subsequent field
operations.

The usual methods of variety development are followed for development of B
lines. In addition, characteristics related to cross pollination are included



in the list of considered traits. Since genetic variability is especially

important for hybrid development, new sources of germplasm acquired from CIMMYT,
and particularly from other countries where the company has breeding programs,
are incorporated. All new introductions are evaluated for their main character
strengths before being utilized in crosses.

The process of conversion to sterility is started before the line is stabilized
to avoid delays in the development of hybrids. By the time a line is selected
for advancement from a trial, a complementary line will have been developed to
act as a female.

When enough seed is available, the backcrosses are made in the field permitting
an evaluation to determine if a given line has adequate characteristics for its
production. Experimental lines having seed set values lower than 60% are
discarded, since it is considered possible to obtain 98% of seed set.

A new potential female line is evaluated with different restorer lines. In some
cases, the restorer parent may improve the fertilization caused by small
differences in the developmental cycles (the female being some 3-5 days
earlier). To date, clear differences have been found between lines in their
aptitude for cross pollination, which permits efficient orientation of the work.
We try to develop hybrids for direct evaluation as soon as possible, since a
proven practical and trustworthy method for evaluating combining ability is not
available. The selection of restorers is based on the system using the T.
timopheevi cytoplasm. The difficult task of combining lines with complete
restoration and adequate agronomical characteristics is being accomplished by a
recurrent process. The first step involves the development of intermediate
restoration and adaptation to our conditions, and later these lines are combined
among themselves to reach complete restoration.

The selection is first based on the total expression of self-fertility and
another, extrusion. In advanced generations, an experimental cross with a
sterile line is carried out to observe restoration ability in different
environments.

Once the restoration ability has been verified in these environmental
conditions, a group of crosses are carried out with the new restorer line and
diverse sterile females having different growth cycles. It, is anticipated that
with one of the lines included in the group, the restorer may produce a high
percentage of hybrid seed. In those cases where this situation does not occur,
the line is eliminated.

The multiplication of new experimental hybrids is located within the area of the
experimental field, with an isolation that we know is not sufficient to assure

interline purity, however, the produced seed permits an evaluation of hybrids in
yield tests.

Ten to 15 isolation plots are established annually, and between 400 and 500
hybrids can be obtained from them. A large number of these are discarded
because of deficiencies found in one of the parental lines. The selected hybrids
are evaluated either in conventional yield trials or microplots if seed is
limited.

When the hybrids are tested for the first time, they are inc l ude d in two



planting dates. It is at this stage that their growth cycle and character
strengths can be best evaluated. Each hybrid constitutes an unknown genetic
entity that is observed for the first time in the trials.

All commercial varieties are included as check plots in the trials. Even though
all characteristics are considered, the comparative yield is the ultimate factor
determining eventual release of a hybrid. Additional advanced lines with known

potential for high yield are included for comparison with the hybrids.

Present Situation - Results 

The general methodology to be used for development of hybrid wheat had to be
developed integrally within the company and the basic scheme was then later was
adapted for each country. The results of these last 5 years are certainly
favorable, however, several important aspects took additional time for
investigation. Our estimation of the maximum distance that the wheat pollen
could travel was wrong. This caused us problems because of contamination. We
have now established isolations of 1500m for basic seed.

The handling of the restoring mechanism in the beginning led us to the use of
non-purified lines that resulted in non-totally restored hybrids. A hybrid with
deficient restoration is underestimated in its potential yield.

The evaluation of the experimental hybrids to verify restoration measured in
variable environmental conditions can lead to erroneous results. We are using
three locations, one being a controlled greenhouse environment in the USA which,
provides us with observations before our planting date. These data then are
compared to two observations from fields planted during the correct planting
date.

Approximately 200 hybrids are included annually in evaluation trials at the
present time, achieved yields of the hybrids have been up to 18% superior to the
best check varieties. Approximately 10% of the experimental hybrids have
demonstrated yields superior to the check varieties. We think we can increase
this percentage because the great number of combinations made here allowed us to
accumulate important knowledge about the combining ability of the parental
lines.

The amount of heterosis of the hybrid line over the highest yielding parent is
consistently evaluated in the germplasm. Our efforts are now focused on an
extensive evaluation of the most promising wheat materials, as well as in
conveniently resolving constraints in production hybrid seed, which are as
important as the hybrid itself for its commercial feasibility.

Hybrid wheat in Argentina, when technically and commercially available, will
supplement the resources that are presently available for the farmers to
increase wheat yields.



REPORT ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF DURUM WHEAT
Part I

The production of durum wheat, initially grown on a modest commercial level in
the 1930s in south central Buenos Aires, continued to expand in cultivated

areas. Although there were no independent statistics until 1963 and 1964,
previous years show an estimated production of more than 300,000 tons. This
growth continued until it reached its maximum peak of 750,000 tons in the years
1969 and 1970. This production growth reflected no more than an increase of the
cultivated area, since, during this entire period, yields remained at similar
levels with the variations resulting from annual climatic fluctuations. Toward
the end of the sixties, more than 400,000 hectares of durum wheat were
cultivated. Following this period, the cultivated area started to decrease. It
was slow in the beginning, but later accelerating to the point that in recent
years, only approximately 80,000 hectares were cultivated. Consequently,
production has also been drastically reduced. The yield increase obtained since
the mid-1970s from the introduction of new cultivars, has not been able to
offset the abrupt decrease of the cultivated area. Therefore, production at the
present time does not exceed 100,000 tons annually. However, it would be
appropriate to point out that in the present agricultural period, a slight
recovery is noted because of favorable pricing and support through official

measures.

Durum wheat, production has been concentrated within ecological zone IV and has
not expanded beyond this area, except in limited efforts in crop expansion
which, even under the most favorable circumstances, did not prosper because of

countless difficulties faced in production.

Argentina is one of the few countries in the world that has an important
production of durum wheat in an area of relatively high rainfall, which accounts
for the acute problems of diseases and quality. This contrasts greatly with
countries where durum wheat production is located in relatively drier or
typically arid areas. As we previously mentioned, the durum wheat yields
remained at a modest level for an extended period. This reflects a limited

technology and limited breeding effort. However, it must be noted that the
average yields of durum wheat compared to that of bread wheat did not differ
greatly in the same region in the 1960s. Ten years later, the situation changed
and bread wheats exceeded durum wheats by one quintal/hectare (18 durum, 19
bread). One of the reasons that may explain this, relative loss is the dynamic
improvement of the bread wheat varieties developed especially for that zone.
The release of these varieties of high productivity and medium to long crop
cycles had great impact in regional production. In addition, the production 0
durum wheat decreased due to incidence of diseases.

This crop was initiated in our country with durum wheat varieties introduced by
European immigrants, especially by the Italians. The first commercially pure
varieties were obtained by individual breeding and selection of this European
material. This material was referred to as "traditional" and was used until the
mid 1970s. Some of the resulting varieties are: Fideos CAPA, Candeal Seleccion

La Prevision, Candeal Durumbuck, Taganrog Seleccion Buck, Taganrog Vilela
Fideos, Taganrog Buck Balcarce and Bohaerense 202.



After this period, the traditional varieties were replaced with new varieties of
high yield, shorter height, shorter cycle, and better resistance to diseases.
However, they had different industrial quality characteristics from the earlier
traditional varieties. Within this group we have Balcarceno INTA, Buck Sudeste,

Buck Mechongue, Bonaerense Valverde and Buck Candisur. Although this material
has produced a positive impact on yield potential, it has also brought about
some new problems of industrial quality and diseases. Perhaps these problems
may be a decisive factor in the future of this crop and its location within the
Argentinian agricultural geography.

As previously mentioned, the disease resistance of durum cultivars is good in
general. If we analyze each one of the principal wheat diseases based on
information gathered from the Disease Resistant Territorial Trial, we can say
that:

Puccinia graminis tritici: In general, the "Traditional" cultivars have a lower
resistance than those of bread wheat of simultaneous distribution. Reactions
for the durum wheat material were about the same as those of bread wheat. It
appears that the advanced lines presently being tested for distribution have
higher levels of resistance than those being grown.

Puccinia recondite: In the case of this disease, the situation has always been
more favorable for durum wheat than for bread wheat. Durum wheats are even more
favorable with the decline in the general level of resistance to leaf rust in
the bread wheats. No problems are anticipated in the future durum genetic
material of probable distribution since the level of resistance remains
constant.

Septoria tritici: With this parasite, there is a similar situation to that of
teat rustliefitidned above.	 Durum wheat has less infection of Septoria sp. than

bread wheats and advanced lines of the different nurseries appear to be slightly
improved for resistance over the durum cultivars presently in production.

Fusarium sp.: As regards this disease, the perspective is the reverse of the
two pares -if-is mentioned above. The durum wheats have expressed a greater
susceptibility than bread wheats. Although the available information is not as
extensive and consistent as it is for the already mentioned wheat diseases, the
material being evaluated does not reflect an improvement over the cultivars
already distributed. It could also be hypothesized that the "Traditional" durum
wheat cultivars would have a level of infection somewhat inferior to those
cultivars of a potentially high yielding crop.

In summary, there has been no progress in varietal development with respect to
this parasite, and the perspective is poor at the moment because of the lack of
adequate sources of resistance as well as a lack of an adequate methodology of
selection.



REPORT ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF DURUM WHEAT
Part II

L. Goni

The program for the improvement of durum wheat can best be analyzed by
evaluating the Regional Yield Trials. These trials are composed of advanced
lines and registered varieties being compared under the semi-arid, conditions.

The entries included for comparison are different registered varieties and best

lines and/or fixed check varieties. These entries are:

Bonaerense Valverde

Buck Sudeste
Buck Mechongue
Buck Candisur

Taganrog Seleccion Buck
Tangarog Buck Balcarce
Taganrog Vilela Fideos
Candeal Durumbuck
Balcarceno INTA

The first four culitivars were obtained from local germplasm being tall
genotypes with low productivity. The remaining five cultivars can be included

in the high yielding semi-dwarf group.

The longevity of the nine varieties in the Regional Yield Trial has been
variable, oscillating between two (Tageures Vilela Fideos) and twelve years
(Taganrog Seleccion Buck and Balcerceno INTA).

Tangarog Seleccion Buck has been used as the continuous check variety since it
is an old variety that has been included in the Regional Trial for twelve years
The lines are evaluated for each trait being expressed. The best entries for
individual traits are presented in reference to the check variety for each year
and locality.

Phenotypically, these lines are early type, derived from selections of material
introduced or of hybridizations made in the country. Almost all of them have

early parents involved in their geneology.

Based on the averaged data from five localities included up to 1982 in the
Regional Trial, three locations were selected. It has been considered that
Balcarce, Barrow and Miramar are considered typical locations in the area for

the production of durum wheats.

Discussion will include three agronomic

wei ght and 1000 grain wheat--as well as
percentage and protein percentage. All
variety, Tangarog Seleccion Buck.

Results 

variables--grain yield, hectoliter
two industrial quality variables: flour
comparisons have been made to the check

a) Grain yield: In the twelve-year summary of the Regional Trial, the majority
of the varieties were better than Taganrog Seleccion Buck, especially Buck
Mechongue and Buck Candisur. The best lines yielded 21% higher than the check

variety.

b) Hectoliter weight: None of the varieties and lines expressed hectoliter
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weights equal to or greater than Tagarog Buck Seleccion.

c) 1000 grain weight: Fifty percent of the varieties, especially Buck Mechongue
and Buck Candisur, showed higher weights than' Taganrog Seleccion Buck.

d) Flour percentage: Buck Candisur was the only variety with flour yield
superior to Taganrog Seleccion Buck. The performance for flour yield of the
present lines has improved in the last three years.

e) Protein percentage: None of, the varieties were higher in protein content
than Taganrog Seleccion Buck. However, the percentages of protein of the best
lines were not significantly different from Taganrog Seleccion Buck.

Final Conclusion

This comparative study of durum varieties indicates increased yield of the newer
entries over the check variety with a reduction in 1000 grain weight. There
were differences for grain size. There were no major differences in the
precentage values of flour and protein except Buck Candisur.

In reference to the advanced lines, a yield increase has occurred; however,
there was a reduction in grain weight and size compared to the check variety
Taganrog Seleccion Buck.



WHEAT BREEDING IN THE SOUTHERN CONE REGION

M. M. Kohli

Introduction 

The Southern Cone of South America is comprised of five countries (Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay), and grows approximately 11 million
hectares of wheat between 15 degrees south and 41 degrees south latitudes. This
region accounts for more than 95 percent of the wheat area and production in
South America. In the last 20 years, average yields in the region have fallen
behind the world average; the 1980-82 average for the region is only 74 percent
of the world average (Table 1). Yet, a modest increase in productivity coupled
with a substantial increase in area during this same period has enabled the
region to meet its increasing demand for wheat (Tabl e s 2 and 3).

Because of the high level of production in Argentina, the Southern Cone region
was able to produce about 50 percent more wheat than it consumed in 1982. The
production capacity of Argentina, coupled with the very high potential of the
region for expanding its agricultural frontiers (Table 4), gives some indication
of the important role it can play in contributing to world food production.

Extreme fluctuations in various environmental factors throughout the region, as
well as complex soil problems in certain locations, necessitate a comprehensive
understanding on the part of farmers and researchers of the management
techniques required to grow healthy wheat; this understanding must reach a
"critical mass" before national breeding programs can significantly improve
yield and agronomic characteristics. In addition, while the environmental range
of the region (from tropical to temperate) allows the production of spring,
facultative and winter wheats, it also widens the range of characters these
wheats must possess to successfully adapt to such diversified conditions.
Because of these complexities, crop improvement research and agronomy research
must go hand in hand to noticeably impact productivity and total production.

Since production systems will be discussed in detail in another session, this
paper will concentrate on the problems and achievements of wheat breeding in the
Southern Cone.

Early Germplasm Development 

Most countries in the Southern Cone began their wheat improvement programs
during the first two decades of the 20th century. This early research was based
primarily on the, collection of and selection from local land races a nd from
varieties carried forwa rd from the colonial era or brought in later by 'European
immigrants. A remarkably thorough and meticulous study of their agronomic
characteristics and adaptation led to the release in about 1920 of the first
improved wheat varieties in the Southern Cone. These locally selected varieties
formed a solid base for hybridization with other introductions, primarily from
within the region (Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay) but, in some cases from outside
sources. The correction of such agronomic defects as lodging, shattering and
difficult threshing, as well as the improvement of disease resistance, formed
the major selection criteria at that time. In Brazil, however, wheat breeders



derived from spring x winter crosses have made a significant impact on
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were also selecting for tolerance to acid soils and for early maturity ("short
cycle" wheats were needed for later sowing dates).

Some wheat scientists have referred to this early period as a "golden era of
wheat breeding in the conosur" because of the rapid advances made and the large
number of varieties released. These varieties became the building blocks for
future work in wheat breeding, not only in the region but also in may other
parts of the world.

Introduction of Semidwarf Mexican Germplasm

The relationship between the Southern Cone region and the Office of Special
Studies in Mexico (and other countries) began in the early 1950s. As a result
of this association, a large number of Mexican wheats were incorporated into
national breeding programs. The most important characteristics of these
introductions were their high yield potential and improved disease resistance,
especially to the rusts. In the early 1960s, the semidwarf character of the
Mexican wheats (which was derived from the Norin 10-Brevor cross) was utilized
heavily in the national breeding programs.

Mexican germplasm of that era carried a very useful set of characters. Because
they were (and still are) grown and selected during two distinct cycles and in
two locations each year (the winter cycle is grown in northwest Mexico on the
coastal plains and the summer cycle is grown near Mexico City in the highlands),
these earlier semidwarf types were photoinsensitive, high yielding under a wide
range of environmental conditions, and resistant to a number of economically
important diseases. Their adaptation for short growing seasons and irrigated
conditions was also excellent. However, they failed to have an impact on areas
in the Southern Cone with complex soil problems or where leafspotting and spike
diseases are endemic. In these area, crosses between locally adapted materials
and Mexican semidwarfs have proven far superior to traditional commercial
varieties and they are not being selected against a great number of locals
stresses; this research agenda (selection program) defines the current breeding
objectives of the national wheat programs in the region Table 5).

Spring x Winter Wheat Crosses 

The apparent production advantages conferred by the photoinsensitivity and wide
adaptation of the Mexican wheats were, in most cases, limited to those areas
requiring early maturing varieties or where environmental conditions permitted
later seeding. A widely recognized need for later maturing spring wheats or
facultative types led to an intensification of spring x winter wheat crossing
programs (e.g., the Oregon State University-CIMMYT Cooperative Project) in the
late 1960s. Spring x winter crosses provide considerable diversity in genetic
variability (for yield, adaptation, disease resistance, improved root

development, bread quality, etc.). These crosses were attempted earlier, but
only in small numbers and under controlled conditions. Intensification of
research meant that crosses and selections were to be done on large scale under
field conditions. Early on, the Chilean national program, a leader in this
research, provided germplasm to the OSU-CIMMYT Cooperative Project.



all wheat breeding programs of the Southern Cone. Germplasm with differing
maturities and selected under s pecific environment al conditions demonstrates
better adaptation to fluctuations in precipitation under dryland production, as
well as fairly high resistance to the disease complexes of the region.

A special contribution of winter wheats carrying the 1B/1R translocation of a
single rye chromosome must be highlighted. Advanced lines derived from such
parents as Kavkaz, Aurora, Weique and Clement, in crosses with local wheats or
Mexican materials, are being selected in the Southern Cone (and elsewhere) in
overwhelming numbers. These lines constitute the most outstanding bread wheat
germplasm available today. A considerable number of these lines, selected from
CIMMYT international nurseries and from local programs, are outyielding older
varieties by a significant margin. A few of the widely adapted, high-yielding
lines of CIMMYT origin that carry the 1B/1R translocation are: Veery, Bobwhite,
Sunbird, Chat, Broadbill and Hoopoe.

Brazilian x Mexican Wheat Crosses 

A major factor limiting the adaptation of Mexican germplasm to some of the
potentially important wheat production areas of Brazil was the extreme
susceptibility of Mexican wheats to the high concentrations of soluble aluminum
that are often found in acid soils. Some Brazilian wheat programs did utilize
Mexican materials in crosses with aluminum-tolerant local varieties, and as a

result a series of more successful semidwarf IAS wheats was released in the mid-
sixties.

The commercial production of these varieties had peaked when the Mexican
advanced line "Alondra", which was derived from a spring x winter cross and
carried the 1B/1R translocation, demonstrated its adaptation to acid soils,
especially those in which phosphorus was not limiting. Alondra, a semidwarf
wheat with a big spike, also carried resistance to many diseases prevalent in
Brazil and was quickly released as a variety. It has also become an important
progenitor in numerous crosses with Brazilian wheats.

A bilateral shuttle-breeding program between Brazil and CIMMYT has been showing
impressive results. Lines are selected by Brazilian scientists (in Brazil) for
their adaptation to acid soils, resistance to diseases and tolerance to specific
environmental conditions; CIMMYT scientists select lines (in Mexico) for their
high yield potential, desirable agronomic characters and resistance to prevalent
diseases. Selection in numerous environments (in both countries) for disease
resistance and other characters is resulting in a large number of lines with a
trait now termed "green leaf". The green leaf trait is probably a function of
combining a high degree of disease resistance with better plant development,
which appears to be from improved root systems and enhanced nutritional balance.
This in turn seems to inhibit (to varying degrees) pathogens causing leaf-
spotting diseases. Some advanced lines from these crosses are not being
multiplied for eventual release as commercial varieties in 1984.

Based on results to date, it is anticipated that the Brazil/CIMMYT shuttle-
breeding program will be just as rewarding as the cooperative OSU/CIMMYT spring
x winter crossing project. These international cooperative activities have
provided many national wheat improvement programs in the developing world with

an opportunity to select and utilize germplasm having considerable diversity in
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its genetic background. Some of the newer varieties released in the Southern
Cone that are of CIMMYT origin are presented in Table 6; in Table 7, the
proportion of all new releases in the region since 1978 that are of CIMMYT
origin is provided. Most national wheat programs in the Southern Cone now have
in their crossing programs high-yielding germplasm that is well adapted to local
conditions. Because of this, the region is on the threshold of yet another jump
in wheat production.

Future Needs 

At this juncture, it may be useful to discuss some of the factors essential to
the continued success of the national wheat breeding programs in the Southern
Cone.

1) The "Component Building" or "Bridging" Approach: Most wheat programs in the

region have utilized traditional breeding methodologies, or modified them in
various ways to meet individual needs (Table 8). The pedigree selection method
is favored for the effective selection of visible characteristics; the bulk or

modified bulk system is used when desirable traits are often obscured by
unfavorable environmental conditions or other stresses. The backcross method,
multilines, varietal mixtures and mutation breeding have been used to varying
degrees in the region to solve specific problems.

The major emphasis of national wheat breeding programs in the region, however,
has been on the identification and selection of high-yielding varieties, and the
common procedure of crossing the best available materials to one another. Since
each selected line contains a large number of positive attributes, crossing them
to one another helps to build what may be called a "large genetic pyramid",
which increases in size each time a new variety is released. Often, however,
national breeding programs shun the addition of new germplasm, especially that
having poor agronomic type, because of a fear of retrogression in the program
and loss of yield potential. This refusal of new sources of genetic variation
can quickly lead to the restriction of genetic variability in breeding stocks.

This is where "component building" has a significant role to play. All
important characteristics, especially those found in non-usable agronomic types
or alien species, need to be improved without concern for the effects of
selection on yield or adaptation. Desirable traits should be improved and
carried forward in a parallel germplasm development program(s), a process that

may be referred to as the building of a "small genetic pyramid". The objective
of this approach is to transfer useful characters into usable plant types, which
can be done using backcross or polycross techniques, combined with the
application of screening pressure for a specific trait or for a group of
characters.

When a character is governed by a large number of minor genes, or has low
expression or low heritability, probably the best approach is to use recurrent
selection. Advances in the development of effective gametocides are making it
feasible to establish large numbers of genetic pools for each individual trait,
which can be combined subsequently into useful populations. These genetic pools
and recurrent selection populations can serve as a "bridge" for tranferring
i mportant characters from the "small genetic pyramid" to the "large genetic
pyramid", without suffering significant losses in yield or adaptation.
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2) Incorporating Disease Resistance: By far the most important objective of
all national wheat breeding programs in the Southern Cone is that of enhancing
Yield stability through effective resistance to a complex of diseases. However,
uniform screening procedures and techniques have not been fully implemented;
stable disease-screening "hot spots" are lacking in the region, and the extent
to which generally accepted, artificial inoculation techniques are utilized
varies among the national programs. In certain programs, plant pathologists
have begun inoculating selected materials, which helps to identify progenitors.
Yet large populations of segregating and/or advanced breeding materials are
still being selected under variable and uncertain disease pressure. Only
uniform artificial inoculation can guarantee the successful screening of
germplasm for disease resistance, and this effort needs to be combined with well
executed epidemiological studies and careful field testing at disease hot spot
locations over a number of years.

The need for effective disease screening in the Southern Cone is exemplified by
the recent movement of barley stripe rust race 24. This race was first detected
in Colombia in 1975 and by the end of 1978 it covered all of the Andean region
countries; it crossed over the high Andean mountain range and entered northern
Chile in 1980 (Figure 1). Since then, its movement southward in Chile and entry
into southern Argentina in 1982 confirms the complex interrelationship of the
region.

Much of the Southern Cone region and lower plains of Bolivia comprise one large
epidemiological zone. Accordingly, any narrowly based or specific resistance
can last but a very short time. The region requires germplasm with broadly
based resistance, identified and screened through an efficient testing system
that exposes materials to a large number of virulences of important diseases.
In addition, a network of key disease hot shop locations within each country
(and the region as a whole) needs to be established so that uniform screening
under natural conditions and/or artificial inoculation can provide reliable
information on resistance.

The incorporation of specific resistances and broad-spectrum resistance in the

same materials can impart some durability of resistance in commercial varieties;
if one (or more) of the resistance systems breaks down, the combined resistances
can provide a "buffering effect" that may allow sufficient time for a smooth
transition to a new, more resistant variety. Building such resistance systems,
which are based on a large number of crosses, requires efficient field screening
using appropriate artificial inoculation techniques, as well as greenhouse
testing under controlled conditions whenever necessary.

3) Stable Yield vs. High Yield: The yields of many unimproved or land race
varieties tend to be quite stable, when grown in the environments in which they
evolved. This kind of yield stability is a desirable characteristic, especially
in subsistance agricultural systems; unfortunately, the yield stability of
"traditional" varieties is usually associated with very low yield potential.
Now that a large pool of high-yielding germplasm is available, it behooves plant
breeders and production scientists alike to stabilize these yields at higher
levels. Multilocation testing plays a key role in identifying promising
advanced lines with both high and stable yields.



It appears that the development of such material needs to be done in two phases:

a) Select for high genetic yield potential under optimum/maximum production
conditions;

b) Look for stability factors while testing these high-yielding materials
under optimum production conditions and in stress environments. The
important aspect of this phase is the selection of environments and
uniformity of screening pressure.

CIMMYT has used this approach successfully in developing advanced lines with
high and stable yields over a wide range of production environments. Diseases
or other significant stresses are used to screen for germplasm having the
highest yield under adverse conditions. Another method is to select alternately
in high yield and stress environments. This procedure can result in germplasm
that combines these two characteristics, just as it has for the Brazilian x
Mexican crosses mentioned earlier.

4) Testing Systems: Most national programs require a thorough examination at
local levels of improved germplasm before entering it into national or regional
testing systems. While this procedure does confirm the potential value of a
line, it also delays commercial release and eventually shortens the effective
life of a new variety. In some cases, this system is so strict that no
differentiation is made between germplasm destined for irrigated vs. dryland
production conditions, i.e., between fairly stable vs. unstable agricultural
conditions.

The number of years required for testing could be reduced easily by using
information from key testing, sites. Assigning weights to each location can
further improve and expedite the decision-making process, resulting in the
earlier release of high-yielding varieties. In those cases in which
multilocation selection and testing from early generations exposes germplasm to
a wide range of screening stresses, additional delays in the release of high
yielding materials can only cut short their effective life and reduce their
ultimate utility.

5) Multiplication Systems and the Use of Certified Seed: The release of new
varieties is of little value without effective seed multiplication and
distribution systems. In many cases, the quantity of seed available at the time
of varietal release is too small to create a significant impact in the short
run. This can be remedied by establishing parallel seed multiplication
Programs, especially during the final stages of testing. The availability of
large quantities of seed at the time a new variety is released often favors its
easy propagation, adoption and eventual contribution to production. In some
instances, a high price tag on certified seed also slows the rate of adoption; a
"reasonable" difference between the price of seed wheat and the price of
commercial wheat is necessary, though what constitutes a reasonable difference
will vary from one situation to the next.

An effective average lifespan of a high-yielding spring wheat variety is between
four and five years. this statement does not mean that the variety would be
useless after five years; rather, it means that after five years, national
breeding programs should have something better available. Such a chain of
varietal releases, each better than the preceding one ("better" here refers to



higher and more stable yields, providing greater net gains to farmers), is the
only yardstick by which breeding programs can reasonably measure their success
while contributing to increased national production.



Table 1. Wheat situation of South America in a global context

Time	 Area	 Yield	 Production
period (10 6 ha)
	

(Q/ha)
	 (106 ton)

World 1934-38 168.9 9.7 167.5
South America 8.6 (5.09%) 9.6 (99%) 8.2 (4.90%)

World 1948-52 173.3 9.9 171.2

South America 6.9 (3.98%) 10.7 (109%) 7.4 (4.32%)

World 1961-65 210.5 12.1 254.4

South America 7.4 (3.51%) 13.6 (112%) 10.1 (3.97%)

World 1974-76 227.5 16.9 383.4

South America 9.5 (4.18%) 13.2 (78%) 12.9 (3.36%)
World 1980-82 238.8 19.3 461.7

South America 9.7 (4.07%) 14.3 (74.1%) 14.0 (3.04%)



Table 2. Wheat production in the Southern Cone region

Area Harvested
(1000 ha)

Yield
(kg/ha)

Production
(1000 MT)

Consumption
(1000 mr)

1961-65 1974-76 1.982
1961-65 1974-76 1982 1961-65 1974-76 1982 1961-65 1974-76 1982

Argentina 4916 5311 7320 1534 1603 2067 7541 8513 15130 4300 4500 4700*

Brazil 812 2981 2829 707 879 654 574 2621 1849 2731 5200 6074

Chile 753 652 374 1437 1437 1739 1082 936 650 1340 1850 1656

Paraguay 9 30* 70* 814 720 986 7 22 69 90 120 150

Uruguay 453 464 234 1027 1067 1353 465 496 316 285 424 396

Total: 6943 9438 10827 9669 12588 18014 8746 12094 12976

Estimated



Table 3. Population in the Southern Cone region

Population Estimate 	 Natural	 Population Projected Urban Population
mid-1983	 Increase	 to 2000	 (%)
(millions)	 (Annual %)	 (Millions)

Tropical South America	 216.0	 2.4	 316.0	 65

Bolivia	 5.9	 2.7	 9.5	 42

Brazil	 131.3	 2.3	 187.7	 68

Paraguay	 3.5	 2.7	 5.5	 40

4:.	 Temperate South America	 44.0	 1.5	 53.0	 82
-..,

Argentina	 29.1	 1.5	 34.5	 82

Chile	 11.5	 1.6	 14.7	 81

xUruguay	 3.0	 0.9	 3.4	 84

Source: 1983 World Population Data Sheet of the Population Reference Bureau, Inc., USA



Table . Growth and potential' of land . for agricultural purposes
(in 000 Ha)

Land in permanent
or annual crops
1966	 1976

Increase Increase
Estimated
Ultimate
Potential

Potential
for

Increase

% of world
total poter

tial for
Increase

World Total 1418210 1491800 73590 5.19 2496000 1004200 100.00

Developed
Countries 659461 672857 13396 2.03 854000 181143 18.04

Developing
Countries 758743 818943 60200 7.93 1642000 823057 81.96

Latin
America 123558 143568 20010 16.19 586000 442432 44.06



Table 5. Important wheat breeding characteristics for
the Southern Cone region

1. Breeding for high and stable yields, and wide adaptation

. Breeding for disease resistance:

Leaf-spotting diseases: Septoria, Helminthosporium, rusts,
powdery mildew and BYDV

b) Head diseases: scab and glume blotch

c) Root diseases: take-all, root-rot and crown rot

3. Breeding for agronomic characteristics:

a) Semidwarf plant height and stiff straw
b) Maturity (2/3 pre-heading + 1/3 post-heading cycle division)
c) Resistance to shattering

4. Breeding for environmental stresses:

a) Tolerance to drought
b) Tolerance to frost
c) Resistance to pre-harvest sprouting

5. Breeding for soil toxicity and plant nutrition aspects:

a) Resistance to aluminum toxicity

b) Resistance to Mn + Fe toxicities
c) Efficient P extraction system

The cycle is divided into 2/3 pre-heading and 1/3 post-heading.



c.n

Table . Wheat varieties with Mexican germplasm recommended
in the Southern Cone region, 1978-82

Argentina	 1978-79:	 Saira INTA, Labrador INTA, San Agustin I
Buck Mechonge

1980	 Chasico INTA, Trigal 707, Trigal 708
1981	 Klein Atalaya
1982	 Buck Candisur, Klein Cartucho

Other commercials: Marcos Ju&rez INTA, Leones INTA, B II

Brazil	 1978-79:	 Moncho, Nambu, Pampa
1980	 Alondra 4546, Tucano, El Pato
1981	 Anahuac, Cocoraque
1982	 Candeias, Pavao

Other commercials: INIA 66, Jupateco 73, Tanori 71

Chile	 1978-79:	 Sonka INIA, Trisa INIA, Yecora 70, SNA-3
1981	 Victoria
1982	 Chasqui INIA, Maiten INIA, Millaleu INIA

Onda INIA, Sipa INIA

Other commercials: Marienela, SNA-1, SNA-2

Paraguay	1978-79:	 Itapua-25
1982	 Alondra-1, Cordilleras-3

Other commercials: Itapua-1, Itapua-5



1978-79 1980

8

10

9

2

(5*)

(3)

(4)

(1)

7

11

(2)

(3)

1981 1982

V (1) 2 (2)

7 (2) 6 (2)

4 (1) 8 (5)

3 (2)

1

Country

Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Paraguay

Uruguay

Table . Number of wheat varieties released in the Southern Cone
Region during 1978-82

Figures in parenthesis indicate varieties of CIMMYT origin
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Table 8. Common breeding methodologies used by wheat
programs in the Southern Cone region

. Pedigree selection

• Bulk:

a) Modified selection
b) Machine selection

. Backcross method

. Mutation breeding

5. Multiline approach

6. Varietal mixtures
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FIGURE 1 - PATHWAY OF BARLEY STRIPE RUST RACE # 24
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BREEDING AND SELECTION TECHNIQUES FOR CEREAL

Plant physiologists have estimated that under ideal conditions it should be
possible to obtain yields of 20 tons per hectare for wheat. Unfortunately,
cereals are never grown under ideal conditions with the average yield for the
world being less than two tons per hectare for both wheat and barley. Thus, it
is apparent that there are many constraints to higher yields including various
environmental and biological stresses which stand in the way of achieving
maximum grain yields. The plant breeder role is to develop varieties which are
resistant or tolerant to such factors which limit production. Some of these
environmental and biological constraints include 1) extremes in temperatures, 2)
moisture, either limited or excessive and often unpredictable, 3) sprouting in
the field when the rains come during the harvest period, 4) infertile and other
soil problems, 5) quality and quantity of light, 6) length of the growing
season, 7) wind, 8) hail, 9) air pollution, 10) weeds, and 11) many disease and
insect pests.	 These various stresses might also be less or more based on the
particular management system employed. To accomplish this task there are four
major steps which the plant breeder must follow. The first involves creating
useable genetic variability. This is followed by applying appropriate selection

pressures so that the desired progeny can be identified in segregating
populations. Once such progeny are isolated, the step is to evaluate the
selections. The final step involves the multiplication and distribution of the
new cultivars. It should be emphasized that it is only when new varieties are
multiplied and disseminated to the farmer that the plant breeder has made a
contribution.

Major decisions 

Breeders of cereal grains are faced with two major decisions. The first
involves the identification of the most promising parental combinations to
hybridize thereby creating the highest frequency of useable genetic variation.
Secondly, the breeder must develop effective selection pressures and techniques
to identify the agronomically superior progeny in segregating populations. For
both wheat and barley, the number of potential hybrid combinations is almost
infinite. Perhaps here more than any other phase of the breeding program, the
breeder must have a knowledge of the genetic background of potential parents and
their combining ability. This frequently only comes with years of experience.
For simply inherited traits, such as certain types of disease resistance,
maturity and plant height, the decision as to which parents to cross is obvious;
however, for quantitatively inherited traits, like grain yield and various
quality factors, the decision is difficult. It has also been found that to
obtain the highest frequency of desired segregates in subsequent populations,
the use of three- and four-way crosses is very beneficial. Generally in three-
way crosses, the third parent would represent a variety or selection with 1)
proven combining ability, 2) adaptability to the area, and 3) exhibit most of
the desired traits to the highest degree.

After deciding which crosses to make, the plant breeder must make the second
major decision and that is what selection procedure to follow. Selection



approach depends, on a number of factors. These include I) amount of useable
genetic variability . 2) the nature of this genetic variability, 3) whether the
trait is qualitatively or quantitatively inherited, 4) the number of traits to
be improved, 5) the management system employed (multiple, inter- or annual
cropping or summer fallowing), and 6) based on the plant breeder's philosophy,
to develop varieties with wide or narrow adaptation.

Selection 

As to whether a plant breeder can select in early generations (F, and F l ) or

must delay selection until later generations depends on whether the trait is
qualitatively or quantitatively inherited and the nature of the gene action
influencing a particular trait. Those traits which are influenced by few genes
and are not greatly modified by the environment such as seed color, plant height
or perhaps maturity, are easily selected in early generations because one can
easily identify the desired genotypes. Early selection in the F' 	 Fl
generations can be effective as plants either have or do not havb the trait.
However, on occasion, even with simply inherited traits, it becomes necessary to
employ special techniques to identify the desired segregates. One such example
would be in the work in developing aluminum tolerant plants. In many countries
around the world acid soils are a problem limiting cereal production. Research
at Oregon State University with acid soils found that aluminum was the limiting
factor. As a consequence, a method was developed which is referred to as the
nutrient solution seedling technique. Potential parental varieties or
segregating populations are germinated in a complete nutrient solution for 36
hours. This material is then transferred to a buffered solution which contains
specific concentrations of aluminum. After being exposed to this stress
environment for approximately 72 hours, they are then transferred back to a
happy or nutrient solution again. After 36 hours the seedlings are evaluated
based on their ability to reinitiate root growth. It is easy then to identify
those which are tolerant from those that are susceptible. The tolerant types
are subsequently transplanted into the field where selection for other desired
traits can be carried out. Tolerance to aluminum toxicity has been reported as
being quantitatively inherited in the literature; however, using this nutrient
solution technique, it has been found that the genetic control of the tolerance
is simply inherited with one to three genes being involved. Such a technique
may be employed for a number of other traits where there is a large
environmental x genotype interaction making it difficult for the plant breeder
to identify the desired types especially under field conditions.

Grain yield is a quantitatively inherited trait where the variation is
continuous and influenced by many genetic and environment factors. Here it is

more difficult to identify the most promising parental combinations which will

have the highest frequency of desired segregates. Furthermore, it is more
difficult to identify the highest yielding plants in subsequent early
segregating populations. Thus a different strategy must be developed in
breeding and selecting for maximum grain yield. Frequently selection must be
delayed until the F5 or F6 when replicated trials can be established to assess
the role of the environment.

One approach to breeding for maximum yield has been to look at the components of
yield, such as kernel weight, kernel number per spike, tiller number per plant
and even plant height. It has been thought that perhaps the uniculm plant might
represent a desired plant type; however, others feel that the ability of the
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wheat or barley plant to tiller is an adaptive mechanism which is very useful

particularly under stress environments. Certainly the development of semi-dwarf
wheats has been a major factor in increasing yield productivity. 	 Many breeders

feel that perhaps the spike is the key to increasing productivity ` , both in

terms of a more fertile spike which means more kernels per spikelet or more
kernels per spike and kernel weight. One of the, disadvantages in looking at the
components of yield is that when using a stepwise regression such as a
pathcoefficient analysis, negative indirect associations may be observed between
some components such as kernel number and kernel weight. This means as the
breeder selects for kernel number, kernel weight might be reduced thu s making
zero progress in terms of increasing grain yield.

Another area that the breeder must be concerned with involves the development of
different types of genetic resistance to various pathogens. It has been
suggested that when many different physiological races of a particular disease
are present there is a need for horizontal or generalized or more durable type

resistance. Historically the breeder has been concerned with ma j or gene sources

of resistance which are generally termed as being vertical or qualitatively
inherited. One of the difficulties in utilizing generalized resistance is the

difficulty in se l ecting the desired types of segregating populations. Another
approach in developing tolerance to disease involves nongenetic approaches. In
the case of Take-all (Gaeumannomyces Ophibolus gramini) where no known sources
of genetic resistance has been identified, it has been found that the chloride
ion does give the plant tolerance to this disease. This tolerance appears to be
associated with a better uptake of moisture and maintaining the desired balance

between NH	 and NO -. Similarly, with this same disease there is the term
Take-all dJcline. This decline has been associated with the build-up of certain
bacteria which appear to reduce the inoculum of the fungus. It has been
suggested that perhaps in the future it will be possible to pre-inoculate wheat
seed with the desired strain of bacteria thus reducing the amount of inoculum of
a particular harmful plant pathogen. This, of course, is a very exciting and
intriguing approach to biological disease control.

Combining ability 

Still another approach using both the components of yield as well as grain yield
per se, has been the use of various biometrical models in an effort to determine
the nature of the genetic variability controlling a particular trait. Here the
nature of the genetic variation can be partitioned into genes which are additive
and those which behave in a non-additive manner for a specific trait. Since the
breeder of self-pollinating species can only utilize the additive portion of the
total genetic variance in selection, it is important to know what proportion of
the total genetic variation is from additive type gene action for a specific
trait. There are many different biometrical models available for the breeder to
utilize in partitioning of genetic variances. However, one which will be
suggested here involves the use of combining ability analysis. With this method
one is able to partition the genetic variation for a particular trait into
either the General Combining Ability (GCA) or Specific Combining Ability (SCA).
It is generally regarded that GCA is a measure of additive genetic variances,
whereas the SCA reflects more those genetic factors which behave in a
nonadditive manner. Since the breeder of self-pollinating species is mainly
concerned with the additive portion, estimates of GCA are the most meaningful.
With the GCA, it is not only possible to partition the genetic variances into
the additive or nonadditive portion for the specific trait, but one can also



identify the relative contributions of each parental line in terms of its
contribution to the GCA and scA effect for a particular trait. Generally a
diallel cross is utilized in this approach. Since it does take a great deal of
time to develop diallel crosses, one can also use testers which have been shown
to have good GCA, thus avoiding having to make as many crosses. It has been
found that in single and three- and four-way crosses, that the use of GCA is a
way of identifying parents when crosses in appropriate combination give rise to
a high proportion of desired segregates. For example, when two parents which
both have high GCA effects are crossed, subsequent generations will have a
higher proportion of high yielding progeny than when two parents have medium or
low GCA effects. Likewise, when making three-way crosses, it has been found
that the third parent when crossed with the Fl should have the highest GCA
effect. Therefore, it would appear that GCA may also be a very useful means of
both identifying the most promising parental lines for quantitatively inherited
traits like grain yield.

Breeding methods 

Several methods of handling segregating populations are being employed by

breeders in the U.S.A. Perhaps the pedigree method or some modification of it
is still the most popular. However some programs have gone to the single seed
descent system where a seed is taken from each plant until near homozygosity is
reached in the F5 or F6. Then progeny from individual plants are multiplied and
put into yield trials. Selection for quantitatively inherited traits where
early generation selection is difficult might be facilitated by this system.
However, with all methods there are advantages and disadvantages. A method used
for handling segregating populations in the barley program at OSU involves what
is termed the modified bulk system. Here a spike(s) is selected from individual
plants with desired phenotypes in the F2 generations. The individual spikes are
head rowed in the F3. At harvest time, agronomically superior head rows are
bulked on an individual basis and are referred to as elite lines. Other head
rows which appear promising and have similar phenotypes are bulked together to
form modified bulk lines. Thus by the F4 these populations are in yield trials.
The F5 and F6 replicated yield trials can be conducted across locations to
obtain an evaluation of the genotype x environment interaction. Those
populations appearing to be superior can be head rowed again to provide a more
uniform phenotype and be further evaluated. This procedure allows the breeder
to employ many crosses and to handle large, population sizes with limited
resources.

The method a breeder employs, be it the pedigree, bulk, backcross or some
modification, depends on the objectives of the program, the resources available,
and the method the breeder has confidence in.

Other approaches 

One of the concerns that has been raised is if there is sufficient genetic
variability present in wheat or barley to make further increases in grain yield
or have yield plateaus been reached. Several approaches are being investigated
to increase the amount of useable genetic variability. One involves the
systematic crossing of wheat x spring wheats. This program involving the
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) and Oregon. State
University (OSU) directs its efforts in probing the gene pool between spring and
winter wheats in a very systematic manner. In CIMMYT/Mexico the initial winter
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x spring crosses, are made and subsequent Fls crossed back to the sprin g type

wheats thereby transferring the good genetic factors from the winter wheats into
the spring background. The same Fl populations are grown also in Oregon and are

crossed back to winter type wheats. Here they are evaluated for those traits
desired for varieties produced under winter or facultative conditions. After
the most promising materials have been identified, they are sent to various
cooperators through the distribution of international nurseries. Thus, spring

germplasm is disseminated by CIMMYT and winter and facultative material by OSU.

Another approach which is being utilized is the development of Facilitated
Recurrence Selection populations using, both dominant and recessive male sterile
genes. Using this technique, it is now possible to develop a high degree of
outcrossing within normally self-pollinating species. By utilizin g these male

sterile genes and using a recurrent selection approach, the opportunity to
accumulate more favorable genetic factors through recombination is possible.

Still another approach to take advantage of the genetic variability has been the

development of hybrid wheats. Unfortunately, since the discovery in 1960 of the
restoring mechanism, hybrid wheat still has not been a'-major factor in wheat
production. In part, this has been because of the restoring gene or genes not
providing adequate fertility under different environmental conditions and the
progress made in developing high yielding cultivars through conventional
methods. Recently it has been found that two additional sources of cytoplasm,
namely Aegilops kotschyi and Aegilops variabilis cytoplasm, are less specific in

terms of the restoring gene than Triticum timopheevii cytoplasm which has been
extensively used. Thus it would appear that there may be renewed interest in
the development of hybrid wheat based on these cytoplasms; however, agai n other

problems appear to be present. A private seed company, Cargill, does have
hybrid wheat in commercial production which do look promising in some areas of
the Midwest in the United States. Also, there is a great deal of interest in
the development of chemical gametocides which would enable the breeder to avoid
having to develop cytoplasmic male sterile and restoring lines. Whether hybrid
wheat will be a reality or not still has not been determined. It would allow
the breeder of self-pollinating species to utilize both the additive as well as
the nonadditive portions of the total genetic variance if successful hybrids

could be developed. Also if chemical gametocides prove satisfactor y , they will

be valuable tools when used in recurrent selection programs.

Biotechnology 

Other approaches which many be available to the breeders include 1) anther
culture, 2) somatic hybridization, 3) tissue culture, and 4) DNA recombination.

Plant breeding is a game of numbers and probability. All productive programs
make many crosses and grow large segregating populations. One approach has been
to use pollen culture or anther culture; however, despite substantial efforts
using this technique of doubling the pollen grain and reaching homozygosity
immediately, very few examples can be cited where the method has proven
satisfactory. In the case of somatic hybridization the cell walls are removed
exposing the protoplasm so that the nuclei from genetically different diverse
species can be fused. Unfortunately, it is often found in subsequent
generations that chromosomes may be lost making it difficult to stabilize such
material. Tissue culture is also receiving a great deal of attention. In our,



laboratory we have been able to regenerate wheat and barley plants obtained from
callus scutellar tissue. The callus tissue is grown on a nutrient solution in
the presence of a hormone like 2,4-D. When the 2,4-D is removed,
differentiation takes place with the roots and shoots developing. Of interest
has been the amount of genetic variation that appears when callus tissue is
obtained from a previously homozygous variety. Cytological analysis of the
pollen mother cells have identified that in some instances a number of
chromosome aberrations have been induced as a result of the treatment. This
does appear promising in terms of being able again to subject large numbers of
individual cells to possible environmental stresses or other limiting factors.
For example, it may be possible to grow callus tissue on media deficiencies for
lysine and identify those cells which are able to produce lysine. One can
identify a number of other factors where selection pressure might be applied in
the media such as is now being done with microorganisms. However, it must be
recognized when one talks about such things as drought or herbicide tolerance
that there are many other factors required by a new cultivar so perhaps such a
technique might be limited to specific attributes.

There is a great deal of excitement now in DNA recombinant work. Several
advantages have been cited where it could be used in plant breeding. One is the
incorporation of a new gene without having segregation for other desired traits
already fixed in the genotype. Secondly, only one generation would be required
to fix the desired genotype. Thirdly, one could easily develop isogenic lines
in a very short period of time. Finally, such a technique might be very
suitable for genetic studies. For example, one might identify a species which
does have resistance to Take-all root rot disease which was previously
identified where no genetic resistance has been found in wheat. Utilizing
specific enzymes, it would be possible then to cleave and isolate that, portion
of the DNA or gene which does convey this resistance from the foreign host
species. Then to transfer this gene for resistance into some form of vector,
for example, a bacteria plasmid. Bacterium then could be used to infect the
wheat plant which result in, say, some form of a tumor or crown gall where the
gene for resistance would become attached to the chromosome within the cells of
the gall. Then one can isolate callus from this gall formation and using tissue
culture to regenerate whole plants. All the cells would now carry the gene for
resistance.	 This system has been found to work in the case of dicots, in
particular the tomato, when the Agrobacterium tumefaciens has been utilized as
the vector. Unfortunately, in the case of- the grasses, no such mechanism yet
exists; however, there are a number of approaches being tried. Plant breeders
must evaluate these new methods; however, increases in food production in the
near future will result from conventional breeding programs and improved
management practices and this will continue to be true. New technology such as
recombinant DNA will j ust provide another tool for the breeder.'

When it is realized that each year, 70 million more people join us for
breakfast, it is imperative then that the plant breeder utilize all the tools at
his command. The challenge to the plant breeder and all agriculturalists is
very clearly identified. We have an obligation to meet this challenge as the
alternatives are unacceptable if there is ever to be world peace.
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INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL QUALITY OF THE MATERIAL OF INTA BREEDING PROGRAMS AND

ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL MARKETS

Evito E. Tombetta

Introduction 

The present report has been prepared to give a general overview of the quality
of Argentinian wheat to our friends from abroad that visit us today.

We will begin with a short history of the quality of wheat based on papers
published by Ing. Agr. Enrique Klein, Ing. Agr. Jose Buck, Ing. Agr. Rodolfo
Caffera, Dr. Juan Haertlein and others who dedicated a great part of their lives
to the improvement and the industry of this cereal.

Secondly, we will review some aspects of the quality of the varieties obtained
by INTA and of the breeding material of the National Improvement Program of
INTA facing the demand of the internal and external markets.

Finally, we will consider certain practices that complement the breeding
activities to improve the quality of our wheat production such as nitrogen

fertilization, handling and storage of the crop, etc.

Evolution of the Quality of Argentinian Wheat and of the Consumer Markets 

The quality level of the Argentinian wheat has been quite variable throughout
the period of breeding activity over a century of production in our country.

Since the introduction of new populations at the end of the last century to the
present time, the quality was of intermediate type. It was possible to export
this wheat to Europe without inconvenience. Subsequently, the breeding activity
has produced important modifications in the quality of our wheat production
(Graph 1).

At the initiation of varietal improvement, the principal objective was to
increase yields--the quality was neglected, and in 1920 the new cultivars
endangered our exports, also creating complaints in the internal market.

In the mid-1920s, the breeding programs were oriented toward obtaining hard
wheats. Some foreign varieties, such as Marquis, were introduced into the
breeding programs. In 1935, the "Grain Law" was created, emphasizing and giving
preferance to quality. It was decided in 1950 that extra payments (bonuses)

would be given for the hard type wheats. From this time, there was an
uninterrupted period of improvement in quality. This effort culminated at the
end of the 1960s, after having developed good quality varieties that would meet
the requirements of the European market.

With the introduction of the Mexican and winter wheat germplasm into the

breeding programs of the country, the level of quality decreased; however, the
new varieties have acceptable quality for the consumer market, especially
externally.



In the past, the developed countries, especially those of the EEC, were strong
importers of high quality wheat such as the spring wheats of the United States,
Canada, and Argentina. Today the requirement for additional wheat in these
countries is limited and they only need high quality for blending to improve

their locally produced wheats which are inferior to our own.

The main markets of Europe have ceased being important buyers from our country.
The bulk of our production--more than 80%--is exported to socialist countries or
developing countries such as Latin America where the quality demands are very
different. The majority of these consumers only require wheats of intermediate
quality, which means bread wheats with protein levels of 11.0 to 11.5% (Table
2).

Table 2. Quality Demands in the Principal Wheat Markets

	

Foreign	 Broken
Country	 pH	 Humidity	 Bodies	 Proteins	 and Others

USSR 78 14.0 2 11.0
China 78 13.5 1 11.5 --
Iran 78 13.0 0.6 11.5 1.5
Iraq -- 14.0 11.0 --
Algeria 77 12.0 0.3 11.0 1.3
Brazil* 78 13.0 1.0 11.0 4.0
EEC -- -- 13.5 --
Japan 13.0
Argentina
(int.)

76 14.0 12.5 --

J.N.G and private sector export
*Latin America

The internal market in recent years has absorbed more than 60% of the national
production and is at present the most demanding with respect to quality. Thus,
targeting the varietal selection to satisfy local requirements provides a
quality level that easily covers the external market's demand. It should also
be mentioned that the international wheat market evolves constantly, moving from
demands for high protein wheats for blending to well-balanced bread quality
wheats and more recently there have been more requests for soft type wheats,
reaching approximately 25% of total export. Canada, which has strongly defended
the high quality of its wheats for more than a century, has just approved
varieties of semi-hard type for commercial production. This is their way of
adapting to the evolution of external markets.

Quality of Wheat Varieties and Advanced Lines Originating From the Improvement 
Programs of INTA 

First we will consider the varieties obtained in the last decade which contain
the new germplasm of Mexican origin and recently those with parents of winter
wheat. The breeding programs have been oriented to provide new varieties which
satisfy the interests of the Argentinian milling industry as well as the demands
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of external markets. The quality level of varieties presently in production is
slightly inferior to the traditional cultivars. A comparison is presented in
Table 1 of the commercial and industrial quality of a group of atraditionar
cultivars and the "new" . varieties with Mexican germplasm developed by INTA, some
of them of notable diffusion in the last 20 years. From the mentioned table, it
can be concluded that, based on a maximum quality of 100, the recently
distributed varieties would be within an approximate value of 70. This level of
quality satisfies the demand of both internal and external markets and it would
not presently be necessary to produce blending or high quality wheats with
values of 90, as were required a decade ago. The present objective, based on
the data in Table 1, is to maintain the existing quality level in future
varieties. Graphs 2, 3, 4, 5, and Tables 3 and 4 present data that reflect the
level of industrial and commercial quality of advanced lines in preliminary
trials as well as those close to registration included in the regional trials
that are conducted on different experimental stations. In general, all entries
are compared to the most representative check variety of desire d quality, such
as Marcos Juarez INTA.

Yield values have been added to the histograms and above mentioned tables for a
better interpretation of the quality. Several advanced lines that will soon be
registered as varieties, LAP 878, LAJ 2532, LAJ 2486 (of short cycle) and LAJ
2514 (of intermediate cycle), have very favorable yield potential and it can be
seen that the quality values are also very satisfactory (Table 3).

Perspectives on the Quality of Future Varieties and of the Argentinian Wheat 
Production 

The present breeding programs continue their selection of new varieties based on
the general rules established by the National Board of Grain. This board
determines the type of wheat our country should produce in accordance with the
internal and external demand.

The development of new varieties is slow; thus, the breeders need to anticipate
the evolution of the demands of the international markets. A decision was made
in the early 1960s to orient the improvement program which was incorporating the
Mexican germplasm toward yield rather than quality. This effort has resulted in
development of new varieties which today, in commercial production, widely
respond to the present demand of the new markets. The objective during this
period was to increase production and maintain the achieved quality levels;
however, the results were more favorable toward the yield of the new cultivars.
Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the average crop quality of the last
decade (12.5% protein), where more than 80% of the parental lines were of
Mexican extraction, was notably surpassing the demands of the external markets
(11.0-11.5%).

The public and private breeding programs continue to orient their varietal
improvement toward yield with emphasis on better adaptation and longer growth
cycle, which results from crosses with germplasm of winter wheats which are, in
general, somewhat inferior in quality compared to s pri ng wheats.

In the new revision of the Argentinian improvement program, in addition to
readjusting the agronomic characteristics mentioned for the new varieties, the
changing demand of the international markets should be carefully considered. In
the near future, also, our country should consider handling the harvested



product based on the classification of the protein content, as is presently done
in those countries that are strong competitors in export.

At official and private levels, the present norms of typification are being
revised. This should encourage better classification of quality in our crops
which should also satisfy the requirements of the different markets. Of course,
this will require a greater storage capacity in the future. In addition, the
National Grain Board has proposed the commercial type toward which our wheat
production should be oriented. Now, the country's total production is all 100%
of the hard wheat type. It has been proposed that a "unique" baking type be
established, excluding the semi-hard type that is almost non-existent.

We must remember that at present the internal market is the most demanding for
quality. We must maintain adequate quality to compete in the export market with
balanced bread baking quality. On the other hand, we must consider other means
of maintaining an adequate quality level in our country in addition to breeding.
The practice of nitrogen and phosphorous fertilization has evolved very slowly
in our cultivation of wheat. While extensive zones of the wheat-growing . area
have poor crop yields because of the monoculture, few measures have been,
for change. This results in a gradual decrease of the industrial quality of our
crops which are accentuated even more with increasing yield.

Considering the main wheat-producing and exporting countries that also have
extensive areas of cultivation like ours, we observe that the consumption of
fertilizer per cultivated hectare is much higher. The United States annually
consumes more than 100 kg/hectare, Canada almost 40, Australia near 25 and
Argentina scarcely 2 kg/hectare.

Application of nitrogen fertilization in normal climatic conditions improves
crop yield and in very favorable years, the new varieties provide high crop
yields and improved quality. The wheat crop of 1976/77, and to a greater degree
that of 1982/83, lacked adequate soil fertility to compensate the nitrogen
requirement of the increased production of grain, thus markedly reducing the
protein content. In the latter crop year, almost 50% of the production did not
reach 11.0% protein, which was the minimum value base of commercialization
(Graphs 7 and 8).

In the Marcos Juarez Experimental Station and others of INTA, trials are being
conducted with split applications of nitrogen during the tillering and heading
stages. These trials are similar to those conducted in the west of the U.S.A.
and Australia.

Another problem of accurate quality determination is related to the way the
wheat is handled. The genetic stocks containing adequate quality levels are
often affected through the process of artificial drying of the grain with
excessive temperatures that destroy the gluten properties. The commercial
quality factors delimited in the standards of typification do not always
adequately cover the requirements of the mills. Some modification in the
methods of drying and storage of the grain is being analyzed.

In the regions of the double wheat-soybean system, there is a tendency to
anticipate the harvest of the first crop so the second crop can be planted
early. Recent data from the J.N.G. indicate that more than 30% of the wheat
production of last year's crop has been passed through dryers, reaching 50%
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grain damage in some zones.

Conclusions 

The quality level of the Argentinian wheat has had marked variation throughout
its history. Since the introduction of the first populations at the end of the
last century to the beginning of the present century, the quality was of

intermediate type, providing wheat that was exported to Europe without
inconvenience.

In 1935, the "Grain Law" was established and the breeding ob j ective was to
obtain hard wheats. This began an uninterrupted period of improvement of
quality that culminated in the late 1960s with varieties testing high in
quality.

With the introduction of the germplasm of Mexican origin, of high yield
potential and lately with the introduction of winter wheats, the quality has
decreased from that of traditional varieties, although at controllable and
acceptable levels for the present consumer market.

The breeding programs, official as well as private, continue to emphasize yield
in development of new cultivars. We cannot neglect the requirements of the
different markets for quality, despite the existence of valuable new productive
material.

Finally, there is the necessity of complementing the breeding activities with
the increase of soil nitrogen fertilization to improve the quality levels. The
classification of the production by protein content, and strict control of the
handling, drying, and storage methods of the crops will avoid unnecessary waste
of the crops.
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1. Quality: Tentative ranking of bread wheat

VARIE- IES VARIETY
QUALITY INDEX

EVALUATION

STRONG GLUTEN:

TRADITICL KLEIN TOLEDO A, 90
(OFFIC::... AND

BORDENAVE PUAN A, 90
PRIVA- E PROGRAM) VI ELA MAR A,	 90

EL GAUCHO F. A. A, 90
MASSAUX N2 5 A, 90
KLEIN ATLAS A, 85
PIAMONTES I NTA A,	 8-5

NEW SAI RA I NIA B. 80
(WITH ME?. :CAN GERMPLASM) SAN AGUSTI N I NITA B,	 80

CALDEN I NTA B, 80
•	 VICTORIA I NTA B, 80
•	 DIAMANTE INTA B, 75

(INTA	 :OGRAM) MARCOS ,JUAREZ INTA B, 70
LAS ROSAS INTA B, 65

•	 LEO ES INTA B, 65
SU RGE NIES INTA B	 60
CHAS ICC INTA B, 60
CHAQUENO INTA B, 60

SEMI-STRONG GLUTEN:

P. PARANA WA B, 80

*TENTATI1E SCALE ASSIGNING A VALUE OF 100 TO THE IDEAL VARIETY IN RELATION
TO COMME = CIAL AND INDUSTRIAL QUALITY.
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Graph 4. Preliminary yield trial in Pergamino - 82/83
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Yield

KG/HA

Test
Weight

100kern
Weight

Flour
Prot.

Wet Alveogram Panification
Gluten W P/G VOL. v.P.

SERA PERGAMINO

REG 1 - 1A,EPOCA 1982/83

LAJ 2514 5,730 79,70 39,80 12,9 33,1 281 4,4' 730 98

MARCOS JUAREZ INTA 4.055 77,70 41,20 11,5 30,3 288 3,8 775 102

CHAOUERO INTA 3.240 77,90 30,00 12,5 31,4 300 2,7 775 101

REG I - 2A.EPOCA 1982/83

LAJ 2514 5.405 78,80 36,40 12,6 31,6 288 3,4 750 99

MARCOS JUAREZ INTA 4,210 28,60 38,20 10,8 28,7 230 3,2 700 97

CHAOUENO INTA 3,010 77,25 27,80 11,8 33,3 384 2,4 775 101

REG III - 2A,EPCCA 1982/83

LAJ 2532 6,875 82,40 38,60 10,3 26,4 226 4,7 740 99

LAJ 2486 4.925 79,25 31,60 12,3 33,5 284 4,5 800 102

MARCOS JUAREZ INTA 4.315 79,90 38,60 11,1 28,6 356 4,4 825 104

REG 11 - 2A.EPOCA 1980/81

LAP 878 5.050 79,90 35,20 12,2 31,5 398 4,4 750 98

MARCOS JUAREZ INTA 4.400 79,45 42,50 12,1 32,7 235 4,5 810 103

Table	 Quality of advanced lines to be released and check varieties



Table . Quality of advanced lines to be released and check varieties

Yield Test 100 kern. Flour Wet ALVEOGRAMA PANIFICACION

_Kum Weight Weight Prot. Gluten w PIG VOI . v P.

EERA MARCOS JUAREZ
REG I - 1A.EPOCA 1982/83
LAJ 2514 2.872 81,70 35,00 14,4 36,2 291 3.8 680 95

MARCOS JUAREZ INTA 	 • 1.975 82,40 34,40 14,6 38.0 262 3,4 . 665 94

CHAQUERO INTA 2.677	 . 79,00 28.60 14,7 40,2 317 2.6 695 96

REG VII - 2A.EPOCA 1982/83

LAJ 2532 2.930 83,95 37,40 13.5 37,8 374 3,3 675 96

MARCOS JUAREZ 1NTA 2.080 81,70 32,60 13,9 37,0 300 4,1 615 93

REG VII - 3A.EPOCA 1982/83
LAJ 2532 2.860 80.60 38,20 13,0 32,7 320 4.1 760 100

MARCOS JUAREZ INTA 2.020 77,25 38.20 12,9 35,6 325 7.5 810 103

V.P. Breadmaking value



Graph 6. Yield and protein content - Marcos Juarez region
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Graph 7. Yield and protein content in fertilizer trials
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PRINCIPAL PATHOGENS AFFECTING WHEAT PRODUCTION IN ARGENTINA

E. F. Antonelli

In Argentina, the wheat crop faces constraints of differing nature which
threaten production. Among these constraints, the diseases caused by plant
pathogenic microorganisms occupy an important role.

Constraints to wheat are attributable to host-pathogen-environment interaction.
In relation to the environment, the great extension of wheat area places the
crop under diverse and quite variable ecological conditions. This environmental
diversity determines the modality of these constraints and thus the
susceptibility of the crop.

Considering the host, the experience obtained in Argentina is similar to that
found by other countries. When a variety has reached wide dissemination in
production because of its outstanding agronomic qualities, and when there are
also conditions favoring the development of pathogenic factors, the variety
become vulnerable.

For the particular case of diseases, the great diversity of plant pathogen
organisms, and their respective genetic variability resulting from biological
processes, should be mentioned. However, the development of epidemics has not
occurred as frequently as in other countries. 	 The wheat diseases are generally
similar in all countries of the Southern Cone. However, in our country, the
order of their importance greatly differs from other neighboring countries such
as Brazil and Paraguay where Septoria, Fusarium, Helminthosporium, and mildew
are more important than, or equal to, the rusts. The Argentine situation is
similar to Uruguay where leaf rust and Septoria of the leaf are considered the
main pathogens because they appear reguTTFT7–Eich year in variable intensities.
Even though stem rust and Fusarium (scald) appear sporadically, they represent a
potential danger for Argentine wheat production because of their destructive
effect under favorable conditions. Other diseases are less important. They
appear in an erratic manner and their intensities are relatively low. However,
it is important not to neglect breeding activities that avoid the dissemination
of very susceptible cultivars, as well as the use of plant protection treatments
in those cases in which the application is feasible. Each of the major diseases
will be discussed individually:

Leaf Rust (Puccinia recondite tritici) 

Leaf rust generally appears in most of the wheat subregions of the country every
year (the exception is subregion VS where, because of its semi-arid conditions,
diseases are not very important). There is a tendency to underestimate the
effects of leaf rust because its pustules are not so conspicuous and severe as
those produced by epidemics of P. graminis and P. striiformis. However, it has
been estimated that over time in Argentina, the economic effect of this rust is
greater than the other rusts.

Varietal performance has depended on the classic fluctuations of pathogens
through the years. These fluctuations arise from the pressure produced on the
pathogen population by genes for specific resistance that were present in most
of the traditional cultivars and in those disseminated at the beginning, of the



1970s. The latter cultivars were produced as a consequence of the introduction
of CIMMYT materials (beginning in 1962) in the official breeding programs.
These wheats of high yield potential are known as "Mexican wheats' or "wheat of
Mexican origin". However, wheats of different origin, including Argentine
wheats, were used in their development. We prefer to use the term "non-
traditional" when we refer to this type of wheat.

Next, the contributions of resistance genes to P. recondita from both wheat
types, a) traditional and b) non-traditional will be analyzed.

a) Traditional germplasm: The traditional cultivars have wine genetic
variability. The sources of variability come essentially from selections of the
population Barleta (Americano 25E, Barleta 7D, Lin Calel M.A.), awnless wild
(Criollos) wheats (Klein 49 and Pelon 33, this last one referred to as Klein
Favorito); introduced varieties such as Ardito (=Wilhelmina-Rieti x Akagomughi)
developed by Professor Nazareno Strampelli, and selections Bague from (Fronteira
x Mentana) by Dr. Beckman from Brazil.

One can get an idea of the specific resistance genes involved by studying the
heritability of resistance in different environments. Also, the different
reaction types observed when genotypes are inoculated with different isolates o
the pathogen may, be compared to reaction types observed on "testers" which
possess known resistance genes.

Table 1 shows the reaction in seedling of these materials to 23 P. recondita
isolates in Argentina during the last 30 years. The same table -Oso includes
the isogenic lines having the genes Lr 3 and Lr 17. Their spectrum of reaction
coincides with the ones found in the wheat selection Klein 49a and Pelon 33c
( =Klein Favorito), respectively.

The gene Lr 17, present in Pelon 33c, was first isolated from the Argentine
variety Klein Lucero and introduced into the isogenic line Thatcher 6 x Klein
Lucero RL 6008. However, Klein Lucero has additional resistance to isolates
3395, 365, 1834, 1634, 909, 3815, and 3376 (Table 1). This resistance was
conferred by an additional gene, Lr 7d, which comes from one of the parents,
Barleta 7D. The complementary reactions present in Barleta 7D and Thatcher 6-
Klein Lucero ( =Pelon 33c) are the same as those of Klein Lucero. The pedigree
of the cultivar Klein Lucero is listed in Table 2.

The wheat line Klein 49a, selected in 1932 from a population of awnless criollo
wheat from Alberti county of the province of Buenos Aires reacts in the same way
as the isogenic lines having the gene L3 and the cultivar Sinvalocho M.A. (Table
1). This latter wheat cultivar was widely, grown from 1940 to 1945, and later
was used extensively as a parent in the development of new cultivars. However,
the performance of these wheats, having the same resistance gene, differs
greatly (Table 3). The adult plant resistance of Sinvalocho has been well known
many years, and it has been passed, totally or partially, to several of its
descendants (Pergamino Gaboto MAG, Oncativo INTA, Magnif 40 INTA, Tacuari INTA
and Vanguardia INTA).

The genes present in American° 25e, Ardito Sel. Klein, Americano 26n, Americano
44d and Bague would be a contribution to the presently identified genetic pool
for resistance to P. recondita. The spectrum of reaction of these varieties to
the different components of the local pathogen population does not match those



mentioned previously (together or separated) by the 23 isogenic lines tested u
to the present time.

The genes of these old wheats still remain in wheat production not only in 100%

traditional cultivars such as Bordenave Puan SAG, Buck Cencerro, Buck Cimarron,

Buck Namuncura, Buck Naposta and Cooperacion Bahia, but also in combinations

with non-traditional lines such as the cultivars Buck Pangare, Buck Pucara,

Chasico INTA, Klein Chamaco, Cooperacion Cabildo and Buck Patacon.

b) Non-traditional Germplasm: A large number of parents, directly or indirectly
related to the CIMMYT material, which has been used by the official or private

breeders since the 1960s, were tested at the seedling stage for their resistance

to P. recondita. This analysis gave an indication of the genetic pool for

resistance in this material. The following wheats have been shown to have

sources of resistance: Agent, Chinese-Aegilops umbellulata, Frocor, Kenya 324,

Knott 2, Gabo, Lerma Rojo, Lerma Rojo b4, Lerma Rojo 64A, Maria Escobar,

Nadadores 63, Nainari 60, Narino 59, Newthatch, Penjamo 62, Pitic 62, Sonora 64,

Timstein, Tobari 66, Tezanos Pinto Precoz, Yaqui 50, Yaqui 54, Yaktana 54, and

Yaktana 54 x NOrin 10-Brevor.

Since a complete table with all the reaction of this material would be very

difficult to present, Table 4 shows only a few of the varieties. They are the

most interesting for breeders because they are present in the pedigree of modern
Argentine cultivars.

According to actual knowledge, the gene Lr 10 is found in the varieties

Exchange, Gabo, Timstein and some lines derived from them (Selkirk, Lee, Mayo

54, etc.) (McIntosh, 1973). Gab() and Timstein, of same origin, are in the

pedigree of Nainari 60 and Nadodores 63 wheats, respectively (Table 5). The

reaction of these last four varieties is close to the reaction of the isogenic

lines having the gene Lr 10. There are some differences that could be

attributed to the presence of additional or modifying factors (Table 4).

The crosses Sonora 64 and Tezanos Pinto Precoz-Nainari 60, known as "Jaral",

have produced the cultivars Leones INTA and Surgentes INTA. From combinations

of these cultivars with other lines, the following cultivars have been

developed: Labrador INTA, Diamante INTA, Victoria INTA, Saira INTA, San Agustin

INTA, Chaqueno INTA, La Paz INTA, Klein Chamaco, Cooperacion Cabildo, Trigal

700, Trigal 706, Trigal 707, and Trigal 708.

Most of these cultivars are presently very susceptible to P. recondita because

of the selection and distribution of pathogen isolates having virulence

combinations that made the action of the gene Lr 10 ineffective. This is a new
example of how the intensive use of a genotype could bring problems of genetic
vulnerability.

The variety Tezanos Pinto Precoz (=Frontana x Thatcher-Sinvalocho M.A.) has the

partial effects of the genes (named here LrF) of Sinvalocho and Frontana

combined (Table 4). When these varieties are used in crosses, there is the risk

of tranferring only one of the genes. This seems to have happened in the

development of the genotype Jaral which was susceptible to some of the isolates

of P. recondita. These same isolates are non-virulent for Tezanos Pinto Precoz.

It has been mentioned (McIntosh, 1973) that Sonora 64 has the gene Lrl.
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Comparing the reaction of Sonara 64 with the reaction of the respective isogenic
line, it is observed that Sonora 64 has an additional factor responsible for its
increased resistance to the isolates 365, 1834 and 3815. This factor is found
in the line Yaktana 54 x Norin 10-Brevor which is in the background of Sonora 64
(Table 4).

Genes from wild species are present in the varietal pool used in the country.
One of them is the Lr9 gene from Aegilops umbellulata which is in the pedigree
of the cultivars Precoz Parana INTA and La Paz INTA (Table 6). Precoz Parana

INTA was the first non-traditional cultivar widely grown in Argentina. From its
release in 1971 until it left production in 1980, it was resistant to all the
races of P. recondita found in this country. However, its descendant, La Paz
INTA, started to show leaf rust infestations in its first year of production,

1982. The isolate of the pathogen which is virulent on this cultivar has
already been identified. It also attacks other cultivars such as Precoz Parana
INTA, Transfer, Knott No.2, Chinese x Aegilops umbellulata, and other lines
carrying the gene Lr9.

The other gene from wild material present in germPlasm currently used is the
gene Lr 24 from Agropyrum elongatum. This gene is in the cultivar Trigal 800,
released in 1980, which rapidly reached a wide distribution in Subregion II
North. However, the following year, light to moderate infection levels of P.
recondita were observed in some locations of that wheat area. By 1982, 	 -
intection levels were more severe, alarming the farmers. When the samples
collected in 1981 were analyzed, three virulent races of the pathogen were
detected which had not been found previously. Possible errors in sampling does
not preclude the possibility of their existence in previous years.

The combination of the partial effects of several genes can offer an advantage
compared to the use of one gene of wide action as was the case with the genes
Lr9 and Lr24. For example, a hypothetical cultivar having the genes Lr1, LrF,
Lr4 and Lr10 would have a reaction to each of the components of the local
pathogen population of P. recondita that would guarantee the appropriate control
of the fungus. There is no known race of the pathogen which is virulent on
these four genes (Table 7).

Following are the cultivars of commercial bread type presently available to the
farmer which should be outstanding, for their resistance: Buck Cimarron, Buck
Namuncura, Trigal 708, Norkinpan 70, Buck Cencerro, Chasico INTA and most
recently released Klein Cartucho, Cooperacion Bahia and Buck Patacon. This
group of cultivars has shown average infection levels of P. recondita lower than
10% during the period 1977-82 in the Territorial Trials oT Disease Resistance
which are conducted by the Genetic Department of Castelar (Rodriguez Amieva et
al., 1977-1982). The rest of the cultivars frequently show high levels of
infection with P. recondita under experimental field conditions as well as under
production.	

—

Stem Rust (Puccinia graminis tritici) 

The initial variability for resistance to P. graminis was limited in the
populations or varieties from which the traditional cultivars arose. The
variability was essentially represented by the resistance genes found in Kanred
(gene Sr5) and its descendant Reliance (parent of Klein Aniversario); in Mentana
(gene Sr8) and its descendant Frontana; in some selections from the populations



Barleta Americano 25e, Barleta 7D; in some awnless wheats such as Pelon 33c and
49a; anc also in Ardito and 38 M.A. (Table 8).

The dissemination of the pathogenic race 15 (63) which started in 1963
determined the susceptibility (to a high or low degree) of all the varieties
grown up to that time. However, since the epidemic of 1950, which affected the
cultivar Benvenuto Inca of wide distribution at that time, there has not been
any simi'ar infestation. The reason for this may be because of more efficient
breeding, more complete disease trials and more control in the release of new
varieties. cultivars as highly susceptible as Benvenuto Inca have not been
released. Other factors could have been the lack of favorable environmental
conditior s such as the low fertility of the soils where wheat is grown.

The increased use of non-traditional germplasm which started in 1962 brought
considerable improvement in varietal performance. The genetic variability
contributed by the new material is very wide. From the information available on
the genetic background of the 'parental lines, at least the following genes would
be present: 6, 7a, 9a, 9b, and 11. The variety Sonora 64 combines several of
these genes and is in the pedigree, either directly or indirectly, of most of
the breac wheat cultivars with non-traditional germplasm that have been
registered in the country. Most of these cultivars have been very resistant to
P. graminis such as Precoz Parana INTA, Dekalb Urunday, Dekalb Lapacho, Diamante
TNTA, Lecnes INTA, Marcos Juarez INTA, Surgentes, Dekalb Tala, Buck Nandu,
Trigal 7C5, and other cultivars released in recent years. With the variety
Trigal 8CO 3 the SR24 gene has also been introduced into the cultivated
germplasu. This gene, closely related to the LR24 gene previously mentioned, is
also present in the variety Agent.

This research has allowed genetic control of P. graminis up to now. However,
another cycle of susceptibility to this pathogen may begin. The determination
of a race of P. graminis in samples from several locations of the cereal region
(including ChicaTERT–Fiise a very serious disease problem if the basic
conditiors for an epidemic occur, i.e., favorable environment conditions and 'a
compatible host-pathogen interaction during a period of time. This race
combines virulence to the genes SR5, 6, 7a, 11 among others, and it also attacks
Sonora 64.

In preliminary trials at the seedling stage in which an isolate of this race
named 11 SOS (from Sonora Susceptible) was used, it was found that from 35
cultivars listed in the Official Register and presently available to the
farmers, 22 (including several of wide distribution) were susceptible. They
showed infection types MS and S (moderate susceptible to susceptible) (Table 9).

The situation seems better regarding the material that the private or public
breeders nave included in the Territorial Trial of Disease Resistance-1982.
From 201 advanced lines evaluated in the greenhouse, 113 (56.2%) have been
classifies as R or MR to the mentioned isolate.

The react on of the Sr genes to several isolates of the race 11 SOS is as
follows:

Resistant: Sr93, 27.
Moderately Resistant (MR to Moderatel y Resistant-Moderately Susceptible

(MR-MS): SR8, 22, 24, 25, 26.



Susceptible: SR5, 6, 7a, 9a, 9b, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
Not evaluated yet: Sr29, 30, 31, 32, WDR, Ttl, Tt2.

Stripe Rust (Puccinia striiformis) 

The beginning of this disease in our country is related to the distribution of
the variety Klein Record in 1929, especially in the Buenos Aires province. In
the following three years, it appeared as an epidemic causing great damage to
that variety. Consequently, this variety was no longer grown.

In our cereal region, favorable environmental conditions for stripe rust do not
occur as frequently as in colder areas. The attacks show diverse intensities in
different years in the wheat subregions. This is also the reason why epidemics
of a specific severity occur sporadically in spite of the endemic characteristic
of this pathogen in all the wheat region.

Generally, for the Argentine conditions, this disease is important in the
central south area of the cereal region. However, in some years, attacks of
certain intensity have been observed in the north of Buenos Aires province,
Entre Rios and east of Cordoba, areas from the traditionally affected area.
This may be the result of favorable weather conditions (cool, humid springs)
associated probably with the distribution of very susceptible material.

Because of the previously mentioned reasons, the breeding projects have given

Priori ty to stem and leaf rust. However, special care has been taken to avoid
the dissemination of very susceptible material to P. striiformis. It should be
mentioned that the multiplication and planting of The cultivar Surgentes INTA
should have been discouraged. This cultivar has been registered in the

"temporary" category because of the high infestation shown in the northcentral
part of the wheat region.

The determination of genetic factors of resistance has been essentially based on
field observations. The trials conducted by the Breeding Institute (Institute
de Fitotecnia) which started in 1944 in the El Bolson valley, Rio Negro
province, have been very useful. In that area, the environmental conditions
cause intense stripe rust attacks each year. Vallega and Cenoz (1961), who
conducted the research, found high resistance on some lines or varieties such as
Chino 166, Chino 166 x Lin Calel, Frontana, Guatrache Hucal Mag, Heines Kolben x
38 MA, Magnif MG, etc. Some of these are in the pedigree of some traditional
varieties. They also observed excellent performance of many varieties from
different origin, particularly Europe.

Some information regarding the characteristic of the pathogen population of P.
striiformis in Argentina and in other Latin American countries comes from sample
analysis done in the International Survey of Virulence Factors in wageningen,
Holland. From a practical point of view, this information is of relatively
little value since the differential hosts used have little or no relation to the
material utilized in the pedigrees of the Argentine commercial cultivars . It
would be advisable to repeat these analyses in our country. However, they
should be related to the eventual resistance mechanisms that can be present in
the germplasm that is being utilized. Due to the particular environmental
requirement of P. striiformis, it is necessary to have suitable facilities
(growth chambers, etc.).



The Septoria Complex (Septoria tritici and S. nodorum) 

There have been epidemics of both species in Argentina causing important damage.
Whereas Septoria tritici normally appears every year, Septoria nodorum appears
sporadically, but its effects are more drastic. However, the FOTT-is far
from reaching the magnitude that it has in other countries (Brazil and Paraguay)
where Septoria can be a limiting factor in crop production.

There is no resistance in the cultivars presently used; however, differences
have been observed between the traditional and non-traditional wheats, the
latter being more susceptible. When these varieties began to be distributed in
the country, it was suggested that they could magnify the problem as has
happened in other countries where the native cultivars were gradually replaced
by imported cultivars from Mexico. However, environmental conditions and plant
breeding have reduced infection levels on the first Argentine non-traditional
cultivars. The new cultivars which combine traditional and non-traditional
germplasm have moderate levels of susceptibility which up to now have not
threatened production.

Loose Smut (Ustilago tritici) 

In 1960-63, this disease reached some importance because of the wide
distribution of very susceptible cultivars. It occurred in the Rosafe area
where the closely related wheat varieties Klein Colon, Klein Petiso and Klein
Rendidor were being grown. It also should be mentioned that the importance of
this disease in wheat depends on the infection level of the seed, which varies
annually according to environmental conditions during the flowering time.

The search for resistance to Ustilago tritici has never been a major part of
most breeding programs. This is easy to understand because of the nature of
this disease. There are other methods of control; therefore, the breeder
prefers to concentrate his efforts on other characteristics. The resistance of
some commercial varieties resulted from the fact that some parental lines
selected for quality, yield, etc., were also resistant to U. tritici. This was
the case for some descendant cultivars of 38 MA and Sinvalocho MA.

All durum varieties that have been grown in the country have been resistant to
loose smut. Among the resistant bread wheat varieties, there are a group of
wheats that should be mentioned. These include: Pergamino Gaboto MAG, Agrolit
Vigliano, Olaeta Artillero, Buck Manantial, Klein Puma, Oncativo INTA, Tacuari
INTA and Magnif 41 INTA. These wheats which are no longer grown commercially
but could be very useful for study of resistance to this parasite.

Some of the new cultivars are very susceptible to Ustilago, i.e., Las Rosas
INTA, Marcos Juarez INTA, Saira INTA, and San Agustin INTA.

Scab or Fusarium Head Blight (Fusarium spp) 

Even though this disease appears sporadically, it can cause heavy losses when
conditions of high humidity and temperature occur at heading time. Such
conditions are very favorable for the development and dissemination of the
parasite.

During 1976, scab caused important but irregular damage to durum wheat in the
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Balcarce area. In 1978, the incidence of the disease was more noticeable in

wheat areas of Entre Rios, Cordoba, south of Santa Fe and north of Buenos Aires.
Estimated losses reached 30% of the yield in some areas of the Subregion II N.

Therefore, this disease should be considered in breeding programs, at least to

the point of discarding the very susceptible material. Selection against this
disease is difficult because of the inconsistency of the attacks under field

conditions. A correct evaluation requires several years of observation.

Consequently, conditions for efficient selection involve the cevelopment of

infection methods that insure severe attacks annually under field conditions as

well as the development of techniques to better evaluate the different levels of

susceptibility or resistance of the experimental material. The evaluation

should not be based only on visual methods.

During the severe attacks of 1978, differential reaction to the pathogen was
observed among the material of the Breeding Cooperative Program of INTA as well
as among the commercial cultivars. Klein Atlas and Pergamino Gaboto MAG were
cultivars showing a very low level of infection.

This more resistant material formed a base for more intense selection for

resistance to Fusarium. In 1979, the researchers Maria I.V. de Galich and Angel

Galich from the Experimental Station of Marcos Juarez tested this material and

new resistant Brazilian material in the greenhouse with artificial infestations.

The work continued during 1980 and 1981 allowing detection of a group of wheats

that have good resistance to the pathogen as well as good adaptation and yield.

These materials include (Galich and Galich, 1983): a) material developed in

Argentina: Klein Atlas, Vilela Sol, Las Rosas INTA, Oncativo INTA, LAJ 1409,

LAJ 2079, LAJ 2316, LAJ 2514 and b) material from Brazil: C 7919, Pei. 73101,

Pel. 73081, PAT 19, PF 7815, NHU Pora, Toropi, Encruzilhada, Nobeoka Bozu,
Nyubai, Pekin 8.

The next stage was the development of a breeding project to gradually increase
the resistance level of the material mentioned above. The information available

concerning the heredity of resistance to the pathogen is scarce because of to

the lack of appropriate resistance sources to control the disease. It is known

only that Nobeoka Bozu has resistance conditioned by three recessive genes of

epistatic effect. Poligenic heredity could also be involved (Nakagawa, 1955)-

For these reasons, a recurrent selection method to develop resistance was

chosen. Using this method, the resistance level is slowly increased by crosses

between lines or varieties of good performance, followed by selection of the F2

populations in the greenhouse. Yield and/or agronomic characteristics are not
lost by this method. This project began in 1982 with 59 crosses.

Stinking Smut or Bunt (Tilletia caries and T. foetida) 

The control of this disease, important in the deterioration of the commercial

quality of wheat production, has been based essentially on chemical seed
treatment. In some years, the problem was increased because of fungicide

failures, deficient applications and very susceptible varieties.

As with loose smut, genetic control of the disease has not been investigated.
However, there are suitable sources of resistance available. There are

considerable differences among the presently grown commercial cultivars. The

artificial infestation trials conducted annually on the experimental farm of the

Genetic Department in Castelar have determined lower levels of average infection
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(to 5% of affected heads) in the following cultivars for the period 1977-1982

(Rodriquez Amieva, 1983): Trigal 800 (0.2%), Balcarceno INTA (0.4), Bonaerense

Valverde (0.4), Cooperacion Bahia (0.8), Buck Namuncura (0.9), Chasico INTA

(1.4), Buck Mechongue (1.6), Diamante INTA (2.6), Buck Pucara (3.0), Buck

Candisur (3.8), and Buck Cencerro (5.0). The most susceptible cultivars ( more

than 40% of affected heads) were: Klein Cartucho (42.5), Tuc Norteno (47.4),

Klein Atalaya (49.2), Norkinpan 70 (49.6), Klein Chamaco (49.7), and Victoria

INTA (66.7).

The durum wheats have been traditionally resistant to smut in Argentina. The

four cultivars presently distributed (Balcarceno INTA, Bonaerense Valverde, Buck

Mechongue, and Buck Candisur) are among the most resistant wheats. Some years

ago, the presence of Tilletia controversa in the country was suspected. Because

of the etiologic characteristic of this smut, chemical control is difficult.

Even though some forms with morphology similar to Tilletia controversa have been

found in samples, their physiological behavior was very difTiTilif—a-d—more

similar to T. caries or T. foetida (Mujica, 1969).

Wheat viruses 

Studies concerning wheat virus began intensively in 1977 by researchers of the

Plant Pathology Department of INTA, Castelar. Major projects concentrated on

Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus which is the most widely distributed virus and one

causing the most damage to wheat.

Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus (BYDV) 

The presence of BYDV in cereals in Argentina was confirmed in 1978. In addition

to Metopolophium dirhudum, the following species were also found as vectors of

this virus: Schizaphis graminum, Ropalosiphum padi and R. rufibdominalis.

The evolution of this virus was followed in field crops of Buenos Aires province
for 6 years. A generalized distribution of the virus was found in all the

evaluated area. The levels of incidence fluctuated depending upon years and

geographic area.

When the populations of greenbug and yellow aphid (Metopolophium dirhudum), the

two most widely distributed vectors decreased, a decrease in the incidence of

BYDV was also observed. In 1981, two exceptions to this decrease were in very

localized areas of Castelar and Balcarce. In Castelar the attacks were very

intense and there were usually high populations of yellow aphids (Metopolophium 

dirhudum).

The distribution pattern of the virus in Buenos Aires province from 6 years

observation follows: The most affected areas are the Guaimini Partido County
and neighboring counties in the west, and Balcarce county in the southeast. It

is suspected that the sandy soils and low fertility favor the expression of the

BYDV symptoms. In Balcarce and Castelar the weather seems to help the survival

of the yellow aphid. It is important to note that every time that a regular or

high yellow aphid population appeared, the incidence of virus infection was

high. In other studied areas evaluations were made sporadically. In the
Experimental Station of Anguil (La Pampa), severe symptoms in oats, barley, and

triticale were observed in 1981. In the experimental station of Pergamino

(Buenos Aires), and Parana (Entre Rios) there were less severe attacks in wheat.
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There were no symptoms observed in Marcos Juarez (C ordoba) in 1977 and 1981-

The level of infection registered could have been underestimated since only
plants with clearly evident symptoms were recor ded . The possibility of infected
plants without symptoms was not considered; however this situation does appear
under infection. The possibility of using the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
test (ELISA) to detect virus in the future would allow, completion of the

information regarding the distribution and incidence of the virus in the entire
Argentine wheat region.

Cultivar Evaluation 

During 1981, a severe infestation of yellow aphid and consequently of virus

infection was recorded in Castelar. This allowed evaluation of the resistance

of cultivars of wheat, oats and barley to BYDV in a trial patterned after trials
of the IICA-Cono Sur/BID Program, Wheat Project. The cultivars Anza, CNT9,
Londrina, San Agustin INTA, Tucunduva, V23 and Yecora had outstanding
resistance. The most susceptible cultivars were Buck Nandu, Klein Toledo,
Labrador INTA, LE 1787, Nobre and Trigal 800.

Quantitative differences observed by measuring a yield factor (weight of 1000
kernels) were caused not only bythe virus infection but also by the heavy attack
of aphids.

Other Viruses 

Other viruses have been detected in our crops such as the Wheat-Soilborne Mosaic
(WSBMV) which was observed by;Slykhuis in 1980. This virus has been a serious

problem in. Nebraska since 1970 and intense research has been carried on to find
a control, method.

From trials conducted in Brazil during 1982 the effect of WSBMV on Argentine

cultivars was observed. The most susceptible cultivars were Saira INTA, Marcos

Juarez INTA, Diamante INTA, and Leones INTA. Less susceptible cultivars were

Labrador INTA, San Agustin INTA, Victoria INTA, Trigal 800 and especially, Buck
Nandu and Klein Toledo.

A virus of baciliform particles was found in wheat plants in the greenhouse at
Balcarce. According to Slykhuis, it could be related to the North American

Wheat Striate Mosaic Virus. A study of the possible vectors of this virus found

the following species of Delfacidos (Homopteros Auquenorrincos) possibly
responsible for the transmission: Delphacodes Kuscheli, D. haywardii, D.
argentinensis, D. Sitarea, D. elongatus and D. balbosa.

A member of the Delfacidos family is also vector of the virus disease called
Espiga Branca de Trigo, from Brazil. The symptoms are very easy to spot in
individual plants in the field or in the selection material in experimental

fields. They show white or chlorotic longitudinal stripes on the leaves. Stems

and spikes are totally white. Another approach to its identification is the

presence of transparent, needle-shaped or beadlike inclusion bodies in the
epidermal cells.

The vector of this virus corresponds to the genus Sogatella and to the species,
S. kolophon, found in this country. The breeding and management of this insect



present particular problems and the solutions are being studied in research
concerning the virus disease "Mal de Rio Cuatro del Maiz" transmitted by an
insect from the same family. The mite Aceria tulipae has been found in, garlic
in our country. This is the vector of the most destructive wheat virus called

Wheat Streak Mosaic Virus (WSMV) that has ruined wide areas of the wheat crop in
the Great Plains reg ion of the United States and Canada. It is not known why
the vector has not yet been found in wheat in Argentina. However, its presence,
and the fact that it can be transmitted by mechanical means, merit close
scrutiny on possible future problems.

McKinney and Greeley (1965) have isolated several races of the BSMV with
different virulences from barley seed samples in Argentina. This virus is seed
transmitted and wheat and barley are its only hosts. At the present time, there
is not much information about its distribution and economic importance in the
country.

Finally, we do not have enough information on wheat virus diseases and levels of
incidence to consider them as important as the other wheat diseases.
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Table 1	 Reaction of Wheat Varieties of Traditional Origin and Some Isogenic Differential Lines
to Twenty-Three Clones of Puccinia recondita  tritici Isolated in Argentina
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Table 2	 Pedigree of the variety Klein Lucero
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Table 4. Reactions of Some Wheats that are used in the Formation of Non-Traditional Cultivars to
Pucc i ni a recondita and of some Isogenic Differential Lines
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Pedigree of the Wheats "Nainari 60" and "Nadadores 63" that are used in the Formation of
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Table	 Pedigree of the Argentine Commercial Cultivars "Precoz P arana INTA"
"La Paz INTA", and "Trigal 800"
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Table . Reactions of Traditional Wheat Varieties to Six Clones of
Puccinia graminis tritici Isolated in Argentina
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Table 9. Types of reactions presented at the seedling stage of 35 Argentine
commercial cultivars to the Puccinia graminis clone number 4734

REACTION CULTIVARS

RESISTANT KLEIN ATALAYA, BUCK PUCARA.

MODERATELY RESISTANT
BUCK CIMARRON, BUCK 11ANDU I BUCK PANGARE,

KLEIN TOLEDO, LA PAZ INTA, TRIGAL 800.

MODERATELY RESISTANT
TO

MODERATELY SUSCEPTIBLE

BALCARCEA0 INTA, BUCK PATACON, KLEIN CARTUCBO.

MODERATELY SUSCEPTIBLE
COOPERACION BAHIA, DIAMANTE INTA, LAS ROSAS INTA,

LEONES INTA, NORKINPAN 70, SAIRA INTA, TUC NORTENO,

SUSCEPTIBLE

BORDENAVE PUAN SAG, BUCK CANDISUR, BUCK CENCERRO,

BUCK NAMUNCURA, BUCK NAPOSTA, CRAQUENO INTA,

CRASICO INTA, KLEIN CHAMACO, MARCOS JUAREZ INTA,
NORKIN T-82, LABRADOR ̀INTA, TRIGAL 706, TRIGAL 707,
TRIGAL 708, VICTORIA INTA.

SEGREGANT
BPRAERENSE VALVERDE (MR/ S)

SAN AGUSTIN INTA (s/R)



NEW APPROACHES IN BREEDING FOR DISEASE RESISTANCE

E. A. Favret, H. A. Saione, P. M. Franzone

Previously, when, breeding for disease resistance, it was believed that
resistance was a characteristic controlled by simple genes and that this
resistance would be durable when tested in field conditions. However, the
released resistant varieties generally succumb to the pathogen after different
short periods of time.

This situation made the breeders doubt the efficiency of using oligogenes in
breeding for resistance to plant pathogens.

It is presently known that the pathogen populations are very variable. Even in
cases such as Argentina, in which the sexual reproduction of some pathogens is
unknown, new virulence alelles or genes appear with high frequency.

With the methods presently used to study the pathogen potential of parasitic
populations it is possible to determine the new virulence genes only when they
have been spread in the production.

It would be interesting to review the present concepts available to estimate and
to measure the structural changes of the pathogen populations with enough time
to allow the breeder to change his program.

This paper discusses the new approaches utilized at the Genetic Department,
Castelar, during the last years. These approaches are oriented to fulfill the
previously mentioned objectives as well as to avoid the allelic erosion during
the breeding process.

Present Concepts about Reaction to Diseases 

To date, several concepts have been used to define the reaction to diseases.
Persistence is the newest one and it is related to the longevity, of the effect
of the gene once they are introduced in a cultivar. There is a tendency, in
general, to relate the horizontal alternatives with non specificity, poligenic
inheritance and long lasting-effect, as it was defined by Van der Plank (1968).
On the other hand, vertical resistance is related to specific genes, oligogenic
inheritance and non-lasting effect.

Today, there is enough information available, however, to believe that these
concepts are not complete, real or sufficient, and that other combinations of

alternatives can be mentioned.

A good example is the gene MI-0 for reaction to Erysiphe graminis in barley
(Favret, 1965,1971) that until the present time has conterred resistance to all
the isolates of the pathogen. This case is considered a non-specific reaction
in which the trait is under the influence of only one pair of genes. On the
other hand, the presence of poligenic systems has not been totally confirmed yet
and persistence is a relative value.

It would be preferable to separate the four methods included in Table 1, since
all of them may contribute to the practical breeding activities, even though
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from the logical value of the definitions.

Structural Changes of the Pathogen Populations 

The methods presently used by the immunologists determine only a small frequency,
of virulence genes. The less frequent forms of the parasite go unnoticed.

For example, analyzing 200 samples per year, we would have a maximum probability
of determining one alelle of virulence only if it appears in the population with
an average frequency of at least 0.005. This frequency is very low considering

the great variability of forms that may exist in an area. Therefore , knowledge

of the new appearing biotypes of the pathogen able to attack varieties or
advanced lines is usually too late to be of use to the breeder.

Several changes of pathogen populations have been recorded in Argentina though
the years. Figure 1 shows one of those changes. During 1965, some varieties of
parental pedigree produced in Criadero Klein showed a progressive increase of
Puccinia recondita tritici. 	 These varieties, Klein Impacto among them, had
good resistance to Puccinia recondita tritici in commercial production. After
two years, this average or infection was as	 high as the average of susceptible
material.

Another important variation in
soon after the introduction of
these wheats, derived form the

structure. During 1976, these
Argentina.

the Puccinia recondita population was observed
the so called "Mexican wheats". Early in 1970,
Norin 10 variety, revolutionized the world wheat
wheats were grown in 40% of the wheat area of

Today, the average growing area of those wheats is estimated at about 70% of the
total area. This sudden change in the host population brought alterations in
the population structure of the pathogen, as was expected. Varieties such as
Marcos Juarez INTA, Dekalb Lapacho and Leones INTA, showed high level of
resistance until 1975 when these varieties suddenly became susceptible, showing
by 1976 infection levels as high as the susceptible test variety (Figure 2).

Finally, the variety Trigal 800 which had one resistance gene, rarely present in
our wheats, changed from very resistant to completely susceptible in a period of
two years.

At the same time, a considerable increase in the level of infection caused by
Septoria tritici was observed. This was because of the higher susceptibility o
the Mexican germplasm to the pathogen (Rodriguez M. Amieva, et al., 1980)
(Figure 3).

A similar situation was also found when the
glumarum were analyzed.

An interesting example about the structural changes of a pathogen population is
presented in Figure 4. Sinvalocho M.A., a variety released before 1940 which

has not been cultivated since 1965 and was only used as a parent in the
traditional varieties, has shown good resistance to Puccinia recondita for 26
years. Its average level of infection has a steady or ever-decreasing tendency.
In contrast, one induced mutant of Sinvalocho, GamalR was more resistant in the
beginning but became susceptible after 1975 when the pathogen population



changed. It is important to mention that this is a case of isogenic lines.

The variation in the performance of the varieties depend, of course, on the
change of the pathogen population. However, this one is also motivated by the
varietal changes.

It is interesting to point out that varieties such as Sinvalocho, the varieties

Pergamino Gaboto, El Gaucho, Buck Manantial, Buck Cimarron, Buck Sudeste, Buck
Nandu, Buck Cencerro, Buck Naposta, Buck Namuncura and Precoz Parana INTA, are
genotypes which have not shown variation in their resistance to P. recondita 

through the years, even though some of them were used highly in commercial

production. In each case mentioned, we are talking about specific resistance
genes.

The analysis of the previous examples allows us to make some general
conclusions. First, it can be observed that sudden changes in the pathogen
population generally occur if a variety or group of varieties growing in an area
of considerable size are suddenly substituted by others.

The greater the number of genes of known reaction changed for unknown genes, the
greater the number of pathogen populations that will undergo structural changes.
This fact was observed in 1975 when changes were found in P. recondita and also

in P. glumarum and S. tritici.

Therefore, it is not recommended to change suddenly the host genes but to
(slowly) introduce the new genes, adding them to the already present ones.

New Approaches to Study the Pathogen Populations 

Considering the limitations of the techniques presently used to study the
evolution of the pathogen population, it is necessary to develop new concepts to
allow the breeder to:

a) foresee the changes occurring in the pathogen population at an earlier time
than at present.

b) keep track of the desirable genes present in the initial crosses so that
they are still present in the material being advanced to avoid erosion).

The following are some methods proposed to obtain information about these
important breeding aspects.

1) Mobile Nurseries

The useful life of a cultivar in relation to diseases will depend on the
persistance of its genes. To know the persistance of its gene or genes, one
must be able to determine the corresponding virulence alelles which should be in
a very low frequency. For the cultivar to become susceptible those alelles must
increase their frequency.

In addition, when a compatible reaction (susceptible host) is manifested, it
indicates that all the corresponding virulence genes of the pathogen must be

Present simultaneously. Some virulence genes can be hidden in the genotype.
Also, in the case of incompatibility (resistant host), the number of genes
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participating in the reaction is not known.

The mobile nurseries are a suitable method to determine virulence alelles
present in the populations at a rate of 5-10% or lower (frequency). This method

which can be carried out under very simple conditions had been tested for the
first time in Israel by Eyal et al. (1973) who studied the mildew:barley system.
In the Genetics Department, INTA Castelar, the nursery is done by seeding the
host in a hydroponic medium according to the Myhill and Konzak method (1967).
The seeds are placed between two pieces of absorbent paper stapled together.
The resulting "sandwiches" are placed in plastic grooved support. The whole set
is submerged in a container filled with water.

For the system wheat:Puccinia, the plants are allowed to grow in the greenhouse
until their first leat develops, then the nurseries are placed in the field for
one night for inoculation. Subsequently, they are moved again to the greenhouse
and placed into a humidity chamber for 24 hours. After 15 days, t he type of
infection on the different hosts is analyzed.

These nurseries are very li ght and easy to move long distances. If the
nurseries are placed in fields at long distances from where the analyses will
take place, the humidity chamber treatment should be done during the trip,
avoiding dessication of the inoculum.

Each nursery includes a certain number of hosts selected according to the
information needed by the breeder. A variety that has high acceptibility to

rust in different conditions is also included. It is convenient to point out
even though there are no ways to know if a genotype is susceptible to all the

pathogen isolates, often there are genotypes susceptible to most of the pathogen
present in the area to be sampled.

The analysis of the samples includes two sequential tests, a test of frequency
and a test of heterogenity. The first test determines the relative initial
frequency of spores containing virulence genes capable of attacking each

genotype. The average number of pustules per leaf is calculated and compared to
the number obtained from the check variety (Table 2). The test of heterogeneity
utilizes the spores harvested from each variety which are used to inoculate one
or a group of genotypes of the varieties used.

Table 3 represents the results obtained from 20 samples taken in three dates in
the experimental field of Castelar. Gama 1R is a mutant induced in Sinvalocho.
Its A i locus resulted from a transposition of gene A from the mother plant to
another chromosome. The line Gama Precoz has both genes.

Purple straw, the check variety, is very susceptible to P. recondita population
in our cereal region. The test of frequency determines the pertormance of the
hosts in the presence of a pathogen population. The data show that Gama Precoz,
which has both genes, has fewer pustules than Gama 1R or the parent line. The
difference has been analyzed by the sign test (nonparametric statistics)

confirming the results from Gama Precoz and Sinrolocho or Gama 1R in each

sample. The difference was highly significant (P<0.004).

The continuous sampling of an area allows one to easily follow the fluctuation
of the relative frequencies of the virulence genes throughout time.



Table 4 shows a test of heterogeneity including the traditional variety Klein
Impacto and the variety Surgentes INTA with germplasm of Mexican origin. The
data show the average percentage of infection from eight artificial infections.
From the spores collected from Surgentes INTA, only 22% of them were virulent on
Klein Impacto. Reciprocally, only 15% of the spores from Klein Impactos were
virulent on Surgentes INTA. In both cases, the lack of pustules was significant
(P<0.01).

The dot line shows a cross reaction which determines a specific reaction at the
frequency level (Favret, 1971). These results show that the virulence patterns
on Surgentes INTA and non virulence on Klein Impacto are negatively associated

with those virulence forms on Klein Impacto and non virulence patterns on
Surgentes INTA. Thus, it can be predicted that any change which favors the

pathogen isolates on Surgentes INTA will decrease the patterns that attack Klein
Impacto.

From the above, it can be concluded that the information to determine quality
and quantity, of a pathogen population can be obtained from a simple method such
as mobile nurseries.

2) Segregating Families

Another method that because of its simplicity can be used by the breeder in
those areas where natural infection of the pathogen exists, is the use of
segregating families of crosses in the program.

This method involves the evaluation of the descendants of F2 plants. They are

exposed to the pathogen along the breeding process and are compared with the
subsequent generations during the years necessary to improve them.

Then, considering that an F2 plant can provide 200 seeds, it would be possible
to compare them until the F8 generation, using 40 seeds each year. These seeds
can be planted in the field or in a mobile nursery on one or two planting dates,
controlling in this way the possible variations of the pathogen population.

The virulence alelles will be observed immediately in the segregating
descendants of the F2 generation regardless of the number of the initial
resistant genes in both parents, or their loss will be verified during the
selection process of the host.

When it is desirable to transmit more than one pair of resistance genes, it is
often possible to lose one of them because of limited sampling arising from high
selection indices. The advanced lines or new varieties consequently have a
shorter life than the resistant parent variety. Some examples of this is the
use of the flax variety of Alcorta INTA (Antonelli, 1983) and the barley
varieties of Magnif 102, 104 and 132 (Antonelli, 1976).

It is possible for the breeder to keep himself informed about the evolution of
the pathogen population in his area by studying the performance of the
resistance genes in the parental varieties with the segregating family method.

3) Homozygote or Heterozygote Condition of the Pathogen

In those systems in which the pathogen is diploid or dikaryotic, changes from
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dominant to recessive of the specific interaction could provide information
about the possible presence of new biotypes of the pathogen.

Analysis of a gene of the wheat variety Transfer Sambrosky (1963) found that
when the gene was in the heterozygote condition it behaved as dominant or

recessive depending on the homozygote or heterozygote condition of the no
virulence alelle of the pathogen. Sambrosky worked with Puccinia recondita.

Our results from work done with isogenic lines of wheat and P. recondita 
(Franzone and Favret, 1982); Suarez and Favret, 1984) showed that a host gene
will be dominant or recessive depending on the genetic of the pathogen. This
fact confirms that the increase in virulence alelles can proceed gradually (in a

stepwise fashion).

Consequentl y, the reaction of heterozygote forms of the host would help
determine the increment of the virulence alelle frequency (as Watson and Lui

1968, pointed out; Watson, 1970).

Final Comments

The new methods of plant immunology which have been proposed during the last
years (such as the one from Wolfe and Schworzback (1975) and ours) tend to study

the dynamics of pathogen populations to try to predict its evolution.

In this way, using more informaiton, the breeder could predict the potential
value of his achievement in the field of genetic resistance of cultivated plants

to diseases.
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TABLE 1

TOPIC

ALTERNATIVE

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PHYSIOGENETI C GENETIC ':PERSI STENCE

A HORIZONTAL NON-SPECIFIC POLYGENIC
LASTING

1-A VERTICAL SPECIFIC OLIGOGENIC NON-LASTING'
EFFECTS
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TABLE 2



TABLE 3

FREQUENCY TEST

DATA FROM SEEDLINGS GROWING IN THE FIELDS,	 NUMBER OF PUSTULES,

DATES

PURPLESTRAW

.

ISOGENIC LINES

SINVALOCHO M.A. GAMA 1 R GAMA PR ECOZ

13-11-80
n=4 3 4 9 32 2 8 5

16-11-80
n =4 224 27

• 36 2

20-11 80
n= 12 3 872 585 1061 202

100 14 25



TABLE 4

TEST OF HETEROGENEITY

HOST

ORIGIN OF

THE INOCULO

Purplestraw Surgentes INTA Klein Impacto

Purplestraw 100 35 21

Surgentes INTA 100 100
s■

22
....1.

..•

(

Klein Impacto 100

..--
A

15

■
lik

100
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WHEAT: DEVELOPMENT OF CULTIVARS RESISTANT TO APHIDS

Hector Arriaga

Insect Control - Generalities 

The modern systems of plant protection are based on an integrated control which
considers the compatibility of ecological concepts with a wide range of
technical resources. It permits an adequate management of the pests that cause

economic damage, maintaining these populations at low levels. The objective of
integrated pest management is to obtain optimal crop yield and quality at the

least possible cost. Consideration must be gi ven to the demands of the

agroecological system and the preservation of the environment over time. To
realize this type of control, genetic resistance is considered essential. It
provides the ideal way to decrease or eliminate the damage caused by the
insects. The use of resistant varieties does not imply higher costs; it can
provoke a slight alteration of the equilibrium between the pest and its natural
enemies. Likewise, it reduces or eliminates the necessity of application of
chemical products that contaminate the environment and inj ure useful insects.

In addition, resistance is compatible with the other control methods such as the
biological, cultural or chemical control, increasing its efficiency.

Genetic Control 

The genetic resistance to insects is a system known for more than a half-century
(Lindley, 1831, Eriosoma Lanigerum Hausm, in apple trees). It acquired major,
notoriety in the second halt of the 19th century in France when the resistance
to Dactylophaera vitifolli, Fitch (filoxeia de lavid) was found in the American
rootstock. Even though some important insect problems on agricultural crops
were resolved based on genetic resistance, the tota l effort has not reached the

breadth, nor depth of that placed on diseases. There were several factors
limiting this type of research. The most important was the boom of
insecticides. However, after the second half of this centur y , there have been a

larger number of investigations on genetic resistance, an increased list of
resistant cultivars and the number of insect species involved.

There are a series of physiogenic factors regulating the relationship between
plant and insect whose action can be modified by other factors, such as
environment, culture, etc. The majority of investigators follow the guidelines
of Painter (1951) regarding the classification of the resistance mechanisms.
Tolerance, non-preference, and antibiosis may have high or low intensity in one
or more pests. It is useful, however, to consider them in an integrated control

system. Of the mechanisms mentioned, which certainly do not represent all of
the possibilities, tolerance has been studied most in the plant-insect
relationship. Tolerance can be defined as the capability of the plant to
neutralize, annul, decrease or repair the damage caused by the insect with the
least effect in plant development and in particular in the quality and yield of
the final product. Although tolerance is of the greatest interest and
importance environment has the most influence on growth and state of development
of the crop and plant density. Also of importance are size and stage of the
insect and the intensity of the attack. Even, though tolerance is influenced by

many factors, it permits a natural equilibrium between host and insect
comparable to the horizontal resistance in diseases. Tolerance is generally



combined with some of the other mechanisms of resistance (antibiosis,
nonpreference). It is, without doubt, the most feasible to use in phytotechnic
plans because it permits the study of a greater number of segregating progenies
and a relatively easy identification of the tolerant genotypes in natural
infestations in the field. This is the mechanism that has been used most often
in our greenbug project. The varieties and advanced lines of wheat, oats and
barley being evaluated for attack by greenbugs have been selected for tolerance
in specific trials.

Nonpreference refers to characteristics of the plant that make them indifferent
or repulsive to the insect. According to Beck, 1965, there must be a chain of
positive stumuli in the host that trigger a chain of positive responses in the
pathogen. The stimuli can be chemical, physical or mechanical. In the first.
place, they must be appealing to permit the insect to find the plant. There
also must be inciting elements in the plant so the insect begins to feed and
after phago-stimulation continues feeding. In addition, the plant should
contain the essential nutritive substances permitting the development and
completion of the insect's cycle. The presence in the plant of negative stimuli
(repelling-suppressing-dissuading or non-nutritive) or it genetic capacity to
generate them, change the relationship between plant and insect at any link of
the chain and thus a resistant plant is constituted by nonpreference. The tests
to determine nonpreference are relatively simple, but they are not suitable to
test a large number of lines in breeding programs. Nonpreference can be
detected in natural conditions. However, it is easy to confuse with pseudo-
resistance.

Antibiosis is an interesting mechanism involving physiological changes in the
insect that modify its cycle, reducing its size and fertility and even resulting
in death. These changes are because of the presence in the host plant of
substances with a poisonous effect or to the lack of substances vital for the
pathogen's development. This mechanism is difficult to detect in natural
conditions. Tests to identify antibiosis are complicated, permitting evaluation
of a reduced number of lines and/or cultivars.

Maximum expression of a plant's resistance to the insect could be similar to the
vertical resistance expressed toward diseases. The aggression toward the
parasite generally stimulates the appearance of new races (biotypes) capable of
adapting themselves to the new situation. This has already occurred in the
Great Plains in the U.S.A. with the spread of wheat varieties resistant to the
Hessian fly (Mayetiola destructor Say).

Insects That Attack Wheat in Argentina 

To generally review the insect problem in the country, a list of those insects
mentioned to cause damage are shown in Table 1. The majority of them have
limited economic importance and their reported damage to crops has been sporadic
or very localized. Generally speaking, the insect pests are not a major problem
for wheat in this country with the exception of some aphids. From the rest of

the mentioned insects, perhaps Pseudaletia unipuncta, Laphygma frugiperda,

Faronta albilinea and also the soil insects show greater frequency.
Nevertheless, the estimated damage, with very rare exceptions, has been
considered inferior to the thresholds of economic damage of the crop.
Hipperodes bonariensis has appeared frequently in the ecological subregion v and
shows preterence to sandy soils of the wheat-growing, region. Since it damages



the base of the stem and tillers,

1983, personal communication).

Homoptera 

t must be considered in the future (Panisi,

In this country, because of the frequency and importance of its attacks, the
aphid is the most economically important pest. Prominent because of their
damaging effect are the "yellow aphid", "spike aphid" and especially the

"greenbug", which has been an endemic pest in the Argentinian cereal region for

ha l f a century. The yellow aphid (Metopolophium dirhodum) was detected in wheat
in Argentina in 1968. According to Torres and collaborators (1978), the yellow

aphid was constantly present until 1976, provoking major damage. In addition to
transmitting virosis, it decreases plant height, number of tillers per m2 and
number of grains per spike. It caused an important yield reduction, according
to tests conducted in Pergamino. An average population of 75 aphids per leaf at
the beginning of the flowering season resulted in a 30% decrease in yield.
Lecuone and Frutes (1983), at the E.E.R.A. INTA of Per gamino, evaluated
tolerance of four Mexican cultivars to the yellow louse in semicontrolled
conditions. They found that while Marcos Juarez INTA, Victoria INTA, and Buck
Pangare suffered yield reductions of up to 30%, reduction in K. Chemaco wa s only
1.17%, proving the tolerance of that cultivar. In recent years, surveys show
that populations in the total region have not been significant; however, there
is a potential danger since this aphid has been reported in other countries of

the Southern Cone. In Brazil, Caetano (1972-73) mentioned yield losses of up to
54% and 92% from aphids and virus. In Chile, Caballero (1972) cites an
incidence of up to 46% yield reduction.

In this country, the incidence of Sitobion avenae (spike aphid) has decreased in
recent years. It must also be considered, F6TWVTr, as a potential wheat pest
because of its presence in other countries of the Southern Cone. E. Zuniga
Salinas (1975) mentioned it as the most important aphid in Chile. This P est is
considered by Van Marrewijk et al. (1980) as the most important wheat aphid in
the Netherlands. He also cited the presence of Metopolophium virhodum and
Phopalosiphum padii. There are no known studies concerning the responses of
different cultivars to this aphid in Argentina.

Greenbug 

The greenbug has been known as a pest in this country for 50 years. The major
attacks were in 1937, 1946, 1951, 1962, and 1966. In recent years, the zones of
most frequent and intense attacks have changed. At present, the area of
greatest incidence corresponds to the subregions I, IIN, IIS, and VN, while it
was of less magnitude in the traditional VS. It causes maj or damage in grain

sorghum (Sorghum bicolor Moench) and in early plantings of cereals destined for
pasture. -TT- TTO-TiikeT-establishment of pastures difficult because the greenbug
attacks the majority of the forage grasses used in the composition of the most
common pasture mixtures. It is known as an important cereal pest in most of the
main cereal-producing countries of the world. In the U.S.A., it affects the
grain sorghum and small grain cereal crops and five biotypes have been
identified. The differential biotypes and cultivars are summarized in Table 2.

In our country, the existing biotypes have not yet been characte rized ; however,
Salto (1976) has identified two of them in the cultivar Tres Arroyos (Table 3).



Biotypes of greenbug identified in the cultivar Tres Arroyos

Species	 Resistant	 Susceptible

Dark 1975
	

Wheat	 Dick.Se1.28A
Rye	 Insave F.A.	 Salto, 1976
Barley	 B. 661

Li ght 19/6 -Wheat
Rye	 Insave F.A.
Barley	 B. 661

Dickle1.28A
Salto, 1977

Characterization of the greenbug is not easy because changes in the
environmental conditions influence changes in the plant-insect relationship. I
the U.S.A., the most important biotype would be 'C', although the presence of
biotype 'E' has recently been detected in Texas. In our country, the most
widespread is the light biotype that corresponds to the one characterized-by
Salto (O.C.), 1976.

Our project is carrying out morphological studies on greenbug. Differences in
size and weight have arisen from the comparison of the dark green population
from Barrow and light green from Rafaele. The magnitude of these differences is
being evaluated. The genetic sources of resistance to the greenbug in wheat,
detected for the different biotypes, have been summarized in Table 4.

Our project has available wheat material carrying the gene gb of Dickinson Sel
28A resistant to biotype A which was incorporated through crosses. Some of the
advanced lines from these crosses showed greater resistance than Gaucho and
Amigo Triticale (gen Rpv of Insave F.A.). in light-greenbug tolerance trials.
These were better than the susceptible hosts (the greenbugs were raised on

barley) and showed better vigor and tolerance than Dickinson Sel 28A (Arriage et
al., 1982) (Table 5). Treatments of the experiment were grouped according to
the genetic source of resistance and the Scheffe test was applied. Highly
significant differences were found in favor of gb for chlorosis, vigor and
tolerance (Table 6). The results of the trials with greenbug populations from
different origin demonstrated that the gene Rpv of Insave I.A. is affected in
its expression of tolerance as much as in non-preference by the genome ABA of

Triticum aestivum. This gene is also affected if it is separated from genome R
of barley Gable /). In our recent research, we have attempted to combine both

resistance sources in new wheat lines. In tolerance trials, progenies from the
crosses between resistant lines (gb) and Amigo (Rpv) have shown better
performance than both parents. That indicates to us that the intended objective
has been achieved. The high tolerance of these lines has also been verified in
trials conducted in the E.E.R.A. INTA of Rafaela by Salto (Table 8). Resistance
has also been found in some wheat lines from the Phytotechnical Institute of

Santa Catalina. The progenies from crosses between these lines and resistant
material (gb) selected , in our project were also more tolerant than the original
lines.



In recent trials, other greenbug effects were considered, in addition to leaf
chiorosis, . In our experiments under controlled conditions, it was found that
Bordenave Ranquelina MAG, a susceptible barley, showed highly significant growth
inhibition after the third day of greenbug attack in comparison with the insect-
free control treatment. This inhibition was expressed in those plant parts that
were in early developmental stages (sheath and leaf length, number of leaves and
differentiated Primordia in the apex, apex size, and total leaf area). At this

growth stage, the leaf chlorosis had not affected 1% of the surface. It is
suggested that effects are independent although they may be additive later.
the resistant barley culti var, La Plate Bordeba F.A., significant growth
differences for the same structures were not observed. Presently (in population
characterization), leaf length and shoot dr.), wei ght are used to assess inhibited

growth. Preliminary results of trials conducted in Rafaela during 1983 obtained

with the light green populations collected from grain sorghum are presented in
Table 9.

Our research group is part of the Plant Protection Program with 13 INTA
stations. The project is entitled: "Development and Implementation of an
Integrated Control System for the Cereal Aphids". Our main responsibilities are
related to genetic control involving the search for new sources of resistance
and the identification of their control mechanisms. In addition, studies of
biotypes and identification of differential cultivars are inc l uded as well as
studies of morphologic characteristics and vital statistics of the aphid
populations. Fundamental toxicity studies have also been initiated to determine
the mechanism involved in, the aphid's saline toxicity effects. These might
include growth inhibition or leaf chlorisis as well as the plant mechanisms to
create resistance by reducing or annulling such effects. The aphid project
conducted by our research group is sponsored by the Comision de Investigaciones
Cientificas de la Provincia de Buenos Aires (Commission of Scientific
Investigations of Buenos Aires) and the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnica
(National Advisory Board of Science and Technology). This project includes

scientists from the Universidad Nacional de La Plata and from the above
mentioned institutions.



Curculionidae

Homoptera

	

	 Aphidadae	 *Schizaphis graminum (Rond) Blanchard
(greenbug)

*Metopolophium dirhodum (Walker)
(yellow aphid)

*Sitobion aven ge (Fabricius)
(grain aphid)

**Rhopalosiphum maidis (Fitch)
(corn leaf aphid)

**Rhopalosiphum padi (L)
(oat bird-cherry aphid)

**Rhopalosiphum rufiabdominalis (Sasaki)
(root aphid)

**Pseudaletia unipuncta (Haw)
(army worm)

**Faronta albillinea (Hbn)
(wheat head army worm)

**Laphygma frugiperda (L and A)
(fall army worm)

#Diapraea saccharalis

**Dilobobderus abderus (Sturm)

**Demodema bonariensis Bruch

**Cyclocephala sp.

**Cyclocephala putrida Burm

#Prosaldius rhufus Rust

#Hipperodes sp.

#Acromyrmex Lundi (Guer)

#Pentaleus major (Duges, 1834)

*Important pest
**Secondary pest
#Occasional pest



Wheat	 Amic,o

T.tauachii 

(var.uLranLalaLa)
(var.typica)

Rye	 inuave F,A.

Barley	 DickLoo
Will

Oats	 P.1.18b2•0
t.l. 1579 11.1 1580

Sorghum	 1.S.609	 Piper

TA lio
TX
TX 27._.

Triticale	 Gw,chu

Resistant to Disulfates

1.11 , s Ch ilu rum,

Air• 	 •t.!	 ol.1

TA 27(.0

Dicit.%;u1.

LA)

Dick.Lle1.2dA
C.1.9058/7Bi.,on

Caribou

Table 2 

Different Cultivars 
Resistant	 Susceptible

Diek.5ul."26A
0.1.9056
inuave •.A.
Caribou
DickLoo

C.1.1579
0.1.1580
Piper
1.6.809

Amiiso
	 Dick .Sel .28A

0.1.9058/7,Diuoa
	 C.I.9O58

laJave J.A.
Caribou
DickLoo
C.1.4888

C.1.1579

C.1.1580

Piper
	 R.S.610

l.S.Buy

Woodt1961

Wood,1971

Starks & Burton,
1977.

Wood,1961
Harvey & Haoke-
rot,19o9
Wood & St•rke,197.

'foetus & col,i9/4

Starks & BurLon,
197i-

Wiluon & eq1,1916.

Type
	

Species 

Wheat

Rye

Barley

Oats

Sorghum

Wheat

Rye

Barley

Oats

Sorghum

Author

Harvey & ILlokurot.

19(.0

TeoLou & co1,19',4
Wood & eo1,1974

Harvey & co1,1980

Porter & col ,1900

PuLerbeo,19v3

Tc,etuu

VorLur &

& cheu,
]..o1

1%. rAa,1903

t Lei L+Uit,19C..i
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Table 4
Resist-t-T6Urces 

Species	 Cultivar	 Gene	 Biotype	 Mechanism	 Authors

,L,e,,,ie	 ihsuve PA	 lipv.	 uraeuL1110	 T	 Arriugu,1956

c!..1 .Q.du	 1J-C	 Arriugu & He,1963

urg.1976	 T	 Sulto,1976

E	 T	 Porter &co1,1980

C.	 TA	 Wood & oo1,1974
Caribou	 .8	 i-NP	 Harvey & Huckerott,

1969

Tatisum	 0.1.9054/7
Xaestivum	 el:Jon	 13	 T-NP	 Harvey & Huckerott,

1969
C.1,9058	 gb gb A	 T-A	 Curtis & oo1,1960
sick.Se128A gb gb urg .1975	 T	 Salto,1976

arg •	Arriugu,1963
A	 T-A	 Curtis & co1,1960

ieLugo	 hpv	 Harvey & co1,198Q.

- kingdom
cure
Aegnotri 

durum/T,
tauuChii	 E	 T	 Porter & co1,19d0

C	 Joppa & 001,1980

urg.	 Arriaga,1963

T.L.IL:40h1	 var.

atrungulata

vur.'

typica	 C	 T-A	 Harvey & co1,19J0

Guucho	 hpV. 	 C	 T-A	 Wood & 001,1974

Scanner
Note
This page contains illegible text.  -OSU Digital Production Unit



not differ significantlyNote: The treatment averages within the same line do
to the 5% level according to Tukey test.

Table 6 Comparative behavior of resistance genes.

Results of Tolerance Trials: Averages and

Attack Chlorosis Vigor Defense

Linea C.C. 8815 2.31 0.78 4.00 4.14

Dickinson Se] 28 A. 2.39 1.28 3.17 3.17

Triticale Gaucho 2.31 1.56 2.92 3.11

Amigo 2.44 1.89 2.50 2.42

Buck Namuncursi 2.58 3.33 1.64 1.47

Bordenave ruin 2.42 3.22 1.36 1.31

Tukcy	 5	 Lie 0.30 0.60 0.48 0.55

% 037 0.73 0.58 0.67

Gene Attack Chlorosis Vigor Defense

Y gb vs Rpv
1

N0,05S
4, 4

1,	 8 1,75
k •

1,	 8

Y gb vs Tes ,30NS 4,49." 4,174+ 4,53 +4.

Y Rpv vs Test 0,25NS 3,10++ 2.42 +.
.4.

2, 5

5 %

S
1 %

0,49

0,59

1,00

1,20

0,79

0,95

0,91

1,09



Different behaviors of Rpv gene in different species under

diffe rent tolerance trials

Characteristic Insave FA
Triticale
Gaucho Amigo

X 2,666 2,496 2,666

SX 0,178 0,074 0,099
Attack

•	 11 3,123 2,648 2,878

• 2,209 2,344 2,454

X 0,895 1,726 1,800

Chlorosissx 0,200 0,103 0,088

11
1,409 1,938 1,988

•	 1 2
0,377 1,514 1,612

• 3,375 2,765 2,500

Vigor	 SX 0,201 0,096 0,068

.1 1 3,891 2,962 2,645

1 2 2,859 2,568 2,355

K 3,346 2,666 2,300

Defense	 SX 0,195 0,107 0,09)

•	 1 3,847 2,886 2,495

• 2,844 2,446 2,105

*confidence interval; X ± t 0.05.ff



Table 8. Line behavior in tolerance trials conducted at the Agronomy

De p artment, LAPLATA and in INTA-Rafaela

Line	 Pedigree	 La Plata(F4)	 Rafaela(F5) 

48647/3	 Quediprev x An64 x Son64 x
	

R

Manchaquedi x Amigo

48639/6 Quediprev x An64 x Son64 x
12300 x Amigo 1 R

2 R
3 R
4 R
5 R
6 R

48631/1	 Quediprev x An64 x Son64 x
12300 x Amigo

48617/1	 TzPp-Son64 x Manchaquedi -x Amigo

48604/2	 TzPp–Son64 x Manchaquedi x Amigo

48571/7	 Dicorgaru x Amigo

48549/5 Quediprev x An64 x Son64 x
Manchaquedi x Amigo

1 SR
2 R
3 SR

4 SR
5 sR

6 R
7 R
8 SR

1 R
2 SR
3 R
4 R
5 R
6 SR
7 SR

1 R
2 R
3 S
4 SR



Table 9.	 Characterization of the light green population (collected
in sorghum in Rafaela in 1983)

Cultivar % growth/check % DM accumulation/check

Insave 76,05 56,38

Amigo 67,26 47,19

Dick.Sel	 28A 54,49 30,61

Will 74,23 83,65

C.I.1580 85,03 82,93

C . I .1579 80,39 83,93

P.I.186270 72,79 67,92

P.I.264453 66,32 51,70

Tx 2752 34,30 39,85

Tx 2536 36,60 42,70

Piper 58,39 61,49

Deer 9,39 12,01
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AGRONOMY RESEARCH IN THE HUMID PAMPEAN REGION - ARGENTINA

P. Novella and C. Senigagliesi

During the five-year period from 1977/78 to 1981/82, wheat was sown in the humid
pampa region of Argentina on 3,040,150 hectares annually with an average yield

of 4,992,046 tons. These values represent 55 and 67 percent, respectively, of

the totals for the country. The values for area and production, shown in Table

1 , indicate the importance of these subregions whose average yields (yield/unit

area) are higher than the rest of the country.

Table 1. Cultivated area and production by subregions
(average for the five-year period 1977/78 - 1981/82).

Cultivated Harvested Percent of the
Subregions Area Area Production Yield Country's Total

(kg/ha) (kg/ha) (tons) (kg/ha)

II Norte 1,181,013 1,063,421 1,927,175 1,812 26

II Sur 877,265 802,111 1,482,046 1,848 20

IV 981,872 911,860 1,582,825 1,736 21

All others 2,475,650 2,036,808 2,387,954 1,172 33

TOTAL 5,515,80 4,814,200 7,380,000 1,533 100

The region is located between the 63rd and 56th longitudes west of and between
the 32nd and 29th latitudes south. Elevations ranging from 0 to 190 m above sea
level. Average annual rainfall ranges from 700 and 950 mm and the average
annual temperature is 16 degrees centigrade.

The soil of this region is Mollisole. The Argiudole, without depth limitation,
appears more frequently in the Subregions IIN and IIS, the Argiudole
"petrocalcacicos", with a hard pan at 600-120 cm depth, is common to Subregion
IV ( Map 1).

Wheat Production Systems 

In these subregions, wheat is being cultivated as part of diverse production
systems. It is basically an extensive crop cultivated on a commercial basis.
Wheat has a different role in each system. In the Subre gion I I N and IIS, it is
mainly part of the double crop system (wheat-soybean) o r it is also used in
rotation with summer crops such as corn, sorghum and sunflower. In the
subregion IV, wheat can follow potatoes in the eastern part and it can follow
summer-autumn fallow in the west area.

It is important to mention that there is a tendency to increase the agricultural
activities in the region that imply a more intense use of the soil.



Review of the Research Activities in Wheat 

Agronomy research activities date from 1883, the year in which the Santa
Catalina Institute of the province of Buenos Aires was created. From the

beginning, wheat received attention from the researchers who oriented their
activities toward breeding. There were, however, many problems which made wheat
varietal development difficult. This situation changed in 1956 when INTA was
created. Extensive research has been executed since then. These activities
involve interdisciplinary research in crop rotation, soil management, water use,
soil fertility, and fertilization with a common goal of increasing production
per unit area. The research related to crop protection will be presented later
in this seminar by the specialist on that subject.

Crop Rotation and Soil Use 

The term rotation implies the inclusion of legume crops in the rotation system.
Addition of legumes provides the contribution of organic matter to the soil.
Use of rotations differ from a mono-crop sequence in which the nutrient balance
is generally negative without contribution to the soil.

Among the research activities involving rotation with perennial species, good
progress can be reported by the EERA Marcos Juarez. This institute has shown
that alfalfa, when continually covering the soil for 4 and 5 years contributed
15 and 20 tons/ha, respectively, of organic matter in the topsoil.

The organic matter contribution, and consequently the increased availability of
nitrogen to the wheat crop, increased yields as well as grain quality. The
results found at Marcos Juarez above coincide with similar findings obtained
from the experimental stations of Balcarce, Pergamino and Parana in which the
effect of the perennial species favored wheat production by 72, 21, and 36
percent, respectively.

On the other hand, the extension of the agricultural cycles decreases the soil's
organic matter. This fact is being verified by investigations conducted in
Marcos Juarez, Balcarce and Pergamino.

Most of the experimental stations have information available for advising the
producer of the most favorable crop to precede wheat in a rotation. In general,
the nitrogen available for wheat will depend on the previous crop. The planting
of sorghum and corn resulted in less available nitrogen for the wheat crop. A
soybean crop is most favorable for wheat production, especially if the field has
been cultivated for several years with this legume. In the locations of
Pergamino and Marcos Juarez, the wheat yield increases following soybeans were
from 450 to 500 kg/ha.

The negative effect of the previous crop to wheat in a rotation disappears
the nitrogen deficiencies are solved by fertilizer application.

Soil Management 

Comparative trials including the length of the fallow period and tillage methods
have been conducted in the different experimental stations of this region. The
information obtained indicates that there is-a significant and direct
correlation between the length of the fallow period and wheat yields. This



positive effect is attributed to a greater amount of nutrients available,

especially nitrogen. The research trials,including til l a ge systems, have been
conducted in agricultural crop sequences in which wheat follows summer crops.
In this system, the fallow period is short and a large number of cultural

Practice s are completed between the harvest of the previous crop and the
planting time of the wheat. The results show that it is possible to replace the
traditional systems, based on moldboard plowing and on numerous secondary
cultural practices, with soil conservation systems (reduced tillage, tillage

with a chisel).

Water Use 

Rainfall fluctuation is one of the factors determining variability of the wheat

yields. The lack of rainfall during the early growth stages of tillering and
stem elongation, which are common in this region, causes losses in the
establishment of the crop and decrease the initial growth rate. This fact has
been verified by research results regarding actual water use efficiency during
different growth stages and during the entire plant cycle.

When the initial growth rate is limited, the root system is affected and thus
the potential yield, since yield is established at the beginnin g of the wheat

cycle. The plant parts cannot completely recuperate, even though there is
abundant rainfall during the subsequent stages of the cycle. The average water
use efficiency ratio is approximately 5 kg of wheat per mm of water available.
Distribution of the 400 mm available rainfall is:: 130 mm stored in the soil at

planting time and 270 mm from rainfall during the crop cycle. Resulting yields
from this 400 mm rainfall were 1750 to 1800 kg/ha (Table I).

Low efficiency can be increased through better stand establishment which ensures
the crop's efficient use of water stored in the soil during the seasons of
deficient rainfall. The deep-furrow seedin g system and the use of phosphorus

fertilizers in deficient areas would contribute to increased water use
efficiency.

Soil Fertility and the Use of Fertilizers 

The nutritional problem of wheat is based primarily on availability of
phosphorus. The nitrogen deficiencies are present in all regions of the
country, varying in different intensity according to the previous use of the
soil and the production potential of the area. The phosphorus deficiencies are
found in the wheat in Subregion IV and in the southeast of Subregion II South.

Initially, to evaluate these mineral element deficiencies (together and
separate), the research involved experiments of simple and u niform designs

conducted on the farmers' fields. Later research required successive
adjustments in the experimental design. Measurements of the production
variables were also adjusted. Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the most important yield
results obtained with different fertilizer applications.

Because of these research activities, some research sites have available tested
methods of diagnosis for nitrogen which have acceptable levels of precision.
Some of these methods are based on measurements of the amount of nitrogen

available in the soil (nitrates) at planting time; others determine the nitrate

in the plant during the tillering stage.



For phosphorus there is also a method of diagnosis available based on the
determination of phosphorus available in the topsoil by the Bray Method. It has
also been shown to have an acceptable level of precision in different zones.
The critical levels of Phosphorus were determined for each area and for each
wheat type (short or tall straw). In the case of N, the recommended average

rate is 40 to 50 kg/ha and not more than 60 Kg/ha. For P, the average rate is
40 to 50 kg/P205. For the subregions IIN and IIS, the recommended time of N
application is during seeding. This is because of the low probability of rain
during the tillering stage. However, for the subregion IV where rainfall occurs
more often, N can be applied during planting time, tillering, or plot

applications. Phosphorus applications are recommended before or after seeding
for those areas with known deficiency. The sources of N generally available in
the market are: urea (46% N) and anhydrous ammonium (82%). Those of P are:
triple superphosphate (0-40-0) and diammonium phosphate (18-46-0).

The use of commercial fertilizer in wheat production is low, being only 17% of
the total area. There is observed a slow but increasing tendency for use of N
fertilizer. Among the factors limiting the use of nitrogen, two that should be
mentioned are the unfavorable relationship of N price to wheat price (10 to 1 in
general) and the lack of appropriate loans (help with finances). A conservative
estimate of the potential area needing fertilizer would be 50% for N and 36% for
P in the future. With the previously mentioned rate of application and an
efficiency slightly superior to 10, it would be possible to obtain, in this
region, a probable increase of more than 1,100,000 tons of wheat, using around
100,000 tons of nutrients (N and P).

Future Research Activities 

The information from research activities has greatly contributed in solving the
problems that gave origin to several research projects. The results obtained,
however, have led to new questions that should be clarified through new
approaches in different subjects. Some of the planned areas of research are as
follows:

1) Rotations and Soil Use

To analyze all available information produced by the experiment stations to
define the most suitable crop sequences according to the economic and fiscal
productivity and the effects on each area's ecosystem.

2) Soil Management

To intensify studies regarding effects of tillage on soil structure, organic
matter, soil compaction and root growth.

To develop systems of seeding for the different cultivated crops which would
allow proper management of covered soil.

3) Water Use

To complete information to determine the amount of water available for the
region.

To know the dynamics of water and evolution ofthe root system.



To estimate the water supply through soil and water variables.

Soil Fertility and Fertilizer Use

To intensify the studies using N and P.

To adjust the present methodology of diagnosis for both nutrients.

To determine areas of similar production capacity.

To adjust the nutrient requirements, N and P, relating them to the different

Production systems.

To evaluate the residual effect of P fertilizer.
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1962-1973	 179	 1690	 1935	 245	 2093	 403

	

1974-1982	 61	 2475	 2795	 320	 2964	 489

Average Yield of Wheat in Kg/Ha 
0	 30-40	 60-80

Gains

Kg/N/ha Kg/N/ha	 4/R/ha

Number
Years
	

of
Trials

Gains

Table 2	 Yield in Kg/Ha and res ponse of wheat to the a ppl ication of fertilizer
through the Years in the subre g ion II North

Table 3. Yield in Kg/Ha and response of wheat to the application of fertilizer

through the years in the subregion II South

Number	 Yield	 Amount Applied Kg/Ha 	 % Response fn Yield 
Years	 of	 of	 -4	 4 to 10	 +10

Trials	 Tester	 N	 P 0
2 5	 qq/he 

og
/ha 	Q/ha 

	

1962/68	 112	 1760	 30-80	 0	 41.1	 26.8,	 32.1

	

1973/78	 22	 2224	 40-60	 0	 22.6	 59.9	 18.1

	

1978/81	 7,3	 2405	 50-120 50-120	 15.6	 45.2	 39.7

• Table 4. Yield in Kg/Ha and response of wheat to the application of nitrogen
and phosphorus fertilizer through the years in subregion IV

Number	 Yield	 Response to N	 Response to P 
Years	 of	 of

Trials	 Tester Response Trials	 Kg/ha	 Tria1s	 Kg/ba

1962/66	 129	 13	 400

1969/71	 16	 2026	 689	 25

1972174	 67	 1932	 482	 33	 523

'1975/78	52	 2090	 857	 58	 563

- 1979181	 24	 2404	 1252	 79	 905



at growing regions - ecological subregions.



WHEAT PRODUCTION IN THE SEMIARID REGION OF ARGENTINA

Glave

The wheat crop is grown over a wide area of the Argentine semiarid region. This
area is southwest of the Buenos Aires province and east of the La Pampa
province. During the last 20 years, wheat production in- the region averaged
2,287,830 ha and 2,516,595 ton.

Area production in this region can be considered very important since it
represents 38.8% of the total area, and 36.4% of the total production in the
country. However, the average wheat yields of 1280 kg/ha are considered very
low.

The region is ecologically very heterogeneous, thus it is necessary to subdivide
the region into smaller areas to conduct production trials.

The climate greatly influences the production methods recommended. There are
considerable fluctuations in temperature and rainfall. The winters are cold
with frequent freezing temperatures reaching -10 degrees C. The summers are
moderately warm with abrupt changes in temperature. High temperatures during
the flowering stage of the wheat crop may cause leaf burn and dessication of the
plants.

The rainfall fluctuates between 700 mm and 300 mm from east and west. There is
a negative gradient of 1 mm per kilometer of distance. Most of the rainfall
occurs during the fall and spring, being scarce during the winter. The summer
season from October to March presents high evapotranspiration.

There are large annual fluctuations in rainfall resulting in drought or very
humid periods and thus affecting the wheat in very different ways. It is common
to observe frequent crop failure followed by excellent production conditions.

The winter is generally dry and windy causing frequent problems of shattering or
shriveling in early spring , especially when the temperatures rise considerably.

The soils of this region, of loam to sandy-silt loam texture, are very
heterogeneous. The lack of nitrogen is a common problem in the region resulting
in low crop yield and poor grain quality. These soils have limited organic
matter and the required mineral nutrient content for the wheat crop. There is a
hard pan layer of calcium carbonate only a few centimeters below the surface of
the topsoil that constitutes a limiting factor for production.

The soils of the region are generally 50% deficient in phosphorus and of the
remai ning 25% soil s show intermediate deficiency, and the other 25% have good
supply. In relative terms, the lack of phosphorus constitutes a smaller
constraint than the lack of nitrogen.

Lack of crop rotation, continued use of conventional tillage equipment, and
overgrazing the fields, are factors accentuating the destruction of soil
texture. Presence of the plow pan, which is normal in the wide semiarid region;
impedes normal root growth and contributes to the water deficit of the soil
profile.



The soils are commonly weak and easily susceptible to wind and water erosion.
Thirty percent of the semiarid region is affected by wind erosion, of variable

degree, while 50% is affected by water erosion. Water erosion has been
increasing during the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s. This has been caused by

favorable weather conditions that prevailed in this region. This period of

heavy rainfall has increased water erosion and the seriously reduced Production
capacity.

Few farmers use the stubble to adequately prepare the soil. In general, the
farmers know the advantages of early soil preparation during the fallow period;
however, the lack of proper planning for field operations'prohibits correct use
of this technique.

The continued use of conventional equipment such as the moldboard plow, plow
harrow, disk harrow, spike-tooth harrow and disk-type planters affects the

Phy s ic properties of the soil and consequently wheat production.

The agricultural development of the semiarid region presents management
requirements very different from those of the high rainfall area. To obtain
satisfactory results, different techniques and equipment for soil preparation
should be used in each region.

This presentation describes some of the methodology that should be used to
obtain the best economic results.

Because agriculture in the semiarid regions is normally called ''dryland
agriculture' because the only source of moisture is from rainfall. It is an
extensive method of agriculture and, generally no more than one crop per year is

achieved. The yields of wheat obtained in the dryland region have never reached
high levels. This situation has been changing in recent years because of the
use of new conservation techniques.

Diverse systems of crop production can be found throughout the dryland region.
They range from monocropping to the diversification of crops through crop

rotation. Monocrop or monoculture is the repetition of a predominant cro p or of

the same plant species over a number of years. In our semiarid region of the
pampa, this system is still observed and predominates in some areas. This
practice of working the soil and planting the same is also called non-restoring
traditional agriculture or agriculture of ashes. It brings about well-known
negative effects such as loss of nutrient elements, soil acidification,
degradation of soil structure from erosion, compaction, lack of organic matter,
changes in the soil chemistry, and scarce and variable production (Graph 1).

In contrast to this method, there is a rotation system available which avoids
these problems. This system includes an alternative sequence of annual crops
and pasture cycles. It is considered highly positive having the advantage over
the above mentioned system, of restoring the lost fertility by the use of
alternated crops of legumes and grasses (Graph 2).

The rotation system avoids the loss of soil by erosion and increased compaction
from the accumulation of organic matter. The goal is to reestablish a natural
equilibrium of the soil and ecological environment around the soil. Examples of
rotations over years are presented in Table 1.



Recently, a new system has been developed for dryland agriculture called
permanent, or at least continuous, conservation agriculture in which the same
annual crop is used. This system differs from monoculture because it is a
conservation and production system (Graph 3). A planned program of soil
management techniques and timely seedling of the crop has resulted in a steady
level of production that can increase without major variations. This system
will improve the soil structure as well as physical and chemical characteristics

of the soil. Removal of cattle trampling and extraction of plant materials from
the soil will decrease erosion and compaction and consequently decrease soil

degradation. Technically, to my belief, this is the only possible means of

preserving soil structure and fertility over a long period of time. This system

has not yet been adopted by most of the farmers. Primarily this is because of
the lack of available elements such as special equipment, fertilizer use,
pesticides, new varieties, and professional advice.

Through the use of crop residue, this system provides the possibility of larger
accumulation and conservation of moisture in the soil. In this way, continuous
cropping may have adequate moisture and the chemical elements necessary for
normal growth and development of the crop.

Following are the main basic goals that can be achieved by conservation tillage:

Accumulation of moisture in the soil
Nutrient availability for the crop
Protection from the effects of water and wind erosion
Efficient use of farm machinery

The system involves tilling stubble into a surface. The harvest and seedling
are done through a protective cover of crop residue. This cover or mulch is
prepared in advance of the planting time. It is recommended to cut, chop and
semi-incorporate the stubble into the soil by the use of equipment such as:
harrow plow, double disk harrow or heavy offset disk harrow.

From preparation of the mulch to the time of planting, it is necessary to remove
weed growth to avoid loss of water and fertility. This culture practice can be
done with the chisel plow followed by subsurface tillage with cultivators, vibro
cultivators or a rod weeder. For light soils, susceptible to wind erosion, the
rod weeder is the best implement because it keeps the residue near the surface
and avoids water loss by evapotranspiration.

The number of tillage practices depends on the degree of weed invasion or
volunteer cereals, and the weather conditions at that time.

Extra attention should be given to an accelerated loss of organic matter that
HIV ari se, especiall y in fields with poor ground cover, during the period of
subsurface tillage. It could consequently increase the susceptibility to
erosion. The physical deterioration of the field from the lack of structural
stability decreases the water infiltration capability and increases the
possibility of water and wind erosion. Through the use of cultural practices,
the crop residues are kept on the soil surface avoiding the danger of erosion
until establishment of the crop. In fields with good ground cover, the soil
losses from wind have been reduced 85-100%. The losses from water have been
reduced 90-95%.



The wheat is sown through the residue with special equipment such as the deep

furrow drill. The seed is placed in direct contact with the soil moisture
resulting in rapid germination. In addition, formation of the furrows gives
protection to the plants during the early stages of crop development.

This new conservation technology permits the wheat crop to express its
production potential and the soil is stabilized because of decreasing risk of
erosion.



GRAPH 1. GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF RAINFALL AND SOIL UTILIZATION

OVER A PERIOD OF TIME               
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I - First Year 

Seeding the Wheat Crop

1	 Deep plowing (moldboard, disk plow)

2 - harrow (disk harrow, spike, tooth harrow)

3 - planting - seed drill that smooths and compacts Conventional disk
planting equipment

4 weed control - herbicide application according to the weed development
and density

5- results - uncertain and low yield potential

II - Second Year 

1 - stubble grazing with beef cattle

2 - weedy,

III - Wheat, same as first year

IV - Grazing, same as second year

V - Wheat, same as first and third years
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GRAPH 2. GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF RAINFALL AND CROP ROTATION PROGRAMS

OVER A PERIOD OF TIME

- First Year 
Plant oats and broad beans

1 - Spring fallow

2 - Mixed planting

3-. Grazing
4 - Harvest

II - Second Year 

Grazing (oats and broad beans)

5 - Harrow
6 - Grazing volunteer

III - Third Year 

Plant wheat

7 - Fallow
8 - Planting
9 - Harvest
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10 - Stubble fallow
11 - Planting
12 - Harvest

- Fifth Year 

Plant wheat

13 - Stubble fallow
14 - Planting

15 - Harvest

IV - Sixth Year

Plant oats and broad beans

16 - Short fallow
17 - Planting
18 - Grazing

19 - Spring fallow

VII	 Seventh Year 

Plant pasture

20 - Planting
21 - Grazing
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GRAPH 3. CONTINUOUS CROPPING

- First Year 

Wheat planting

1 - Bare fallow
2 - Planting
3 - Herbicide application
4 - Harvest

II - Second Year 

5 - Stubble fallow
6 - Planting
7 - Herbicide application

8 - Harvest

III - Third Year 

9 - Stubble fallow
10 - Fertilization
11 - Planting
12 - Herbicide application
13 - Fertilization
14 - Harvest
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TABLE I. ROTATION PLAN OVER A 10-YEAR PERIOD

Year 1
	

AV

Year 2
	

AV

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5	 AV	 AV

Year 6	 AV	 AVM	 AV	 T	 G

Year 7	 T	 T	 AVM

Year 8	 T

Year 9	 AV	 AV	 T	 AV

Year 10	 AV	 AVM
	

AV

References:

AV = Oat + Broad Bean
T = Wheat

AVM Oat + Broad Bean + Corn

P = Forage (mixture of species)
G'= Sunflower

P P

P



PRODUCTION OF WHEAT-SOYBEAN IN THE HUMID REGION OF THE PAMPA IN ARGENTINA

A. Lattanzi

In the region of the Pampa, wheat was the crop that was first produced
agriculture commenced at the beginning of this century. The rapid
mechanization of sowing and harvest in the early 1920s ma de wheat an easier crop

to cultivate in comparison to other crops such as corn, in which harvest and
Part of the weeding was done manually until 1950. During this half century,
wheat was cultivated on farms that were involved exclusively in the production
of cereals. It was common practice on these farms for the grower to sow wheat
as the only crop on the same land for several years, allowing a 5-6 month fallow
period during the summer and autumn.

The only two elements available for keeping the fields free of weeds, fire and

Pl owing with a single mounted moldboard plow pulled by oxen at first and later
by horses. Once the harvest was completed in December, the farmer destroyed the

stubble as a first clearing practice. The clearing was done by burning the
stubble. Later on, at the end of the summer, plowing was repeated as many times
as necessary to keep a bare fallow until planting time during May or June. At
that time, no one thought of a double crop system.

During the 1940s, disk implements and cultivators were introduced. These
replaced the moldboard plow which became a secondary tillage method to control

weeds. The new implements were wider and easier to pull than the moldboard
plow.

During the 1950s, the tractor began to come into use, allowing farmers to
cultivate their land easier and in less time. With this new equipment, they
started plowing the wheat stubble earlier, managing a "bare" fallow without any,
cover of straw or weeds. This practice was very effective in improvin g the
wheat yield because of greater accumulation of nitrogen in the form of nitrates.

Simultaneously, the farmers discovered the possibility of producing a second
crop after wheat to utilize the land during the summer. Adoption of this
practice led to spread of double-cropping of wheat-sunflower in the most humid
area of the region, and wheat-millet in the less humid zones. Even though wheat
yields were decreasing with this practice, there was added income with two
crops.

This double-cropping method spread rapidl y and with good results on the most

fertile land with adequate nitrogen. On the poorer land, the results of double
-cropping were mediocre. The introduction of fertilization as a practice in
1960 brought a solution to this problem; however, the unfavorable cost of the

fertilizer limited its use.

At the end of 1960, a group of farmers in the south central part of Santa Fe

started planting soybeans after wheat with good response, thus introducing a new
crop to the region. The area under the double-cropping system of wheat-soybean
grew slowly during the first few years around the areas of Casilda and Sanford.

New practices had to be developed to cultivate soybeans such as equipment to sow

and harvest, trading different varieties, preparation of the soil, time and


